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Summary

The discovery of neutrino oscillations using atmospheric neutrinos by the Super-Kamiokande

experiment opened a new field of research to understand the properties of neutrinos. Neu-

trino oscillations demand that the neutrinos should be massive which is strong experimen-

tal evidence of the physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) of particle physics. Over

the past two decades, most of the neutrino oscillation parameters have been measured

with great precision. The Dirac CP phase 𝛿CP and atmospheric mixing angle 𝜃23 are the

least precisely measured oscillation parameters. The other important issues in neutrino

oscillation physics are the determination of the neutrino mass ordering and octant of 𝜃23.

While traveling through the Earth, the upward-going atmospheric neutrinos undergo

charged-current weak interactions with the ambient electrons, which give rise to density-

dependent matter effects in neutrino oscillations. The matter effects can contribute to the

determination of neutrino mass ordering and octant of 𝜃23. The matter effects can also

be used as a tool to probe the interior of Earth, which is termed as neutrino tomography

of Earth. The proposed 50 kiloton Iron Calorimeter (ICAL) detector at the India-based

Neutrino Observatory (INO) would detect atmospheric neutrinos and antineutrinos sepa-

rately in the multi-GeV range of energies over a wide range of baselines. In this thesis,

we present experimental work related to the detector and the physics simulation studies

exploring neutrino oscillations, BSM scenarios, and neutrino tomography of Earth.

ICAL consists of stacks of iron layers as passive detector elements, and the Resistive

Plate Chamber (RPCs) sandwiched between them as active detector elements. In the

xxiii
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experimental work, we study the effects of the non-uniform resistivity of the graphite

layer on the response of RPC. A ROOT-based framework is developed to simulate charge

transport in the graphite layer. An experimental setup is also developed to measure the

non-uniform surface resistivity that is given as an input to the simulation. The simulation

of charging of graphite layer predicts that the potential distribution is uniform and inde-

pendent of non-uniformity in surface resistivity, whereas the time-constant is found to be

affected by the non-uniformity in surface resistivity. The experimental measurements are

performed, which are found to be in good agreement with simulated results.

In the physics simulation studies, we demonstrate for the first time that the oscillation

dip and valley can be observed at ICAL using the up/down ratio for reconstructed 𝜇−

and 𝜇+ events separately. The position of the dip and the alignment of the valley are

used to measure the oscillation parameter Δ𝑚2
32 in two separate ways using the multiple

sets of simulated data for 10 years at ICAL. In our approach, we incorporate statistical

fluctuations, systematics errors, and uncertainties in neutrino oscillation parameters.

We further propose a new approach to probe neutral-current Non-standard Interactions

(NSIs) of neutrinos using oscillation dip and valley. Due to the presence of non-zero NSI

parameter 𝜖𝜇𝜏, the oscillation dip shifts in the opposite directions for 𝜇− and 𝜇+, whereas

the oscillation valley bends in the opposite directions for 𝜇− and 𝜇+. We use the difference

in dip locations and contrast in curvatures of oscillation valleys for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ to constrain

𝜖𝜇𝜏 in two separate ways.

The information about the interior of Earth has been obtained using gravitational

measurements and seismic studies. Neutrino absorption and oscillations can be used as

a complementary tool to probe the internal structure of Earth, paving the way for multi-

messenger tomography of Earth. We show that ICAL can detect core-passing neutrinos

and antineutrinos with good directional resolution. We demonstrate that the presence

of Earth’s core can be validated using atmospheric neutrinos at ICAL by ruling out the

two-layered density profile of mantle-crust with respect to the three-layered density profile

of core-mantle-crust.

We believe that the analyses performed in this thesis have contributed to the under-

standing of the properties of neutrinos and have enriched the physics potential of ICAL.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Neutrinos were invented by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 to explain the problem of energy

conservation in beta decay [1]. In the process of beta decay, a neutron converts into a

proton with the emission of an electron. Energy conservation implies that the available

energy before the reaction should be shared by the product particles. Since the mass of

the daughter nucleus was much larger than that of the electron, the nucleus was almost at

rest, and all the available energy was supposed to be carried by the electron. Further, the

energy and momentum conservation demands that the energies of emitted electrons should

be constant. The experimentally observed energy spectrum of the emitted electron was

found to be continuous. Some of the electrons were emitted with the maximum energy,

which was nearly equal to the available initial energy, but in most cases, the energies of

the electrons were less than the available initial energy. This missing energy could not be

attributed to anything and puzzled the scientist so much that Neils Bohr was ready to even

abandon the law of conservation of energy.

To solve this problem of beta decay, Wolfgang Pauli proposed that there is another

particle emitted in the beta decay, which should be charge-less and have a tiny mass. Since

neutron, proton, and electron are spin half particles, this particle was also expected to be

spin half to conserve the total spin in beta decay. Pauli further told that this particle may

not be detected experimentally due to extremely small cross section. This particle was

later named as “neutrino” by Edoardo Amaldi which means “little neutral one” in Italian.

1
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The complete beta decay looks like

𝑛 → 𝑝+ + 𝑒− + �̄�𝑒 , (1.1)

where, �̄�𝑒 is the electron-type antineutrino emitted during the decay of neutron.

In Sec. 1.1, we describe the path-breaking discovery of neutrinos. In Sec. 1.2, we

present a brief description of various sources of neutrinos. Section 1.3 discusses the

discrepancy in expected and observed neutrino fluxes for solar and atmospheric neutri-

nos giving rise to neutrino anomalies which were solved by the discovery of neutrino

oscillations. In the end, we present the outline of this thesis in Sec. 1.4.

1.1 Discovery of Neutrinos

The detection of neutrino was believed to be extremely difficult because of the tiny

interaction cross section [2, 3]. Since neutrino has no charge, it cannot interact electro-

magnetically. There was a possibility that antineutrino can be detected via the process of

inverse beta decay

�̄�𝑒 + 𝑝+ → 𝑛 + 𝑒+ , (1.2)

where, an antineutrino interacts with a proton to produce a neutron and a positron.

The small interaction cross section can be compensated by using an intense source of

antineutrino and a bigger detector. A few antineutrino events can be detected if we wait

for a sufficiently long time.

In the 1950s, Frederick Reines and Clyde Cowan decided to use the inverse beta decay

process to detect the antineutrinos emitted from the nuclear reactor at Savannah River

Plant, which was the brightest source of antineutrinos [2, 3]. The inverse beta decay

process was suitable for the detection of antineutrino because the resulting positron and

neutron have characteristic signals, which helps in identifying inverse beta decay events

with high confidence. The positron annihilates with the ambient electron and emits two

gamma rays (prompt signal) having energies of about 511 keV. The neutron undergoes

scattering and, after a few microseconds, gets captured with the emission of gamma rays
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(delayed signal). The coincidence of prompt and delayed signals indicates the event

corresponding to inverse beta decay.

Reines and Cowan used water as a target which provided a large number of protons

for the interaction of reactor antineutrinos [2, 3]. Cadmium chloride was dissolved in

water to enhance the cross section for neutron capture. The water target was sandwiched

between the liquid scintillators, where 5-inch photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) were used

to observe the scintillation light. The gamma rays emitted during positron annihilation

and neutron capture were detected in these scintillation detectors. The whole setup was

located underground with an encasing of paraffin and lead shield to achieve an excellent

shielding from reactor neutrons, reactor gamma rays, and cosmic muons.

In 1956, the antineutrinos were detected via the process of inverse beta decay in this

experiment in Savannah River Plant [2, 3]. A reactor-power-dependent signal of 2.88

± 0.22 counts per hour was observed which was in agreement with the predicted cross

section of about 6 × 10−44 cm2. The ratio of signal to reactor-dependent background was

about 20 to 1, whereas the ratio of signal to reactor-independent background was about

3 to 1. The total experiment runtime was about 1371 hours which included reactor up as

well as down periods.

Reines and Cowan discovered the antineutrino of electron flavor. Another type of

neutrino associated with muon was discovered at Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS)

located at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [4]. A high-energy proton beam was

bombarded on a beryllium target to produce secondary particles like pions and kaons,

which further decay into neutrinos. In the detector, these neutrinos produced only muons

but no electrons, which was a strong hint that these neutrinos are different than the ones

produced in the beta decay.

The discovery of the third generation lepton called tau raised an expectation that a

third type of neutrino corresponding to tau lepton should also exist. The tau neutrino

was detected in DONuT (direct observation of nu-tau) experiment in nuclear emulsion

target [5]. A proton beam was directed to the tungsten beam dump resulting in charmed

mesons, which decayed to provide a beam of tau neutrinos. In a set of 203 neutrino events,

four events meet the criteria for 𝜏 decays without any other lepton from the primary vertex.
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These events provided evidence that the charged-current (CC) interactions of 𝜏 neutrinos

were observed. Now, we discuss various sources of neutrinos.

1.2 Sources of Neutrinos

Neutrinos are produced by various sources, which can be natural or artificial. The neutrinos

produced from these sources can have different flavors and cover a wide range of energies.

Now, we describe the neutrino from different sources and their properties.

1.2.1 Neutrinos from Natural Sources

Solar Neutrinos

The Sun shines due to the energy released in the exothermic thermonuclear reaction as

described by the Standard Solar Model (SSM). Inside the core of the Sun, the hydrogen

nuclei fused together to form helium nuclei with the emission of positrons and electron

neutrinos. The effective nuclear reaction looks like following

4𝑝 → 𝐻𝑒 + 2𝑒+ + 2𝜈𝑒 + 26.7 MeV. (1.3)

Inside the core of the Sun, the electron neutrinos are mainly produced in two types of

fusion reactions which are the proton-proton (pp) cycle and the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen

(CNO) cycle. About 98% solar neutrinos are contributed by the pp chain. Inside the Sun,

the neutrinos are also produced by the electron-capture decay of 7Be, beta decay of 8B,

and proton-electron-proton (pep) fusion. The energy of solar neutrinos lies in the range

of 0.8 MeV to 15 MeV.

The solar neutrinos were detected for the first time by the Homestake experiment

performed by R. Davis and his group in 1968 [6]. The detector consisted of 520 tons of

chlorine (liquid tetrachloroethylene, C2Cl2) located 4850 ft underground in the Homestake

gold mine in South Dakota. The detection was performed by the neutrino capture on 37Cl

which converts into 37Ar with the emission of an electron. The neutrino events are

identified by the decay of 37Ar, which is observed by a small proportional counter. The

weak-interaction nature of the neutrinos allows them to escape the Sun immediately and
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bring information about the core of the Sun. Solar neutrinos can be used to probe the solar

metallicity, the temperature of the core, the evolution of the Sun, and the density profile

of the Sun, etc. Kamiokande experiment reconstructed the image of the core of the Sun

using the real-time observation of solar neutrinos [7].

Supernova Neutrinos

The stars shine by combining the lighter elements (mostly hydrogen) to form heavier

elements in thermonuclear reactions. When a star exhausts the nuclear fuel, the core of

the star collapses, and the star undergoes a supernova (SN) explosion [8]. During the

supernova, the star releases a tremendous amount of energy, which is of the same order

as the energy produced during the whole life of the star. During the supernova, protons

merge with electrons to form neutrons with the emission of a large number of neutrinos

(∼ 1058). The supernova neutrinos consist of all flavors and have energies of the order of

10 MeV.

The density of matter is high inside the collapsing core, but neutrinos are able to

come out immediately due to their weak-interaction nature. These neutrinos are able to

reach the Earth a few hours before the light from the supernova can be seen. In 1987,

neutrino detectors on Earth observed the neutrinos from a supernova (SN1987A) in the

nearby galaxy called Large Magellanic Cloud. At that time, Kamiokande II [9], IMB [10],

and BAKSAN [11] were the active neutrino detectors, and a total of 24 neutrinos were

observed in about 12 seconds from this supernova on 23rd February 1987. The visible

light from SN1987A was observed three hours after the detection of neutrinos.

Atmospheric Neutrinos

Atmospheric neutrinos are produced during the interactions of primary cosmic rays com-

ing from outer space with the nuclei of gases in the Earth’s atmosphere [8, 12]. The

primary cosmic rays are isotropic in nature and can have energies from about a few MeV

to as high as 1020 eV. The isotropic nature of cosmic rays indicates that their origin is

outside the solar system. The cosmic rays consist of mostly protons and helium nuclei.
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The interactions of primary cosmic rays with the nuclei of gases present in the atmo-

sphere produce secondary particles like pions and kaons. These are unstable particles and

decay further to produce leptons and neutrinos. The decay of pions mostly result in the

production of muons and muon type of neutrinos

𝜋− → 𝜇− + �̄�𝜇 , (1.4)

𝜋+ → 𝜇+ + 𝜈𝜇 . (1.5)

These muons can decay further to produce electrons along with muon and electron types

of neutrinos

𝜇− → 𝑒− + 𝜈𝜇 + �̄�𝑒 , (1.6)

𝜇+ → 𝑒+ + �̄�𝜇 + 𝜈𝑒 . (1.7)

These neutrinos and antineutrinos produced during interaction of cosmic rays are called

atmospheric neutrinos. At low energies of around 1 GeV, the decay chain of pions and

muons give rise to the ratio of muon to electron flavor of about 2, i.e.

𝜈𝜇 + �̄�𝜇

𝜈𝑒 + �̄�𝑒
∼ 2. (1.8)

On the other hand, at high energies, the muon may reach the surface of Earth without

decaying which increases this ratio

𝜈𝜇 + �̄�𝜇

𝜈𝑒 + �̄�𝑒
> 2. (1.9)

The decays of pions and kaons mainly produce neutrinos of muon and electron types.

Note that a small number of tau neutrinos may also get produced during the decay of

charmed mesons but at energies above the TeV range.

The atmospheric neutrinos possess a wide range of energies, starting from a few MeV

to about TeV. The atmospheric neutrinos are produced at an average height of about 15 km

above the surface of Earth, which is also the lowest path traveled by the downward-going

atmospheric neutrinos. On the other hand, the upward-going neutrinos travel all the way
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through the bulk of Earth and can have pathlengths1 as high as about 12750 km. Since

the cosmic rays are isotropic in nature, the atmospheric neutrinos going in upward and

downward directions are expected to be equal. At low energies, the geomagnetic field of

Earth disturbs the isotropy of cosmic rays, which translates to a small up-down asymmetry

in atmospheric neutrinos. But at high energies, the atmospheric neutrinos are expected to

be up-down symmetric.

The atmospheric neutrinos were observed first time in 1965 by detectors in the Kolar

Gold Field mine in India [13, 14]. The detectors based on scintillators and neon flash

tubes were located at a depth of about 7600 ft (7500 meters of water equivalent) below the

ground to get shielding from cosmic muons. The residual cosmic muons at such depth

are peaked along the downward-going vertical direction. The observation of muon tracks

in the horizontal direction indicated that the observed events were unlikely to be cosmic

muons and were most probably due to the interaction of atmospheric neutrinos, which

were expected to be isotropic and could give rise to the horizontal events. During the

same time, another experiment in the East Rand Proprietary Gold Mine in South Africa

also detected the horizontal events corresponding to atmospheric neutrinos [15].

Ultra High-energy Astrophysical Neutrinos

The ultra-high-energy neutrinos are produced in the cosmic sources like active galactic

nuclei (AGN) and gamma-ray bursts. The energy of these astrophysical neutrinos lies in

the range of TeV to PeV. In these sources, the charged particles like protons and nuclei

are accelerated to high energies. The interactions of these high-energy charged particles

with gases and photons result in the production of unstable particles like pions and kaons,

which decay further to produce neutrinos. Unlike photons, the astrophysical neutrinos

pass through the galactic medium undeflected, and the deflections due to galactic or

1The net distance 𝐿𝜈 traveled by a neutrino (its “pathlength” or “baseline”) is related to its zenith angle
via

𝐿𝜈 =
√
(𝑅 + ℎ)2 − (𝑅 − 𝑑)2 sin2 𝜃𝜈 − (𝑅 − 𝑑) cos 𝜃𝜈 , (1.10)

where 𝑅, ℎ, and 𝑑 denote the radius of Earth, the average height from the surface at which neutrinos are
produced, and the depth of the detector under the surface of Earth, respectively. In the analyses of this thesis,
we take 𝑅 = 6371 km, ℎ = 15 km, and 𝑑 = 0 km. Note that the zenith angle cos 𝜃𝜈 = 1 for downward-going
neutrinos and cos 𝜃𝜈 = −1 for upward-going neutrinos.
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extragalactic magnetic fields are also negligible. Therefore, these neutrinos are potential

probes to understand the high-energy phenomena happening in astrophysical sources.

The astrophysical neutrinos with energy in the range of TeV to PeV were detected first

time by the IceCube neutrino observatory at the South pole in 2013 [16, 17]. IceCube

detected about 37 astrophysical neutrinos in three years and excluded the hypothesis of

atmospheric origin with a 5.7𝜎 confidence level. In the recently updated data, about

102 events corresponding to astrophysical neutrinos were observed at IceCube in 7.5

years [18].

Geoneutrinos

The Earth contains radioactive isotopes like 238U, 232Th, and 40K having half-lives com-

parable to or more than the age of Earth [19]. These long-lived isotopes undergo beta

decay to emit electron antineutrinos that are known as geoneutrinos. These radioactive

decays also result in the production of energy along with antineutrinos. This energy is

called radiogenic heat, which is roughly half the amount of heat dissipated by Earth. The

geoneutrinos have energies of the order of MeV.

The geoneutrinos have been detected by KamLAND [20] and Borexino [21], exper-

iments using the process of inverse beta decay where the electron antineutrinos interact

with the protons to produce positrons and neutrons. The positron gives a prompt sig-

nal in the form of 511 keV annihilation photons, whereas the neutron thermalizes and

gets captured after some time to produce a delayed signal. The precise measurement of

geoneutrinos can reveal the distribution of radioactive isotopes inside Earth, which will

help us to understand the chemical composition and dynamics of heat production inside

the Earth.

Relic Neutrinos

Relic neutrinos are by-products of Big-bang [8]. In the early stages of the universe,

neutrinos were in thermal equilibrium with the hot plasma through weak interactions.

As the universe expanded, the interaction rate of neutrino decreased. Eventually, the

neutrinos got decoupled when the expansion rate became more than the interaction rate.
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Relic neutrinos are the second most abundant particles in the universe after photons. The

present temperature of relic neutrinos is very small (1.95 K), which corresponds to the

energy of the order of 10−4 eV2. Due to this small temperature, the interaction cross

section of relic neutrinos is extremely low, which makes the direct detection of relic

neutrinos very difficult.

1.2.2 Neutrino from Artificial Sources

Reactor Neutrinos

Nuclear reactors are an intense source of electron antineutrino flux. The energy required

for power generation in nuclear reactor is the product of the beta-decay reactions of

isotopes like 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu. The reactor antineutrinos have energy in the

range of 0.1 to 10 MeV with mean energy around 4 MeV. In the Uranium fission reaction,

six electron antineutrinos are produced with a total energy of about 200 MeV. Therefore,

a nuclear reactor with 1 GW power will produce about 2× 1020 electron antineutrinos per

second. Reactor antineutrinos were detected first time by Reines and Cowan using the

process of inverse beta-decay as discussed in Sec. 1.1.

Accelerator Neutrinos

The particle accelerators are used to produce a beam of muon-type neutrinos and an-

tineutrinos. A high-energy proton beam from the accelerator is bombarded on a target

where unstable particles like pions and kaons are produced. These secondary particles are

focused using a magnetic horn such that a beam of 𝜋− or 𝜋+ is obtained. The focused beam

of pions is passed through a decay tunnel where 𝜋− (𝜋+) decays to produce 𝜇− (𝜇+) and

�̄�𝜇 (𝜈𝜇). At the end of the tunnel, the muons and undecayed mesons are absorbed in the

beam dump, and a beam consisting of muon-type neutrinos or antineutrinos is obtained.

An advantage of the accelerator neutrinos is that we can produce the neutrino beam with

a peak at the desired energy.

The accelerator neutrinos are used to understand the fundamental properties of neu-

trinos. In the long-baseline experiments, a neutrino beam is used as a source, and a far
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detector is placed at a fixed distance. For example, the K2K experiment [22] in Japan

was the first long-baseline experiment that used the muon neutrinos beam produced at the

KEK accelerator, which was detected about 250 km away by the water-Cherenkov-based

Super-Kamiokande (Super-K) detector [23].

1.3 Neutrino Anomalies

Till now, we learned that neutrinos originate from different sources, and most of them

have been detected by various experiments. However, it was found that the observed solar

neutrino flux was much less than the expected flux. This deficit could not be explained by

any error in experiments or solar models. Similarly, the atmospheric neutrinos were also

found to be less than the expectation. Now, we describe these anomalous behaviors and

their solution.

1.3.1 Solar Neutrino Anomaly

The solar neutrinos were first detected in the Homestake experiment as described in

Sec. 1.2.1. The Homestake experiment observed the capture rate for the solar neutrino to

be 2.56±0.25 SNU2 [24] which was less than the predictions of 9.3±1.2 SNU [25] by the

Standard Solar Model. This deficit in the flux of electron neutrinos from the Sun was also

confirmed by the Galium-based experiments like SAGE [26] and GALLEX [27] where the

observed capture rate was about half the expected rate [25]. Further, the Kamiokande [7]

and the Super-K [28–30] experiments based on water Cherenkov principle observed the

solar neutrinos in real-time with information on energy and direction of events. The

Kamiokande and the Super-K experiment also observed the deficit in solar neutrinos flux.

This mystery of missing electron neutrinos from the Sun was known as the “solar neutrino

anomaly”.

Since various neutrino experiments based on different principles observed the electron

neutrino flux to be lower than the expectation, there was nothing wrong with the neutrino

experiments. On the other hand, the Standard Solar Model was also robust because of
21 Solar Neutrino Unit (SNU) = 10−36 captures per second per target atom.
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the agreement with helioseismic measurements. Another possibility was that there was

something happening to electron neutrinos while traveling from the Sun to the Earth. Since

the solar neutrinos have energies below about 30 GeV, the charged-current interactions

cannot be used to detect muon or tau neutrinos where the masses of the resulting leptons

are more than the available energy. Therefore, if electron neutrinos change their flavor to

muon or tau neutrinos while traveling from the Sun to the Earth, then the solar neutrino

flux observed using charged-current interactions will be lower than the expectations. The

only way to observe neutrinos of all flavors was to use neutral-current interactions.

The SNO experiment [31] was designed to observe solar neutrinos using charged-

current as well as neutral-current interactions. The SNO experiment consisted of a target

of heavy water containing deuterium, which has proton as well as neutron. Since deuterium

has binding energy as low as 2 MeV, solar neutrino of any flavor with energy up to 30

MeV can easily break it into protons and neutrons. The SNO experiment was sensitive to

the total flux corresponding to all flavors (𝜈𝑒, 𝜈𝜇, 𝜈𝜏) via neutral-current interactions

𝜈 + 𝑒− → 𝜈 + 𝑒− , (1.11)

𝜈 + 𝑑 → 𝑛 + 𝑝 + 𝜈. (1.12)

Additionally, the charged-current interaction was also possible for electron neutrinos

𝜈𝑒 + 𝑑 → 𝑝 + 𝑝 + 𝑒− , (1.13)

which gave rise to the sensitivity towards solar neutrino flux corresponding to electron

flavor only. In 2002, the observed flux of electron neutrinos through charged-current

interactions at SNO was found to be one-third of the total flux corresponding to all

flavors through neutral-current interactions [32]. This implied that the electron neutrinos

produced inside the core of the Sun got converted into muon and tau neutrinos during

propagation. The total observed flux of solar neutrinos corresponding to all three flavors

was also found to be in good agreement with the predictions of the Standard Solar Model.

Therefore, the solar neutrino anomaly was explained using the phenomenon of flavor

conversion during propagation which was known as “neutrino oscillations”. Though

the deficit in the solar neutrino flux was observed first, the neutrino oscillations were

discovered first time using atmospheric neutrinos, which we will discuss next.
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1.3.2 Atmospheric Neutrino Anomaly

Proton is a stable particle in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, but the Grand

Unified Theories predict that the proton may decay [33]. In the early 1980s, the experi-

ments like Kamiokande [34], IMB [35], and Soudan-2 [36] were built to look for proton

decay where atmospheric neutrino events were acting as a background. Therefore, these

experiments started measuring the properties of atmospheric neutrinos for a better un-

derstanding of the background. In Sec. 1.2.1, we learned that the atmospheric neutrinos

consist of muon and electron flavors such that the ratio of muon to electron flavor is

expected to be 2 (see Eq. 1.8). Though the predictions in atmospheric neutrino fluxes

had large uncertainties, the predicted ratio of muon to electron neutrino fluxes had small

uncertainties. Hence, these experiments measured the double ratio, which is defined as

the ratio of data and Monte Carlo (MC) for flavor ratio

𝑅 =
(𝑁𝜇/𝑁𝑒)data

(𝑁𝜇/𝑁𝑒)MC
, (1.14)

where, 𝑁𝜇 (𝑁𝑒) is the sum of neutrinos and antineutrinos with muon (electron) flavor. If

the observed data matched the predictions, then the value of 𝑅 was expected to be 1, but

it was found to be significantly less than 1. Therefore, either the events with muon flavor

were less, or the events with electron flavor were more than the expectations. This was

known as the “atmospheric neutrino anomaly”.

The Super-K experiment, which was the successor of Kamiokande, also observed the

value of 𝑅 lower than 1, but Super-K also had the capability to measure the direction and

energy of neutrino events [37]. The atmospheric neutrinos were expected to be up-down

symmetric due to the isotropic nature of cosmic rays, as discussed in Sec. 1.2.1. On

the other hand, Super-K observed that the upward-going multi-GeV “muon-like” events

showed a deficit compared to predictions, whereas the downward-going events matched the

predictions [38]. As far as the “electron-like” events were concerned, those were consistent

with the predictions in the whole range of zenith angle. There was neither deficit nor excess

for multi-GeV electron-like events. These observations can be explained by the idea that

the muon neutrinos going in the upward direction have traveled long pathlengths that

are large enough for muon neutrinos to oscillate into other flavors. Since the observed
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electron neutrino flux was almost the same as predicted, they may not have significant

participation in the oscillations, and the muon neutrinos must have mainly oscillated to

tau neutrinos. No deficit in muon neutrino flux was observed in the downward direction

because pathlengths were not large enough for oscillations to develop. This discovery

of neutrino oscillations in 1998 solved the atmospheric neutrino anomaly [39]. We will

discuss more about neutrino oscillations in chapter 2.

1.4 Layout of the Thesis

Neutrinos were postulated to explain the process of beta decay. Neutrinos were believed

to be massless particles. However, the discovery of neutrino oscillations by atmospheric

neutrinos provided evidence of the non-zero mass of neutrinos. The massive neutrinos are

a strong hint towards the theories beyond the Standard Model (BSM) of particle physics.

Neutrino oscillations provide a unique opportunity to explore many BSM physics scenar-

ios. Over the past two decades, most of the neutrino oscillation parameters have been

measured with good precision, where atmospheric neutrinos have played an important

role. This thesis focuses on the experimental aspect of the upcoming Iron Calorimeter

(ICAL) detector at the India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) and the physics simula-

tions to study three-flavor neutrino oscillations, non-standard interactions (NSI), and the

tomography of Earth using atmospheric neutrinos at ICAL.

In chapter 2, we describe neutrino oscillations in detail and briefly discuss the current

and upcoming neutrino oscillation experiments. Chapter 3 describes the working of the

ICAL detector and the details of event simulation, which is used to perform the analyses

of this thesis. In chapter 4, we present the study on the response uniformity of Resistive

Plate Chamber where the effect of non-uniform surface resistivity is shown. In chapter 5,

we demonstrate that the oscillation dip and valley can be reconstructed at ICAL, and the

value of atmospheric oscillation parameters can be measured using the oscillation dip

and valley. Chapter 6 presents a new approach to probe neutral-current non-standard

interactions of neutrinos using oscillation dip and valley. In chapter 7, we present the

sensitivity with which the presence of Earth’s core can be validated using the atmospheric
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neutrinos at ICAL. Finally, we provide a summary and concluding remarks in chapter 8.



Chapter 2
Neutrino Oscillations

The idea of neutrino oscillation was first proposed by Bruno Pontecorvo in the form

of transition between neutrinos and antineutrinos [40]. The theory of neutrino flavor

mixing was given by Ziro Maki, Masami Nakagawa, and Shoichi Sakata [41] in 1962

after the discovery of muon neutrinos. The neutrino oscillation is a quantum mechanical

phenomenon where the flavor of neutrino changes while traveling. Neutrinos are produced

and detected via weak interactions in flavor eigenstates. On the other hand, neutrinos travel

in mass eigenstates in vacuum. Neutrino does not exist in flavor and mass eigenstates

simultaneously. Therefore, while traveling from source to detector, the neutrino flavor

states start evolving and mixing with each other. Neutrino oscillations also demand

that neutrinos should have non-degenerate masses, which is strong evidence for theories

beyond the Standard Model of particle physics.

In this chapter, we discuss the theory of neutrino oscillations, neutrino oscillation

experiments, and the status of neutrino oscillation parameters. In Sec. 2.1, we describe

neutrino oscillations in vacuum. While passing through Earth, neutrinos undergo charged-

current coherent forward elastic scattering with ambient electrons modifying the neutrino

oscillation patterns. We describe this phenomenon of matter effect in Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3,

we discuss neutrino oscillation experiments that have contributed to the measurement

of neutrino oscillation parameters. The present status and unsolved issues of neutrino

oscillation parameters are described in sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. Section 2.6

discusses the upcoming neutrino oscillation experiments that aim to solve the issues in

15
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neutrino oscillations. Finally, we summarize in Sec. 2.7.

2.1 Neutrino Oscillations in Vacuum

The weak-interaction Hamiltonian possesses the flavor eigenstates |𝜈𝛼⟩ where 𝛼 can be 𝑒,

𝜇, or 𝜏. On the other hand, the propagation Hamiltonian has mass eigenstates |𝜈 𝑗 ⟩ where

𝑗 = 1, 2, or 3. Since the weak-interaction Hamiltonian and propagation Hamiltonian

don’t commute with each other, the neutrino cannot exist in these two type of eigenstates

simultaneously. The mixing between flavor eigenstates and mass eigenstates results in the

neutrino oscillations where the flavor eigenstates can be expressed as a superposition of

mass eigenstates

|𝜈𝛼⟩ =
∑
𝑗

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗 |𝜈 𝑗 ⟩ , (2.1)

where, 𝑈 is a unitary matrix i.e., 𝑈† = 𝑈−1. Since |𝜈 𝑗 ⟩ is the eigenstate of the free

Hamiltonian during propagation with an eigenvalue 𝐸 𝑗 , the time evolution of stationary

state can be expressed as

H |𝜈 𝑗 (𝑡)⟩ = 𝐸 𝑗 |𝜈 𝑗 (𝑡)⟩ , (2.2)

𝑖
𝜕 |𝜈 𝑗 (𝑡)⟩

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐸 𝑗 |𝜈 𝑗 (𝑡)⟩ (2.3)

=⇒ |𝜈 𝑗 (𝑡)⟩ = 𝑒−𝑖𝐸 𝑗 𝑡 |𝜈 𝑗 (𝑡 = 0)⟩ . (2.4)

Let us consider that the flavor state |𝜈𝛼⟩ is produced at time 𝑡 = 0 and after time 𝑡, the

state evolves to

|𝜈(𝑡)⟩ =
∑
𝑗

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑒

−𝑖𝐸 𝑗 𝑡 |𝜈 𝑗 (𝑡 = 0)⟩ . (2.5)

The probability amplitude for evolution of initial state |𝜈𝛼⟩ to the final state |𝜈𝛽⟩ at a later

time 𝑡 is

⟨𝜈𝛽 |𝜈(𝑡)⟩ =
∑
𝑗

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑒

−𝑖𝐸 𝑗 𝑡 ⟨𝜈𝛽 |𝜈 𝑗 ⟩ ,

=
∑
𝑗

∑
𝑖

𝑈𝛽𝑖𝑈
∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑒

−𝑖𝐸 𝑗 𝑡 ⟨𝜈𝑖 |𝜈 𝑗 ⟩ ,

=
∑
𝑗

𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈
∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑒

−𝑖𝐸 𝑗 𝑡 (2.6)
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where, we use the orthogonality condition ⟨𝜈𝑖 |𝜈 𝑗 ⟩ = 𝛿𝑖 𝑗 . Therefore, the probability of

evolution of eigenstate |𝜈𝛼⟩ to another eigenstate |𝜈𝛽⟩ turns out to be

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛽) =
�� ⟨𝜈𝛽 |𝜈(𝑡)⟩��2 =

�����∑
𝑗

𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈
∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑒

−𝑖𝐸 𝑗 𝑡

�����2 (2.7)

=
∑
𝑗

∑
𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘𝑒

−𝑖(𝐸 𝑗−𝐸𝑘 )𝑡 . (2.8)

Using the identity

|𝑧1 + 𝑧2 + 𝑧3 + . . . |2 =
∑
𝑗

|𝑧 𝑗 |2 + 2ℜ𝔢
∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑧 𝑗 𝑧
∗
𝑘 , (2.9)

we can write Eq. 2.7 as

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛽) =
∑
𝑗

��𝑈𝛼 𝑗

��2 ��𝑈𝛽 𝑗

��2 + 2ℜ𝔢
∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘𝑒

−𝑖(𝐸 𝑗−𝐸𝑘 )𝑡 . (2.10)

After taking square of unitary relation,∑
𝑘

𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈
∗
𝛽𝑘 = 𝛿𝛼𝛽 , (2.11)

we obtain, �����∑
𝑗

𝑈𝛼 𝑗𝑈
∗
𝛽 𝑗

�����2 = 𝛿𝛼𝛽 . (2.12)

Now, using Eq. 2.9, we get∑
𝑗

��𝑈𝛼 𝑗

��2 ��𝑈𝛽 𝑗

��2 = 𝛿𝛼𝛽 − 2ℜ𝔢
∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘 , (2.13)

Using Eq. 2.10 and 2.13, we obtain

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛽) = 𝛿𝛼𝛽 − 2ℜ𝔢
∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘 + 2ℜ𝔢

∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘𝑒

−𝑖(𝐸 𝑗−𝐸𝑘 )𝑡 ,

= 𝛿𝛼𝛽 − 2ℜ𝔢
∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘

+ 2ℜ𝔢
∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘 [cos ((𝐸 𝑗 − 𝐸𝑘 )𝑡) − 𝑖 sin ((𝐸 𝑗 − 𝐸𝑘 )𝑡)] ,

= 𝛿𝛼𝛽 − 4
∑
𝑗>𝑘

ℜ𝔢
(
𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘

)
sin2

( (𝐸 𝑗 − 𝐸𝑘 )𝑡
2

)
+ 2

∑
𝑗>𝑘

ℑ𝔪
(
𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘

)
sin

(
(𝐸 𝑗 − 𝐸𝑘 )𝑡

)
. (2.14)
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The energy of neutrino mass eigenstate 𝐸 𝑗 with mass 𝑚 𝑗 can be expressed as

𝐸 𝑗 =
√
𝑝2 + 𝑚2

𝑗 ≈ 𝑝 +
𝑚2

𝑗

2𝑝
≈ 𝑝 +

𝑚2
𝑗

2𝐸
, (2.15)

where, we keep only linear terms in 𝑚 𝑗/𝐸 under relativistic approximation, i.e., 𝑚 𝑗 ≪ 𝐸 .

Since the neutrino masses are less than 1 eV with their energies of the order of MeV or

more for the relevant experiments, this is always a valid approximation where 𝑝 ≈ 𝐸 .

Under relativistic approximation, neutrino travels with almost of the speed of light, hence,

we take the path-length of neutrino 𝐿 = 𝑡 in natural units with ℏ = 𝑐 = 1. Since the

interference require the neutrinos to have same 𝑝, we consider coherent neutrino with

momentum 𝑝. Note that the momentum 𝑝 give rise to a common phase 𝑒−𝑖𝑝𝑡 which is

irrelevant for oscillation probability in Eq. 2.7. Using Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15, we get

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛽) = 𝛿𝛼𝛽 − 4ℜ𝔢
∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘 sin2

(
Δ𝑚2

𝑗 𝑘𝐿

4𝐸

)
+ 2ℑ𝔪

∑
𝑗>𝑘

𝑈∗
𝛼 𝑗𝑈𝛽 𝑗𝑈𝛼𝑘𝑈

∗
𝛽𝑘 sin

(
Δ𝑚2

𝑗 𝑘𝐿

2𝐸

)
, (2.16)

where, Δ𝑚2
𝑗 𝑘 = 𝑚2

𝑗 − 𝑚2
𝑘 . We can see that the oscillation probability depends on the

difference of mass square instead of absolute mass and 𝐿/𝐸 , where 𝐸 and 𝐿 are the

energy and the path-length traveled by neutrino from source to detector. Now, we describe

the neutrino oscillations in two-flavor framework.

2.1.1 Two-flavor Oscillations in Vacuum

In two-flavor neutrino oscillation framework, the flavor eigenstates of 𝜈𝛼 and 𝜈𝛽 are

expressed as a superposition of mass eigenstates of 𝜈1 and 𝜈2

©«
𝜈𝛼

𝜈𝛽

ª®®¬ =
©«

cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃

− sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃

ª®®¬
©«
𝜈1

𝜈2

ª®®¬ , (2.17)

here, mixing matrix depends on only one mixing angle 𝜃. This superposition can also be

written as

|𝜈𝛼⟩ = cos 𝜃 |𝜈1⟩ + sin 𝜃 |𝜈2⟩ (2.18)

|𝜈𝛽⟩ = − sin 𝜃 |𝜈1⟩ + cos 𝜃 |𝜈2⟩ (2.19)
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At time 𝑡 = 0, we start with a flavor state |𝜈𝛼⟩ as given in Eq. 2.18 and after time 𝑡, it

evolves to

|𝜈𝛼 (𝑡)⟩ = cos 𝜃 𝑒−
𝑖𝑚2

1𝑡
2𝐸 |𝜈1⟩ + sin 𝜃 𝑒−

𝑖𝑚2
2𝑡

2𝐸 |𝜈2⟩ . (2.20)

The probability amplitude for transition of flavor state |𝜈𝛼⟩ to |𝜈𝛽⟩ is

⟨𝜈𝛽 |𝜈𝛼 (𝑡)⟩ = − sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 𝑒−
𝑖𝑚2

1𝑡
2𝐸 + sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 𝑒−

𝑖𝑚2
2𝑡

2𝐸 . (2.21)

The transition probability for |𝜈𝛼⟩ can be given as

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛽) =
�� ⟨𝜈𝛽 |𝜈𝛼 (𝑡)⟩��2 = sin2 2𝜃 sin2

(
Δ𝑚2𝐿

4𝐸

)
, (2.22)

where, Δ𝑚2 = 𝑚2
2 − 𝑚2

1. The transition probability 𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛽) is non-zero only if 𝜃 ≠ 0

and masses are non-degenerate, i.e., 𝑚1 ≠ 𝑚2. The survival probability 𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛼) is

given as

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛼) = 1 − sin2 2𝜃 sin2
(
Δ𝑚2𝐿

4𝐸

)
. (2.23)

Now if we express Δ𝑚2 in eV2, 𝐿 in km (m), and 𝐸 in GeV (MeV), then Eq. 2.23 can be

written as

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛼) = 1 − sin2 2𝜃 sin2
(
1.27

Δ𝑚2 [eV2] 𝐿 [km]
𝐸 [GeV]

)
, (2.24)

or

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛼) = 1 − sin2 2𝜃 sin2
(
1.27

Δ𝑚2 [eV2] 𝐿 [m]
𝐸 [MeV]

)
. (2.25)

Now, we describe neutrino oscillations in vacuum in three-flavor framework.
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2.1.2 Three-flavor Oscillations in Vacuum

In three-flavor paradigm, the flavor state 𝜈𝑒, 𝜈𝜇, and 𝜈𝜏 are expressed in terms of mass

eigen states 𝜈1, 𝜈2, and 𝜈3 as following

©«
𝜈𝑒

𝜈𝜇

𝜈𝜏

ª®®®®®¬
=

©«
1 0 0

0 𝑐23 𝑠23

0 −𝑠23 𝑐23

ª®®®®®¬
©«

𝑐13 0 𝑠13𝑒
−𝑖𝛿CP

0 1 0

−𝑠13𝑒
𝑖𝛿CP 0 𝑐13

ª®®®®®¬
©«
𝑐12 𝑠12 0

−𝑠12 𝑐12 0

0 0 1

ª®®®®®¬
©«
𝜈1

𝜈2

𝜈3

ª®®®®®¬
,

=

©«
𝑐13𝑐12 𝑐13𝑠12 𝑠13𝑒

−𝑖𝛿𝐶𝑃

−𝑠12𝑐23 − 𝑐12𝑠23𝑠13𝑒
𝑖𝛿𝐶𝑃 𝑐23𝑐12 − 𝑠12𝑠23𝑠13𝑒

𝑖𝛿𝐶𝑃 𝑠23𝑐13

𝑠23𝑠12 − 𝑐23𝑠13𝑐12𝑒
𝑖𝛿𝐶𝑃 −𝑠23𝑐12 − 𝑐23𝑠13𝑠12𝑒

𝑖𝛿𝐶𝑃 𝑐23𝑐13

ª®®®®®¬
©«
𝜈1

𝜈2

𝜈3

ª®®®®®¬
. (2.26)

where, 𝑠𝑖 𝑗 and 𝑐𝑖 𝑗 represent sin 𝜃𝑖 𝑗 and cos 𝜃𝑖 𝑗 , respectively. This mixing matrix is called

the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix and it consists of three mixing

angles 𝜃12, 𝜃13, and 𝜃23 with one Dirac CP phase 𝛿CP. Apart from these parameters

of PMNS matrix, the neutrino oscillations in three-flavor framework also depend upon

two independent mass-squared differences which are Δ𝑚2
32 and Δ𝑚2

21. The experimental

observations have indicated that |Δ𝑚2
32 | ≫ Δ𝑚2

21.

In atmospheric neutrinos, the flavor mixing occurs mainly between 𝜈𝜇 and 𝜈𝜏, which

are governed by the mixing angle 𝜃23 and mass-squared difference Δ𝑚2
32. Hence, these are

known as atmospheric oscillation parameters. The oscillations in the solar neutrino sector

are controlled by 𝜃12 and Δ𝑚2
21, which are known as solar oscillation parameters. As far

as 𝜃13 is concerned, it is known as the reactor mixing angle, and it connects atmospheric

and solar oscillations. Now, we will discuss matter effects in neutrino oscillations.

2.2 Matter Effects

So far, we have discussed the neutrino oscillations during propagation through vacuum.

Now, we shall talk about what happens when neutrinos pass through matter regions such as

the interiors of the Earth. During propagation through Earth, neutrinos and antineutrinos

undergo weak interactions with the matter fermions such as electrons (𝑒−), protons (𝑝),

and neutrons (𝑛). Neutrinos and antineutrinos of all three flavors (𝑒, 𝜇, 𝜏) can interact
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams showing neutral-current interactions of neutrinos (𝜈𝑒, 𝜈𝜇, 𝜈𝜏 ) and
antineutrinos (�̄�𝑒, �̄�𝜇, �̄�𝜏) with 𝑝, 𝑛 and 𝑒− inside Earth in the left and right panels,
respectively.

with these matter fermions via 𝑍-mediated coherent neutral-current (NC) interactions as

shown by Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2.1. This forward elastic NC scattering results in an

effective potential as given by

𝑉NC = −𝐺𝐹𝑁𝑛√
2

, (2.27)

where 𝐺𝐹 is the Fermi coupling constant, and 𝑁𝑛 is the neutron number density inside the

medium. Since neutral-current potential𝑉NC is independent of neutrino flavor, it does not

affect the neutrino oscillation probabilities. For antineutrino, the neutral-current potential

𝑉NC → −𝑉NC.

We know that there are electrons inside Earth but no muons and tau leptons. Hence,

the 𝑊-mediated charged-current (CC) interactions with ambient electrons in the matter

are only possible for electron neutrinos and antineutrinos as shown by Feynman diagrams

in Fig. 2.2. The coherent forward elastic charged-current scattering results in an effective

potential as given by

𝑉CC =
√

2𝐺𝐹𝑁𝑒, (2.28)

where, 𝑁𝑒 represent the electron number density inside matter. Since this charged-current

potential𝑉CC is not felt by muon and tau neutrinos, it is capable of modifying the neutrino

oscillation patterns. For antineutrino, the charged-current potential 𝑉CC → −𝑉CC. By
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Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams showing charged-current interactions of neutrinos (𝜈𝑒) and an-
tineutrinos (�̄�𝑒) with electrons inside Earth in the left and right panels, respectively.

inserting the value of 𝐺𝐹 and expressing 𝑁𝑒 in terms of matter density 𝜌, the charged-

current potential 𝑉CC for 𝜈𝑒 turn out to be

𝑉𝐶𝐶 ≈ 7.6 × 𝑌𝑒 × 10−14
[

𝜌

g/cm3

]
eV , (2.29)

where, 𝑌𝑒 = 𝑁𝑒/(𝑁𝑝 + 𝑁𝑛) corresponds to the relative electron number density inside the

matter with respect the density of protons 𝑁𝑝 and neutrons 𝑁𝑛. As far as the propagation

of neutrinos through Earth is concerned, 𝜌 denotes the matter density of various layers

inside the Earth for a given density profile. In all the analyses presented in this thesis,

we assume the Earth to be electrically neutral and isoscalar where 𝑁𝑛 ≈ 𝑁𝑝 = 𝑁𝑒 which

results in 𝑌𝑒 = 0.5.

The effective Hamiltonian in the presence of matter considering three flavors of neu-

trino can be expressed as

𝐻eff =
1

2𝐸
𝑈

©«
𝑚2

1 0 0

0 𝑚2
2 0

0 0 𝑚2
3

ª®®®®®¬
𝑈† +

©«
𝑉NC +𝑉CC 0 0

0 𝑉NC 0

0 0 𝑉NC

ª®®®®®¬
(2.30)

After absorbing the terms proportional to identity matrix as phases, Eq. 2.30 boils down
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to

𝐻eff =
1

2𝐸
𝑈

©«
0 0 0

0 Δ𝑚2
21 0

0 0 Δ𝑚2
31

ª®®®®®¬
𝑈† +

©«
𝑉CC 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

ª®®®®®¬
. (2.31)

For antineutrino, 𝑉CC → −𝑉CC and 𝑈 → 𝑈∗.

Now, we describe the matter effect in a simple two-flavor framework where analytic

expressions are available. The effective Hamiltonian for two neutrino flavors can be

expressed as

𝐻eff =
1

2𝐸
©«

cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃

− sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃

ª®®¬
©«
0 0

0 Δ𝑚2

ª®®¬
©«
cos 𝜃 − sin 𝜃

sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃

ª®®¬ +
©«
𝑉CC 0

0 0

ª®®¬ (2.32)

=
1

2𝐸
©«
Δ𝑚2 sin2 𝜃 + 𝐴 Δ𝑚2 sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃

Δ𝑚2 sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 Δ𝑚2 cos2 𝜃

ª®®¬ , (2.33)

where, Δ𝑚2 = 𝑚2
2 − 𝑚2

1 and 𝐴 = 2𝐸𝑉CC. Absorbing the term proportional to identity

matrix leads to

𝐻eff =
1

4𝐸
©«
−Δ𝑚2 cos 2𝜃 + 2𝐴 Δ𝑚2 sin 2𝜃

Δ𝑚2 sin 2𝜃 Δ𝑚2 cos 2𝜃

ª®®¬ . (2.34)

The eigenvalues of Hamiltonian matrix (Eq. 2.34) are

𝑚2
1𝑚

2𝐸
=

1
2𝐸

(
𝐴

2
− 1

2
√
(Δ𝑚2 cos 2𝜃 − 𝐴)2 + (Δ𝑚2 sin 2𝜃)2

)
, (2.35)

𝑚2
2𝑚

2𝐸
=

1
2𝐸

(
𝐴

2
+ 1

2
√
(Δ𝑚2 cos 2𝜃 − 𝐴)2 + (Δ𝑚2 sin 2𝜃)2

)
. (2.36)

The effective mass-squared difference in matter becomes

Δ𝑚2
𝑚 ≡ 𝑚2

2𝑚 − 𝑚2
1𝑚 =

√
(Δ𝑚2 cos 2𝜃 − 𝐴)2 + (Δ𝑚2 sin 2𝜃)2. (2.37)

The effective Hamiltonian 𝐻eff can be diagonalized using a rotation matrix 𝑂

𝑂 =
©«

cos 𝜃𝑚 sin 𝜃𝑚

− sin 𝜃𝑚 cos 𝜃𝑚

ª®®¬ , (2.38)

such that

𝑂𝑇𝐻eff𝑂 =
©«
𝑚2

1𝑚 0

0 𝑚2
2𝑚

ª®®¬ , (2.39)
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where, the mixing angle 𝜃𝑚 in matter is given as

tan 2𝜃𝑚 =
Δ𝑚2 sin 2𝜃

Δ𝑚2 cos 2𝜃 − 𝐴
. (2.40)

Note that unlike the case of vacuum oscillations, the effective mixing angle 𝜃𝑚 and

effective mass-squared difference Δ𝑚2
𝑚 in matter depend on the energy (𝐸) and density

of matter 𝜌 (hence, path-length (𝐿) of neutrino). Even if the vacuum mixing angle 𝜃 is

small, the effective mixing angle 𝜃𝑚 in the presence of matter can still have large value of

45◦ corresponding to maximal mixing (see Eq. 2.40), if

Δ𝑚2 cos 2𝜃 = 𝐴, (2.41)

which is known as Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) resonance. At the same time,

the effective mass-squared difference Δ𝑚2
𝑚 becomes minimum at MSW resonance (see

Eq. 2.37). For the case of neutrino 𝐴 is positive, hence the condition given in Eq. 2.41

is fulfilled if Δ𝑚2 > 0. On the other hand, this MSW resonance for antineutrino (𝐴 < 0)

occurs if Δ𝑚2 < 0. Note that if 𝐴 ≪ Δ𝑚2, the matter effect is not significant and on the

other hand if 𝐴 ≫ Δ𝑚2, the neutrinos oscillations are suppressed (𝜃𝑚 = 𝜋/2).

Note that though the mixing angle and mass-squared difference get modified in the

presence of matter, the dynamics of neutrino mixing remain the same. The analytic

expressions for oscillation probabilities in the presence of constant-density matter can be

obtained by replacing the vacuum parameters (𝜃 and Δ𝑚2) with the effective parameters

(𝜃𝑚 and Δ𝑚2
𝑚),

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛽) = sin2 2𝜃𝑚 sin2
(
Δ𝑚2

𝑚𝐿

4𝐸

)
, (2.42)

𝑃(𝜈𝛼 → 𝜈𝛼) = 1 − sin2 2𝜃𝑚 sin2
(
Δ𝑚2

𝑚𝐿

4𝐸

)
. (2.43)

Now, we will discuss neutrino oscillation experiments that have contributed to the

measurement of neutrino oscillation parameters.

2.3 Neutrino Oscillation Experiments

Neutrino oscillation parameters have been measured by various kinds of experiments

using neutrinos from the atmosphere, Sun, accelerators, and reactors. Now, we describe
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some of these neutrino oscillation experiments.

• GALLEX: GALLEX (Gallium Experiment) [42] was a solar neutrino experiment

at the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory from 1992 to 1997. The detector had

a rock coverage of about 3300 m water equivalent. GALLEX used about 100-

ton gallium chloride solution (∼30 ton Galium) as target to detect solar neutrinos

using the inverse beta decay reaction 71Ga(𝜈𝑒, 𝑒)71Ge. The energy threshold of

this reaction for detecting solar neutrino was about 233 keV. The solar neutrino

flux was measured by extracting the neutrino induced 71Ge and counting its decay

events. The observed rate of interaction for solar neutrinos was about [77.5 ± 7]

SNU during phase I-IV [27] while the expected rate was around 130 SNU.

• SAGE: The Russian-American Gallium Experiment (SAGE) [26] was a solar neu-

trino experiment at the Baksan Neutrino Observatory (BNO) in the northern Cau-

casus Mountains, Russia. The underground observatory had an rock shielding of

about 4700 m of water equivalent. SAGE used about 50 ton of liquid Gallium

metal to detect solar neutrinos using inverse beta decay reaction 71Ga(𝜈𝑒, 𝑒)71Ge

with an energy threshold of 233 keV similar to the GALLEX experiment. Dur-

ing 1990 to 2007, SAGE observed the interaction rate of solar neutrinos to be

65+3.1
−3.0 (stat) +2.6

−2.8 (syst) SNU [43] which was only half of the predicted rate of about

130 SNU. Note that the GALLEX and SAGE experiments had not measured the

energy, direction, and timing of solar neutrino events.

• Kamiokande: The Kamioka Nucleon Decay Experiment (Kamiokande) [9, 44] was

built to search for proton decay. Since atmospheric neutrinos acted as a background

for the signals corresponding to proton decays, Kamiokande had to perform the

precision measurement of atmospheric neutrino flux. Kamiokande consisted of

3000 tons of water in a cylindrical tank with a diameter of 15.5 m and a height of

about 16 m. The fiducial volume of the detector was about 2140 tons. Kamiokande

worked on the principle of Cherenkov radiation. Neutrino interactions inside water

produce energetically charged particles that emit Cherenkov photons when they

travel faster than the velocity of light in the medium. These photons were detected
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using 1000 20-inch PMTs mounted on the wall, bottom, and top surfaces. The

Kamiokande experiment can distinguish electron and muon types of neutrinos.

The real-time measurement of solar neutrinos was also performed by Kamiokande

experiment [7]. In 1987, the Kamiokande experiment also observed neutrinos from

the Supernova SN1987A [9].

• Super-K: The Super-Kamiokande (Super-K) experiment [23] is a successor of

Kamiokande experiment. Super-K consists of 50 kt of water with a fiducial mass

of 22.5 kt. The Cherenkov photons emitted by secondary particles during neutrino

interactions are detected using about 11000 large-area PMTs fixed on the walls,

top and bottom surfaces of the cylindrical detector. Super-K experiment is capa-

ble of detecting solar, supernova, atmospheric, and accelerator neutrinos. Unlike

GALLEX and SAGE, Kamiokande and Super-K experiment was able to perform

real-time observation of solar neutrinos by measuring timing, energy, and direction

of events [28–30]. The super-K experiment was the first experiment to discover

the evidence of neutrino oscillations using atmospheric neutrino data in 1998 [39].

Super-K experiment has contributed significantly in measuring atmospheric neu-

trino oscillation parameters [23].

• SNO: The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment [31] was a solar neu-

trino experiment located at the INCO, Ltd., Creighton mine in Sudbury, Ontario,

Canada. The detector was placed underground at a depth of about 2000 m with a

rock overburden of about 6000 m water equivalent. The detector consisted of 1000

tonnes of heavy water in a transparent acrylic sphere with a diameter of 12 m. About

9400 inward-looking PMTs were mounted on the sphere to detect Cherenkov light

emitted by the secondary particles produced in the neutrino interactions. SNO was

capable of detecting charged-current as well as flavor-independent neutral-current

interactions of solar neutrinos as described in Sec. 1.3.1. The SNO experiment

resolved the solar neutrino problem by detecting the neutral-current neutrino in-

teractions corresponding to all flavors, which matched the expected solar neutrino

flux [32, 45].
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• Borexino: The Borexino experiment [46] is a liquid scintilator detector located deep

underground at the Gran Sasso laboratory in Italy with a rock overburden of about

3800 m water equivalent. The aim of Borexino experiment is to perform real-time

measurement of low energy solar neutrinos which include monochromatic solar

neutrinos emitted during electron capture decay of 7Be and other possible contribu-

tions also such as CNO, pep, pp, and 8B neutrinos. The low-energy neutrinos of all

flavors are detected via elastic scattering of electrons whereas electron antineutrinos

can be detected through the process of inverse beta decay.

The liquid scintillation technique have advantage over Cherenkov and radiochemical

detectors in term of detection of low energy neutrinos but liquid scintillators require

low background environment. The scintillation light produced during neutrino

interaction is detected by PMTs mounted on the spherical walls of the detector

and the energy of the neutrino event is reconstructed. Note that the directional

information of neutrino is lost in the liquid scintillator due to an isotropic emission of

scintillation photons. Borexino experiment has already observed 7Be neutrinos [47–

49], pep neutrinos [50], 8B neutrinos [51], pp neutrinos [52, 53], CNO neutrinos [54]

from the Sun. The observations of neutrinos from these different reactions helps

us to understand the important issues such as solar metallicity, temperature of the

core, evolution of the sun, and density profile of the sun etc.

• IceCube: The IceCube Neutrino Observatory [55] is a kilometer-cube detector built

deep inside the ice at the South pole. The primary aim of IceCube is to observe

astrophysical neutrino at PeV-scale. However, IceCube can also detect atmospheric

neutrinos at energies above hundreds of GeV. IceCube work on the principle of

Cherenkov radiation emitted by secondary particles, which are produced during

the neutrino interactions inside the ice. The Cherenkov photons are detected by

Digital Optical Modules (DOMs), which consist of the large-area PMTs. About

5160 DOMs are deployed on 86 vertical strings between 1450 m and 2450 m below

the surface of the ice. The neutrino interactions in IceCube can result in a hadronic

shower at the vertex and an outgoing muon with a long track.
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DeepCore [56] is a sub-array in the IceCube detector having densely spaced DOMs

deployed at a depth lower than 1750 m from the surface of the ice. DeepCore has

eight new specialized strings along with the seven standard IceCube strings. Apart

from dense packing, DeepCore also consists of DOMs using PMTs with higher

quantum efficiency than the standard modules. This densely packed geometry and

increased efficiency enable DeepCore to achieve a lower energy threshold of about

10 GeV compared to about 100 GeV for IceCube. IceCube and DeepCore have

already performed oscillation studies using atmospheric neutrino [57, 58].

• K2K: The KEK to Kamioka (K2K) [22] was a long-baseline neutrino oscillation

experiment to observe neutrino oscillations in the form of the disappearance of

muon neutrinos. In the K2K experiment, the neutrino beam originated at the KEK

facility and was directed towards the Super-K detector located at a distance of

about 250 km. The muon neutrino beam had mean energy of about 1.3 GeV. The

K2K experiment also consisted of near detectors at a distance of about 300 m to

minimize the systematics. The observation of the energy-dependent disappearance

of muon neutrinos at K2K from 1999 to 2004 independently confirmed the neutrino

oscillation [22] which was discovered earlier at Super-K using atmospheric neutrino

data.

• MINOS: The Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search (MINOS) [59] was also

a long-baseline experiment to study neutrino oscillations. The muon neutrino (or

antineutrino) beam for MINOS was produced at the Fermilab and detected by a

5.4 kt far detector placed at a distance of about 735 km in the Soudan mine in

Minnesota. MINOS also consisted of a 1 kt near detector at a distance of about

1 km. The near and far detectors were designed by sandwiching 2.54 cm thick

iron plates and 1 cm thick scintillators such that the detectors can act as tracking

calorimeters. A magnetic field of 1.3 T enabled MINOS to distinguish neutrinos

(𝜈𝜇) and antineutrinos (�̄�𝜇). MINOS measured the atmospheric neutrino oscillation

parameter with high precision [60].

• OPERA: The OPERA experiment [61–63] was a long-baseline experiment to ob-
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serve neutrino oscillations via appearance of 𝜈𝜏 in 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜏 channel. In OPERA,

a muon neutrino beam was directed from CERN to the Gran Sasso Underground

Laboratory at a distance of about 730 km. The average neutrino energy was about 17

GeV. In OPERA, the neutrino interactions took place inside a 1.25 kt target of lead

plates (passive element) sandwiched with nuclear emulsion films (active element),

which acted as a high-accuracy tracking device. This type of detector is historically

known as Emulsion Cloud Chamber and is suitable for detection of decay of 𝜏

lepton, which is produced during charged-current interaction of 𝜈𝜏. Using the data

taken during 2008 to 2012, OPERA discovered the 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜏 oscillations at 6.1𝜎

level by observing 10 𝜈𝜏 charged-current interactions candidates [64].

• T2K: The Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) [65] is a long-baseline experiment to study

neutrino oscillations. T2K consists of the J-PARC facility at Tokai as a source of

muon neutrino beam and Super-K as a far detector located 295 km away. Super-K

is present at 2.5◦ off-axis with respect to the muon beam such that the narrow

spectrum of energy is obtained with a peak at 0.6 GeV. T2K also uses on-axis and

off-axis near detectors at a distance of about 280 m from the source to minimize the

systematic uncertainties. One of the main aims of the T2K experiment is to look

for CP-violation in the lepton sector [66]. T2K has also contributed to the precision

measurement of neutrino oscillation parameters [67].

• NOvA: The NuMI Off-axis 𝜈𝑒 Appearance (NOvA) [68, 69] experiment is another

presently running accelerator-based long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment.

NOvA consists of a muon neutrino (𝜈𝜇 or �̄�𝜇) beam produced at the NuMI beamline

at Fermilab and a 14 kt far detector located at a distance of about 810 km in Ash

River, Minnesota. NOvA also has a 0.3 kt near detector at a distance of about 1 km

to measure unosillated neutrino flux and minimize systematics. The near and far

detectors are tracking calorimeters based on the technology of liquid Scintillation.

About 37% mass of the detector is present in the form of PVC (polyvinyl chloride)

and 63% in the liquid scintillator. The detectors are located at 14.6 mrad off-axis

with respect to the neutrino beam such that the neutrino energy peaks around 2
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GeV with a narrow energy range of about 1 to 3 GeV. NOvA has access to both

𝜈𝑒 appearance and 𝜈𝜇 disappearance channel, which give rise to the sensitivity

towards the precision measurement of atmospheric oscillation parameter, octant of

𝜃23, neutrino mass ordering, and CP violation [70].

• KamLAND: The Kamioka Liquid scintillator Anti-Neutrino Detector (KamLAND)

[71, 72] was a reactor-based neutrino oscillation experiment located in Japan. Kam-

LAND detected antineutrino from about 53 nuclear reactors having an average

baseline of about 180 km. The KamLAND detector was placed at the same site

where Kamiokande was located earlier, with an average rock overburden of about

2700 m water equivalent. The target for antineutrino interaction was a 1 kt of

ultra-pure liquid scintillator in a spherical nylon balloon having a diameter of 13 m.

The volume between the balloon and an outer spherical stainless steel vessel with

a diameter of 18 m was filled with purified mineral oil to reduce the external ra-

dioactive background. The antineutrinos were detected using the process of inverse

beta decay. The scintillation photons produced during interaction were detected

using 1879 PMTs mounted on the inner surface of stainless steel vessel. A 3.2 kt

water-Cherenkov-based outer detector with 225 PMTs was used to absorb gamma

rays and neutrons coming from the surrounding rocks and veto the comic muons.

KamLAND observed the disappearance of �̄�𝑒 which helped in measuring the solar

neutrino oscillation parameters [71–73].

• Double Chooz: Double Chooz [74] was a reactor antineutrino experiment located

in France. It detected the electron antineutrinos from the two reactor cores of

the Chooz nuclear power plant using the process of inverse beta decay. Double

Chooz consisted of two identical liquid scintillator detectors, which were located at

distances of about 400 m and 1050 m from the nuclear core. Both detectors were

filled with 8 tons of gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillators as a target for electron

antineutrinos. Double Chooz exploited disappearance of electron antineutrinos with

the help of near and far detectors to measure the value of reactor mixing angle 𝜃13

as sin2 2𝜃13 = 0.123 ± 0.023 (stat.+syst.) [75].
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• Daya Bay: The Daya Bay experiment [76, 77] is also a reactor antineutrino experi-

ment located in China. Daya Bay consists of eight identical antineutrino detectors

which detect antineutrinos emitted by the six reactor cores. Each antineutrino detec-

tor has three nested cylindrical vessels. The inner vessel made up of acrylic contains

20 tonnes of gadolinium-doped (0.1%) liquid scintillator, which acts as a primary

target for electron antineutrinos. This target is surrounded by an acrylic vessel

containing 20 tonnes of undoped liquid scintillator, which increases the efficiency

of detecting gamma photons produced in the target volume. The outer-most vessel

is made up of stainless steel, which contains 37 tonnes of mineral oil to reduce the

radioactive background. The reactor antineutrinos are detected using the process

of inverse beta decay. The scintillation photons emitted during antineutrinos inter-

actions are detected by 192 PMTs mounted uniformly on the inner surface of the

stainless steel cylinder. Daya Bay has performed the most precise measurement of

the reactor mixing 𝜃13 as sin2 2𝜃13 = 0.0856 ± 0.0029 [78].

• RENO: The Reactor Experiment for Neutrino Oscillation (RENO) [79] detects

antineutrinos from the Hanbit Nuclear Power Plant in South Korea. RENO consists

of two identical near and far antineutrino detectors that are placed at 294 and 1383 m,

respectively, from the six reactor cores. Each detector consists of an inner detector

and an outer veto detector. The inner detector contains a cylindrical stainless steel

vessel that has two nested acrylic vessels. The innermost acrylic vessel contains

16.5 tons of gadolinium-doped liquid scintillator that acts as a target for neutrino

interactions. This is surrounded by an undoped liquid scintillator to catch gamma

rays emitted from the neutrino interactions in the target. The 𝛾-catcher is followed

by mineral oil that is used to reduce the radioactive background. The neutrinos

are detected by the process of inverse beta decay. The neutrino interactions result

in the scintillation light, which is detected by 354 low background 10-inch PMTs

mounted on the inner wall of the stainless steel container. The outer detector

contains highly purified water and 67 PMTs mounted on the surface of the concrete

vessel. During 2011 to 2020, the far (near) detector observed 120383 (989736)
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antineutrino candidate events and the reactor mixing angle 𝜃13 was measured as

sin2 2𝜃13 = 0.0892 ± 0.0044(stat.) ± 0.0045(syst) [80, 81].

2.4 Present status of Neutrino Oscillation Parameters

The neutrino oscillations were discovered more than two decades ago by the Super-K

experiment using atmospheric neutrino data [39]. Since then, a large number of neutrino

oscillation experiments have contributed to the measurement of the values of neutrino

oscillation parameters. Table 2.1 summarizes the best-fit values of neutrino oscillation

parameters with 1𝜎 and 3𝜎 uncertainties as obtained from current global fit [82, 83] of

data from various neutrino oscillation experiments. The best-fit results from other global

fit analyses [84, 85] are also consistent with these results.

The parameters 𝜃12 and Δ𝑚2
21 have been measured precisely using KamLAND [73]

and solar neutrino experiments [24, 28–30, 43, 45, 86]. The mixing angle 𝜃13 is measured

with high precision using disappearance of electron antineutrinos at reactor experiments

like Daya Bay [78], Double Chooz [75], and RENO [80, 81]. The precision measurement

of atmospheric mass-squared difference Δ𝑚2
31 is contributed by the long-baseline acceler-

ator [60, 67, 70], reactor [78, 80, 81] and atmospheric [23, 57, 58] neutrino experiments.

As far as the sign of Δ𝑚2
31 is concerned, it is still not known. The accelerator [60, 67,

70] and atmospheric [23, 57, 58] neutrino experiments measured the disappearance of

muon neutrinos and antineutrinos which give rise to the sensitivity towards sin2 𝜃23 but

it still has large uncertainties. The CP-phase 𝛿CP is least precisely measured oscillation

parameter where some bounds are obtained using accelerator experiments like T2K [67]

and NOvA [70].

The analyses in this thesis have been performed using the benchmark values of neutrino

oscillation parameters mentioned in Table 2.2. We use the effective atmospheric mass-

squared difference1 Δ𝑚2
eff to consider mass ordering (MO), the positive and negative value

1The effective atmospheric mass-squared difference is related to Δ𝑚2
31 and Δ𝑚2

21 as follows [87, 88]

Δ𝑚2
eff = Δ𝑚2

31 − Δ𝑚2
21 (cos2 𝜃12 − cos 𝛿CP sin 𝜃13 sin 2𝜃12 tan 𝜃23). (2.44)
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best fit point ±1𝜎 3𝜎 range

sin2 𝜃12 0.304+0.013
−0.012 0.269 → 0.343

𝜃12/◦ 33.45+0.78
−0.75 31.27 → 35.87

Δ𝑚2
21

10−5 eV2 7.420.021
−0.20 6.82 → 8.04

sin2 𝜃23 (NO) 0.450+0.019
−0.016 0.408 → 0.603

𝜃23/◦ (NO) 42.1+1.1
−0.9 39.7 → 50.9

sin2 𝜃23 (IO) 0.507+0.016
−0.022 0.410 → 0.613

𝜃23/◦ (IO) 49.0+0.9
−1.3 39.8 → 51.6

sin2 𝜃13 (NO) 0.02246+0.00062
−0.00062 0.02060 → 0.02435

𝜃13/◦ (NO) 8.62+0.12
−0.12 8.25 → 8.98

sin2 𝜃13 (IO) 0.02241+0.00074
−0.00062 0.02055 → 0.02457

𝜃13/◦ (IO) 8.61+0.14
−0.12 8.24 → 9.02

𝛿CP/◦ (NO) 230+36
−25 144 → 350

𝛿CP/◦ (IO) 278+22
−30 194 → 345

Δ𝑚2
31

10−3 eV2 (NO) +2.510+0.027
−0.027 +2.430 → +2.593

Δ𝑚2
32

10−3 eV2 (IO) −2.490+0.026
−0.028 −2.574 → −2.410

Table 2.1: The best-fit values of three-flavor neutrino oscillation parameters with 3𝜎 range as ob-
tained in [82, 83] from global fit of data from various neutrino oscillation experiments.
The other global fit studies [84, 85] have also obtained almost similar results.

of Δ𝑚2
eff corresponds to normal ordering (NO) with 𝑚1 < 𝑚2 < 𝑚3 and inverted ordering

(IO) with 𝑚3 < 𝑚1 < 𝑚2, respectively.

sin2 2𝜃12 sin2 𝜃23 sin2 2𝜃13 |Δ𝑚2
32 | (eV2) Δ𝑚2

21 (eV2) 𝛿CP Mass Ordering
0.855 0.5 0.0875 2.46 × 10−3 7.4 × 10−5 0 Normal (NO)

Table 2.2: The benchmark values of neutrino oscillation parameters that we use in the analyses
in this thesis [89].

2.5 Unsolved issues in Neutrino Physics

The precisions of neutrino oscillation parameters have improved significantly over the past

two decades, but there are still some unsolved issues related to neutrino oscillations and

properties of neutrinos which are as follows
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• Neutrino mass ordering: The magnitude of the atmospheric mass-squared splitting

Δ𝑚2
31 has been measured using acceleration, reactor, and atmospheric neutrino

experiments, but the sign of Δ𝑚2
31 is not known. The case of positive value of Δ𝑚2

31

corresponding to𝑚3 > 𝑚2 > 𝑚1 is called normal ordering (NO) or normal hierarchy

(NH) whereas the case of negative value of Δ𝑚2
31 corresponding to 𝑚2 > 𝑚1 > 𝑚3

is called inverted ordering (IO) or inverted hierarchy (IH). The determination of the

correct mass ordering scenario is one of the most important aims of future neutrino

oscillation experiments.

• Octant of 𝜃23: The disappearance of muon neutrinos and antineutrino in accelerator

and atmospheric neutrino experiments have been used to measure sin2 2𝜃23 but we

do not know whether 𝜃23 < 45◦ (lower octant) or 𝜃23 > 45◦ (higher octant). The

determination of the octant of 𝜃23 is the aim of next-generation neutrino oscillation

experiments.

• CP violation in lepton sector: The future long-baseline experiments are focusing

on the measurement of the value of CP phase 𝛿CP and the determination of a

possibility of CP violation in the lepton sector. A value of 𝛿CP other than 0 and

𝜋 would represent the CP violation, whereas 𝜋/2 and 3𝜋/2 would correspond to

the maximum CP violation. The CP violation in the neutrino sector can help us

to probe the possible contribution of neutrinos in producing the matter-antimatter

asymmetry of the universe.

• Precision measurement of oscillation parameters: In the past two decades, the

understanding of neutrino oscillation physics has improved significantly. Now, the

present and future experiments are focusing on the precision measurement of neu-

trino oscillation parameters. Solar oscillation parameters (𝜃12, Δ𝑚2
21) and reactor

mixing angle (𝜃13) are measured with good precision. The least precisely measured

parameters are 𝛿CP and 𝜃23. The huge amount of data in the next generation experi-

ments are going to improve the precision measurement of oscillation parameters at

an unprecedented level.
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• Sterile neutrinos: The measurement at ALEPH detector on Large Electron-

Positron collider showed that there are three active neutrino flavor states [90] which

take part in the Standard Model interactions. Neutrino oscillation is a tool to probe

if there exists more states known as sterile neutrinos, which do not interact via

Standard Model interactions. The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND)

observed an excess of events in �̄�𝜇 → �̄�𝑒 appearance data that could not be explained

by the three-flavor neutrino oscillations and could only be accounted by the presence

of a sterile neutrino with mass-squared splitting Δ𝑚2 ∼ 0.2− 10 eV2 [91]. A recent

measurement at the MiniBooNE experiment [92] is also consistent with the LSND

observation. Therefore, probing the possibility of sterile neutrinos is also the aim

of future neutrino experiments.

• Non-standard interactions: The discovery of neutrino oscillations has provided

evidence that neutrinos are massive. The presence of massive neutrinos is a strong

hint for the theories beyond the Standard Model (BSM) of particle physics. Non-

standard interactions (NSI) of neutrinos are one of the possibilities in BSM scenar-

ios. The neutrino oscillation patterns get modified due to the presence of neutral-

current NSI during the propagation of neutrino. Therefore, neutrino oscillations

can be used to probe the presence of neutral-current NSI.

• Neutrino tomography of Earth: The upcoming atmospheric neutrino experiments

like Hyper-K, ORCA, IceCube Upgrade, DUNE atmospheric, and ICAL will gather

a huge amount of atmospheric neutrino data, which can play an important role

in the neutrino tomography of Earth. The upward-going neutrinos experience the

matter effects due to weak interactions with the ambient electrons. This matter

effect depends on the density of the regions through which neutrino has traversed.

Therefore, the matter effects in neutrino oscillations can be an effective tool to probe

the internal structure of Earth.

Though the work presented in this thesis focuses mainly on neutrino oscillations, there

are other unsolved issues related to the properties of neutrinos which are actively being

pursued in various experiments as discussed below
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• Dirac or Majorana: Another unsolved issue is the nature of neutrinos. It is

not known whether the neutrino is its own antiparticle, in which case, it will be a

Majorana-type particle. On the other hand, the neutrino will correspond to the Dirac-

type if neutrino and antineutrino turn out to be different particles. The process of

neutrinoless double-beta decay (0𝜈𝛽𝛽) [93–98] involves conversion to two neutrons

into two protons and two electrons without any neutrino, i.e., 𝑛+𝑛 → 𝑝++𝑝++𝑒−+𝑒−.

The lepton number conservation gets violated by two units in 0𝜈𝛽𝛽, and this process

is possible only if neutrinos and antineutrinos are the same particles. Therefore,

experiments all over the world are looking for 0𝜈𝛽𝛽, but this phenomenon is not

observed yet [95, 96, 98].

• Absolute mass of neutrino: Neutrino oscillations have helped us to measure the

mass-squared difference, but the absolute scale of neutrino mass is not yet known.

The information about the absolute neutrino mass can be obtained by performing the

precise measurement of the energy spectrum of the emitted electrons in beta decay.

Using the tritium beta decay, the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment

has provided an upper bound on the effective neutrino mass2 for electron flavor to

be 𝑚𝛽 < 0.8 eV [99]. The upper limits on the absolute mass of neutrino can also be

obtained using cosmological observations and neutrinoless double-beta decay [100].

Measuring the absolute mass of the neutrino is one of the important goals of future

experiments.

2.6 Proposed Neutrino Oscillation Experiments

Now, we describe the next-generation neutrino oscillation experiments that have been

proposed to resolve the above-mentioned issues in neutrino oscillation physics.

2The effective neutrino mass for electron flavor (𝑚𝛽) is defined by the following relation

𝑚2
𝛽 =

3∑
𝑗=1

|𝑈𝑒 𝑗 |2𝑚2
𝑗 , (2.45)

where 𝑚 𝑗 are the mass eigenvalues.
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• DUNE: The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [101, 102] is an

upcoming accelerator-based long-baseline experiment to study neutrino oscillations.

DUNE will have a muon neutrino (or antineutrino) beam originating at Fermilab

and detected at a distance of about 1300 km at the far detector in Stanford. The 40

kt far detector will be located underground at a depth of about one mile. The far

detector consists of ultra-pure cryogenic liquid Argon, which acts as both target as

well as a tracker for neutrino interactions using the advanced technology of the Time

Projection Chamber (TPC). DUNE will also consist of near detectors to measure

unoscillated neutrino flux and minimize the systematics. The 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 beam will

peak at the neutrino energy of about 2.5 GeV. The efficient detection of electron

neutrinos provides access to the appearance channel 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝑒, which opens up

a unique avenue to probe CP violation in the neutrino sector. The matter effect

developed for the baseline of 1300 km through Earth’s crust is sufficient enough

to measure neutrino mass ordering and octant of 𝜃23 at DUNE. The atmospheric

neutrinos can also be observed at DUNE, which will enhance the capability of

DUNE to precisely measure the neutrino oscillation parameters.

• Hyper-K: The Hyper-Kamiokande (Hyper-K) [103] is a proposed atmospheric

neutrino experiment and the successor of Super-K based on the water-Cherenkov

technology. With a fiducial mass of about 190 kt, Hyper-K is about 8 times larger in

size compared to Super-K. Hyper-K will have a cylindrical water tank with a height

of about 71 m and a diameter of about 68 m. Along with its larger size, Hyper-K will

also be instrumented with PMTs having higher quantum efficiency compared to that

in Super-K. Hyper-K is capable of detecting neutrinos from J-PARK beam, proton

decays, solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and astronomical neutrinos. The

muon and electron neutrinos can be separately detected at Hyper-K by identifying

clean and fuzzy rings, respectively. Though it is not possible to distinguish neutrinos

and antineutrinos on an event-by-event basis at Hyper-K, large statistics and flavor

identification capability can help Hyper-K to observe Earth’s matter effects that

may give rise to the sensitivity towards neutrino mass ordering and octant of 𝜃23.
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The large statistics is also going to improve the precision measurement of neutrino

oscillation parameters.

• T2HK: The Tokai-to-Hyper-K (T2HK) is an upcoming long-baseline experiment

that will consist of the J-PARC facility located at Tokai as the source of a neutrino

beam and Hyper-K as a far detector at a distance of about 295 km. For T2HK, the

J-PARC neutrino beam will be upgraded from 0.5 to 1.3 Mega watt. The higher

intensity of the neutrino beam, along with the larger fiducial mass of the detector,

would increase the accelerator neutrino event rate at Hyper-K by about 20 times

compared to that in the case of T2K. In T2HK, the far detector will also be located at

2.5◦ off-axis with respect to the neutrino beam such that the energy of the neutrino

beam peaks at 0.6 GeV. T2HK would also consist of near detectors to minimize the

systematic uncertainties. The large statistics of 𝜈𝑒 appearance events would enable

T2HK to measure the leptonic CP phase with the best precision for all possible

values of 𝛿CP.

• ORCA: The Oscillation Research with Cosmics in the Abyss (ORCA) [104] is an

upcoming atmospheric neutrino experiment under KM3NeT Consortium. ORCA

will be based on the principle of Cherenkov radiation emitted by secondary particles

produced in the neutrino interactions inside seawater. ORCA is going to have two

detectors modules in the Mediterranean sea at a depth of about 2450 m. ORCA will

consist of 115 strings covering a total volume of about 6 MegaTonnes. Each string

will consist of 18 optical modules, where each optical module will be made up of 31

PMTs. ORCA will be sensitive to the atmospheric neutrinos in the energy range of

about 1 GeV to 100 GeV. The aim of ORCA is to determine neutrino mass ordering,

precision measurement of neutrino oscillation parameters, and neutrino astronomy

in the GeV range of energy. In a prototype of ORCA, six strings have already been

deployed with a horizontal spacing of about 20 m [105]. This prototype has started

observing strong oscillation signals.

• IceCube Upgrade: The IceCube Upgrade [106] is the next stage of the IceCube

neutrino observatory for lower energy neutrino events. The IceCube Upgrade will
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have seven new strings with about 700 optical sensors around the bottom center of

the IceCube detector at depths between 2150 m and 2425 m. The horizontal and

vertical spacing will be about 20 m and 3 m, respectively. There will be two types

of optical modules which are the Multi-PMT Digital Optical Module (mDOM) and

the Dual optical sensors in an Ellipsoid Glass (D-Egg). These designs are optimized

to improve photon detection efficiency and the calibration capability of the whole

IceCube detector. This improved efficiency will help IceCube Upgrade to achieve

the energy threshold of about 1 GeV. Upgrade will also give rise to the sensitivity

towards the tau neutrinos from 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜏 appearance channel with high precision.

With the Upgrade, the neutrino oscillation analysis is going to get improved sig-

nificantly, and oscillation parameters will be measured more precisely [106]. In

the light of better calibration, the archived data collected over 10 years can be

reanalyzed to enhance IceCube’s sensitivity towards high-energy cosmic neutrinos.

• ICAL: The 50 kt Iron Calorimeter (ICAL) detector at the proposed India-based

Neutrino Observatory (INO) [107] would consist of stacks of iron layers having

a magnetic field of about 1.5 T. The detector will be placed under the mountain

with a rock coverage of at least 1 km from all directions. The magnetic field

enables ICAL to detect atmospheric muon neutrinos and antineutrinos separately

in the multi-GeV energy range over a wide range of baselines. ICAL aims to

measure neutrino mass ordering by observing the difference in Earth’s matter effects

experienced by neutrinos and antineutrinos. ICAL would also contribute to the

precision measurement of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters Δ𝑚2
32 and

𝜃23. We describe the ICAL detector in detail in chapter 3.

2.7 Summary

Neutrino oscillations were discovered by the Super-Kamiokande experiment using at-

mospheric neutrino data and later confirmed by solar, acceleration, and reactor neutrino

experiments also. Neutrino oscillations are explained by the phenomena of quantum inter-
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ference, where neutrino flavor eigenstates are taken as a superposition of mass eigenstates.

As a consequence of this, neutrinos change their flavor during propagation. The probabil-

ities of neutrino oscillations during propagation in vacuum are parameterized in terms of

three mixing angles (𝜃12, 𝜃23, and 𝜃13), CP-phase (𝛿𝐶𝑃), and two mass-squared differences

(Δ𝑚2
32 and Δ𝑚2

21). Over the past two decades, most of the neutrino oscillation parameters

have been measured precisely by different neutrino oscillation experiments (see Sec. 2.3).

However, the CP-phase 𝛿𝐶𝑃 and the mixing angle 𝜃23 are still uncertain by large amounts.

We have summarized the current status of neutrino oscillation parameters in Table 2.1.

The neutrino oscillation probabilities in vacuum depend on the energy (𝐸𝜈) and path-

length (𝐿𝜈) of neutrinos in the form of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈. However, neutrinos passing through Earth

undergo charged-current coherent forward elastic scattering with the ambient electrons

giving rise to a matter potential that modifies the neutrino oscillation patterns. These

density-dependent matter effects introduce additional dependence of oscillation probabil-

ities on baseline 𝐿𝜈, which is not in the form of 𝐿/𝐸 . Matter effects are potential tools

to solve important issues such as the determination of neutrino mass ordering and iden-

tification of correct octact of 𝜃23. The next-generation neutrino oscillation experiments

like DUNE, Hyper-K, ORCA, IceCube Upgrade, and ICAL are going to accumulate a

huge amount of data that would be used to solve the present issues in neutrino oscillation

parameters and would pave the way for practical applications such as tomography of Earth

using neutrinos.



Chapter 3
ICAL Detector at INO

The proposed India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) [107] is a mega-science project

being pursued by a collaboration of many institutes and universities with the aim of building

a world-class underground observatory. INO is planned to be built at Pottipuram in Bodi

West hills of Theni District of Tamil Nadu, India. INO would host three experiments

which are Iron Calorimeter detector (ICAL), Neutrino-less double decay (NDBD) [108],

and Dark-matter@INO (DINO) [109]. INO will consist of a large underground cavern of

size 132 m × 26 m × 20 m along with many other small caverns under approximately 1200

m high mountain such that the observatory will have a rock coverage of at least 1 km from

all direction. This rock coverage will filter out the unwanted particles like cosmic muons

by 1 million times to provide a low background environment for the experiments of INO.

The underground cavern can be accessed by a 2100 m long and 7.5 m wide horizontal

tunnel.

In this thesis, we focus on the ICAL detector, which we discuss in the coming sections.

In Sec. 3.1, we talk about ICAL geometry, Resistive Plate Chambers, and magnetic field.

The interactions of neutrinos with iron layers at ICAL are described in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3,

we discuss event reconstruction at ICAL, where we talk about the detector response for

muons and hadrons. The details about the simulation of reconstructed events at ICAL are

given in Sec. 3.4. Next, we present the impact of atmospheric oscillation parameters on

reconstructed events at ICAL in Sec. 3.5. Finally, we summarize in Sec. 3.6

41
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Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram of the ICAL detector at INO [127].

3.1 Iron Calorimeter Detector

The 50 kt magnetized ICAL detector at INO [107] aims to detect atmospheric muon

neutrinos and antineutrinos separately in the multi-GeV energy range over a wide range of

baselines starting from about 15 km to 12750 km. The magnetic field of about 1.5 T [110]

enables ICAL to identify the charge of muons which are produced during the interactions

of neutrinos inside the detector. This charge identification (CID) capability of ICAL is

used to identify neutrinos and antineutrinos separately in mulit-GeV energy range.

The upward-going neutrinos pass through the Earth and experience matter effects in

neutrino oscillations. The matter effects modify the oscillation patterns differently for

neutrinos and antineutrinos. The CID capability helps in preserving this information

and enables ICAL to determine the neutrino mass ordering which is the main goal of

ICAL [111, 112]. ICAL would also help in improving the precision of atmospheric

neutrino oscillation parameters Δ𝑚2
32 and sin2 𝜃23 [112, 113]. The ICAL collaboration

has also studied how ICAL can play an important role in probing various BSM physics

scenarios [114–126]. The ICAL detector can also be used to probe the internal stucture

of Earth as we describe in chapter 7 of this thesis.

ICAL would consist of three modules, each of which has a size of 16 m × 16 m ×

14.5 m as shown in Fig. 3.1. Each module contains a stack of 151 iron layers having a
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thickness of 5.6 cm [107]. The iron acts as a passive detector element that provides a

target for neutrino interactions. The Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) of dimensions 2

m × 2 m are active detector elements that are sandwiched between the consecutive iron

layers with a gap of about 4 cm. Whenever a charged particle passes through an RPC, it

produces a signal in the form of hits with (x,y) coordinates. By looking at the pattern of

hits, we can figure out the type of events, whether it is “track-like” to “shower-like”. Now,

we describe the components of ICAL in detail.

3.1.1 Resistive Plate Chamber as Active Detector Element

RPC [128–132] is a gaseous detector used in high energy physics to detect charged particles

like muons. Figure 3.2 illustrates the schematic diagram of an RPC. Inside the RPC, a gas

mixture is confined between two parallel plates of high resistivity (typically 109 and 1013

Ω cm [130]) material like glass or bakelite. In RPC design for the ICAL detector, the gap

between the parallel glass plate of 3 mm thickness is maintained at 2 mm with the help of

button spacers. The walls of the chamber are closed with side spacers and path for gas flow

is provided in the corner spacers. Since the high voltage cannot be applied on the resistive

plate of glass or bakelite directly, a coating of conductive layer like graphite is applied on

the outer surface of the resistive plate. A positive potential of about 5 kV is applied on

one surface of the graphite layer and negative potential of about - 5 kV on another surface.

The voltage on the graphite layer spreads uniformly due to moderate resistivity of around

1 MΩ and a uniform electric field of about 50 kV/cm (i.e., 10 kV potential in 0.2 cm gap)

is established inside the chamber. The surface resistivitiy of graphite layer should be low

enough to allow the induction of signal on the pickup strip.

A charged particle interacts with the gaseous medium inside the RPC and ionizes gas

molecules into electron-ion pairs. The electrons and ions experience an electric force in

the opposite direction due to the applied electric field. The presence of the electric field

inside the gas gap prevents the recombination of electrons and ions as well as separates

them by accelerating in the opposite direction. The electrons are accelerated towards

the positive anode whereas ions move towards the negative cathode. The electrons are
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Figure 3.2: The schematic of Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) [133].

accelerated to such an energy that they can further ionize other gas molecules and result

in secondary electrons. These secondary electrons also gain energy from the electric field

and ionize more molecules. This process of increase in electron number due to ionization

is called avalanche. The positive ions have larger mass due to which they cannot be

accelerated to high velocities and hence, they move slowly.

A readout consists of a pickup panel made up of copper strips that are used to collect

signals from RPC by the principle of induction. The pickup panel consists of 64 strips

with 2.8 cm width and a gap of 0.2 cm between two neighboring strips such that the pitch

is 3 cm [134]. The readout is isolated from graphite layer using a sheet of insulating

material like Mylar. The motion of electrons inside the gas gap induces a potential on

the pickup strip following Shockley-Ramo’s theorem [135, 136] which is given as input

to read-out electronics. Two pickup panels are placed orthogonal to each other such that

their strips are aligned in the X and Y directions, respectively. While passing through the

RPC, a charged particle leaves a hit in the form of (X,Y) coordinates. The time resolution

of RPC is about 1 ns [137–139] which enables ICAL to efficiently distinguish between

the upward-going and downward-going reconstructed muon events. When the electrons

reach the inner surface of the resistive plate, the induced signal drops to zero. The charge

pileup results in a decrease in the electric field in the region of avalanche which remains

dead until the charge gets neutralized. This induced charge remain localized and the other

regions of the detector function normally during this time. The accumulated charge on

the inward surface of RPC discharges through the bakelite and graphite. The dead time

depends on the resistivities of bakelite and graphite.
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Composition of Gas Mixture in RPCs at ICAL

The composition of the gas mixture depends on several factors such as high gain, low

working voltage, good proportionality, and high rate capability. Consider 𝑛0 to be the

number of primary electrons produced when a charged particle passes through the detector.

We denote the distance between the location of production of primary electrons and

the anode by 𝑥. Then, the number of electrons arriving at the anode can be given as

follows [140]

𝑛 = 𝑛0 exp{((𝛼 − 𝛽)𝑥)}, (3.1)

where 𝛼 is known as the first Townsend coefficient, which is decided by the number of

ionization per unit length. On the other hand, 𝛽 is the attachment coefficient which is

decided by the number of electrons captured per unit length.

Noble gases are suitable for the low working voltage because of low ionization poten-

tial, which in turn decides the first Townsend coefficient. At ICAL, we plan to use Freon

(R134a, C2F4H2) to achieve low ionization potential. The primary electrons are produced

as electron-ion pairs having a tendency to recombine with the emission of ultraviolet

photons. These energetic photons are capable of creating more electron-ion pairs at other

locations inside the detector, which can result in numerous avalanches through the cham-

ber, destroying the spatial resolution. These photons can be absorbed by a polyatomic gas,

which is usually hydrocarbon gas. In the case of ICAL, we plan to use Isobutane (C4H10).

Since the photon-absorbing gas localizes the avalanche, it is also known as quenching gas.

The excess electrons can be absorbed by an electronegative gas having a high electron

affinity. At ICAL, we use SF6 for absorbing excess electrons. The gas mixture in RPCs

at ICAL contains Freon, Isobutane, and SF6 gasses in the ratio of 95.2 : 4.5 : 0.3,

respectively [132, 141, 142].

Mode of Operation of RPCs

The RPCs can be operated in avalanche mode or streamer mode depending upon the gas

mixture and the applied voltage.
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• Avalanche mode: The RPC operates in avalanche mode at relatively lower voltage

and the size of avalanche is limited to a small region. The produced signals have

smaller amplitudes (order of mV) and requires pre-amplifier to process the signals.

The smaller size (∼1 pC) pulses decrease the electric field in a small area of RPC

and thus, have better rate capability. This mode results in a longer lifetime of RPC.

At ICAL, we operate RPCs in avalanche mode which can enable the RPCs to operate

for decades with less maintenance.

• Streamer mode: The RPC operates in streamer mode on application of higher

voltage and produce signal with larger amplitude and hence, don’t need any pre-

amplifiers. Due to larger signals (∼100 pC) the electric field drops for large area and

the rate capability is lower (few hundred Hz/cm2) in this mode. Also, the lifetime

of RPC decreases in streamer mode.

3.1.2 Magnetized Iron Calorimeter Detector as Passive Detector

Element

The 50 kt magnetized ICAL detector will consists of three modules such that the x-

direction is defined as the direction along which the three modules are placed whereas

the direction perpendicular to this in horizontal plane is labeled as the y-direction. The

z-axis points in the upward direction as shown in Fig. 3.1. The center of central module

is considered as the origin. Since it is difficult to handle a single iron plate of size 16 m

× 16 m × 5.6 cm, plates of smaller sizes of 2 m × 4 m × 5.6 cm with a gap of 2 mm will

be used to achieve the desired size. In order to identify the charge of muon, ICAL will be

magnetized to a magnetic field of about 1.5 T in the y-direction.

ICAL collaboration has performed the detailed simulation study for magnetized ICAL

detector in Ref. [110]. In this work, various aspects of ICAL magnet are explored and its

design was optimized. It was shown that a configuration with continuous slots for current

carrying coils provides a more uniform magnetic field than those with discrete slots. In

this configuration, each module contains the two parallel slots at 𝑥 = ±4 m and spanning

in the y-direction with −4 m ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 4 m. There will be four sets of coils, each of which
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carries a current of about 5 kA such that a uniform magnetic field higher than 1 T is

achieved in y-direction over an area of about 75%.

It was also observed that the magnetic field increases with the thickness of iron plate

and gets saturated for thickness more than 4 cm, which justifies the choice of 5.6 cm.

The higher plate thickness results in the increase in multiple scattering of muons which

deteriorates the energy resolution. The gap between two layers placed side by side reduces

the magnetic field due to leakage, thus, this gap should be minimum and a gap of 2 mm

may be practical. More details about the dependence of magnetic field on various design

aspects of ICAL are described in Ref. [110]. Now, we describe the interactions of neutrino

with the iron nuclei.

3.2 Neutrino Interactions at ICAL

The ICAL detector is sensitive to neutrinos in the energy range of 1 to 25 GeV. In this

multi-GeV energy range, the charged-current (CC) neutrino interactions occur via quasi-

elastic scattering (QES), resonance scattering, and deep-inelastic scattering (DIS). Apart

from this, neutrinos can also interact via neutral-current (NC) interactions.

The quasi-elastic scattering dominates at neutrinos energies below 2 GeV. In charged-

current QES, neutrinos interact with the entire nucleon and produce charged leptons. In

the case of QES for neutrino, neutron converts into a proton

𝜈𝜇 + 𝑛 → 𝜇− + 𝑝. (3.2)

On the other hand, QES for antineutrino causes conversion of proton into neutron

�̄�𝜇 + 𝑝 → 𝜇+ + 𝑛. (3.3)

In the elastic scattering, a neutrino can scatter from the entire nucleon via neutral-current

interaction where neutrino itself is a final state particle.

The resonance scattering is an inelastic scattering where a neutrino with sufficient

energy interacts with nucleon and excites it to an excited state called baryon resonance.

The decay of baryon resonance mostly produces a nucleon and a single pion in the final
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state. In resonance scattering, the production of multiple pions is also possible. The

resonance scattering can occur via both CC as well as NC interactions.

As the energy increases, neutrino starts probing the internal structure of the nucleon.

In deep-inelastic scattering, a high-energy neutrino interacts with an individual quark

producing a lepton and hadrons in the final state. In DIS, hadrons carry away a significant

fraction of incoming neutrino energy. Both CC and NC processes are possible in DIS.

Now, we describe how these interactions can be observed at ICAL.

3.3 Event Reconstruction at ICAL

In the previous section, we discussed that the CC interactions of neutrinos with nucleons

in iron result in the production of charged muons. While passing through RPC, the

resulting muon deposits energy in the gaseous region with the induction of signals in the

perpendicular pickup strips in X and Y directions that provide (x, y) coordinate of the hit.

The z-coordinate of the hit is obtained from the layer number of RPC. Since the multi-GeV

muon is a minimum ionizing particle, it passes through several layers and leaves hits in

those layers in the form of a long track. These muon events with long tracks are termed

“track-like” events. In the presence of the magnetic field, the muon tracks curve in the

opposite directions for 𝜇− and 𝜇+. Hence, the charge of muon can be identified by the

direction of bending of track in the magnetic field, which results in the ability of ICAL

to distinguish between atmospheric neutrinos and antineutrinos in the multi-GeV energy

range.

In Sec. 3.2, we describe that the neutrino interactions are also contributed by resonance

scattering and deep-inelastic scattering at multi-GeV energies resulting in the production

of hadrons. At ICAL, hadrons leave multiple hits in a plane which result in the “shower-

like” events. At ICAL, the hit pattern is almost the same for different hadrons. Hence, the

particle identification of hadron is difficult.

To understand the detector response for muons and hadrons, the ICAL collaboration

has performed a rigorous detector simulation study using the widely used GEANT4 pack-

age [143]. The details of these simulation studies performed by the ICAL collaboration
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are given in Refs. [144, 145]. Now, we describe the detector response for muons and

hadrons in the next two sections.

3.3.1 Detector Response for Muons

The authors of Ref. [144] discuss in detail how various response functions for muons have

been obtained by performing a rigorous GEANT4-based simulation study by the ICAL

collaboration. To simulate the detector response, a huge number of muons are passed

through the ICAL detector. The muon leaves hits in various RPC layers in the form of a

track. The reconstruction algorithm fits the track using the Kalman filter technique and

calculates the vertex, direction (cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 ), energy (𝐸 rec

𝜇 ), and charge of the muon. Note

that in Ref. [144], cos 𝜃 = 1 corresponds to the upward-going events. We also use this

convention in the present section to describe the muon response. In the remaining part

of this thesis, cos 𝜃 = 1 represents downward-going events. The ICAL reconstruction

algorithm requires about a minimum of 8 to 10 hits to reconstruct the muon track, which

translates to the energy threshold1 of about 1 GeV. The outcomes of migration matrices are

nicely summarized as a function of input muon momentum for various input zenith angles

in Ref. [144]. The authors in Ref. [144] show the reconstruction efficiency in Fig. 13,

charge identification (CID) efficiency in Fig. 14, muon energy resolution in Fig. 11, and

muon angular resolution in Fig. 6.

The reconstruction efficiency increases sharply with the input muon energy up to 2

GeV, and then it saturates to around 80% to 90% in the muon energy range of 2 to 20 GeV

for a wide range of zenith angle starting from cos 𝜃𝜇 = 0.35 to 0.85 as shown in Fig. 13

of Ref. [144]. In ICAL, the number of events are less in the horizontal direction because

the reconstruction efficiency is poor in this case due to the horizontally placed layers of

RPC where only a few RPC layers receive hits in case of horizontal events. As far as the

1The ICAL detector consists of a stack of iron layers with a thickness of 5.6 cm each having a gap of 4 cm
between two successive iron layers to insert active RPCs. In the multi-GeV energy range, muon is a minimum
ionizing particle and it deposits energy inside a medium at the rate of about (1/𝜌)·(𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥) ∼ 2 MeV g−1 cm2

as described in the PDG [146]. For the case of iron (𝜌 ∼ 7.9 g/cm3), the muon in the GeV energy range will
deposit energy of about 16 MeV/cm, and this will lead to an energy loss of about 100 MeV in each layer of
iron (thickness of 5.6 cm) in ICAL. We need about a minimum of 8 to 10 hits to reconstruct a muon track
at ICAL, which results in an energy threshold of about 1 GeV.
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charge identification is concerned, the ICAL detector is expected to perform quite well in

the muon energy range of 1 to 20 GeV since it plans to have the magnetic field of around

1.5 T which will be sufficient enough to get the curvature of the muon track to identify

the charge of the muon. The charge identification efficiency at ICAL is about 98% in the

muon energy range of 2 to 20 GeV for various zenith angles in the range of cos 𝜃𝜇 = 0.35

to 0.85 as shown in Fig. 14 of Ref. [144].

The reconstructed muon energies and directions are fitted with Gaussian distribution

to calculate means and standard deviations. The standard deviation represents the detector

resolution of the reconstructed parameter. Figure 11 in Ref. [144] portrays that the muon

energy resolution of the ICAL detector in the muon energy range of 2 to 20 GeV for zenith

angles in the range of cos 𝜃𝜇 = 0.35 to 0.85 is approximately 10 to 15%, which is sufficient

enough to capture the information about neutrino oscillation parameters and Earth’s matter

effects in the multi-GeV energy range for a wide range of baselines. The ICAL detector

has an excellent angular resolution of less than 1◦ for a large muon energy range and a

wide range of zenith angles, as shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [144]. These numbers tell us that

the ICAL detector performs quite well as far as the reconstruction of the four-momenta of

muon is concerned, which is important to have the sensitivity of ICAL towards neutrino

oscillations and Earth’s matter effect.

3.3.2 Detector Response for Hadrons

Now, let us elaborate on how the ICAL collaboration obtains the hadron energy response

inside the ICAL detector. In the multi-GeV range of energies, the resonance scatterings

and deep-inelastic scatterings of neutrinos produce hadrons along with muons. Unlike

muons, hadrons produce multiple hits in a single layer of RPC, and this leads to shower-like

events. These hadrons take away a significant fraction of the incoming neutrino energy,

and the hadron energy deposited in the detector is defined using a variable 𝐸′
had = 𝐸𝜈−𝐸𝜇

in Ref [145]. This Reference discusses in detail how the hadron energy resolution has

been obtained by performing a rigorous GEANT4-based simulation study by the ICAL

collaboration. The hadron energy response is simulated by passing a huge number of
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hadrons through ICAL geometry. The distribution of the total number of hits for these

hadrons is fitted with the Vavilov distribution function. The mean number of hits and the

square root of the variance obtained after fitting is related to the energy and the energy

resolution of hadron, respectively. Figure 8 in Ref. [145] shows that the hadron energy

resolution is about 40 to 60% in the energy range of 2 to 8 GeV and about 40% for energies

above 8 GeV. Though the hadron energy resolution is not as good as muon, it is sufficient

to capture the possible correlation between four-momenta of muon (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) and

hadron energy (𝐸′rec
had) which we treat as independent variables.

3.4 Event Simulation at ICAL

Now, we describe how we simulate the neutrino events at the ICAL detector.

3.4.1 NUANCE Simulation with Unoscillated Atmospheric Neutrino

Flux

In this work, the neutrino interactions in the ICAL detector are simulated using Monte

Carlo (MC) neutrino event generator NUANCE [147]. The ICAL geometry containing the

material information is given as a target for NUANCE. We use the Honda 3D flux [148,

149] of atmospheric neutrinos at the proposed INO site at Theni district of Tamil Nadu,

India. In this context, it is worthwhile to mention that the earlier studies of atmospheric

neutrino oscillations [107] for the ICAL detector have been performed using the neutrino

fluxes calculated for the Kamioka site. The neutrino fluxes vary from place to place due

to the different geomagnetic fields of the Earth, and there are important differences in

the fluxes at Kamioka and at the proposed site of INO at Theni district of Tamil Nadu,

India. Theni is close to the region having the largest horizontal component (≈ 40 𝜇𝑇)

of the Earth’s magnetic field. In comparison to this, the horizontal component of the

geomagnetic field at Kamioka is ≈ 30 𝜇𝑇 . As a result, the neutrino flux at the INO site

is smaller by approximately a factor of 3 at low energies. However, for neutrino energies

around 10 GeV, the fluxes at INO and Kamioka sites are almost the same [149]. In this
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Figure 3.3: The unoscillated neutrino flux at INO site as a function of cos 𝜃𝜈 for three different
energies of 1 GeV, 3.5 GeV, and 5 GeV in the left panel. Neutrino flux (multiplied
with 𝐸2

𝜈) as function of neutrino energy 𝐸𝜈 in the right panel. The black and red solid
(dashed) curves stand for 𝜈𝜇 (�̄�𝜇) and 𝜈𝑒 (�̄�𝑒), respectively. Here, we show the Honda
3D flux [148, 149] for INO site with mountain for solar minima.

study, we use the neutrino fluxes given in [148, 149], taking into account the 1 km rock

coverage of the mountain. The rock coverage of about 1 km (3800 m water equivalent) is

expected to reduce the downward-going cosmic muon background by ∼ 106 [150], most

of the remaining events will be further vetoed by employing the fiducial volume cut. Also,

to take into account the effect of solar modulation on the neutrino fluxes, we use the fluxes

with high solar activity (solar maximum) for half the exposure and the fluxes with low

solar activity (solar minimum) for the remaining half.

In Fig. 3.3, we show the neutrino flux at INO site as a function of neutrino direction

cos 𝜃𝜈 (left panel) and energy 𝐸𝜈 (right panel). In both the panels, black and red solid

(dashed) curves denote 𝜈𝜇 (�̄�𝜇) and 𝜈𝑒 (�̄�𝑒), respectively. In the left panel, neutrino fluxes

are shown for three different energies 1 GeV, 3.5 GeV, and 5 GeV. Note that the scale of

the y-axis is different for these energies because the neutrino flux decreases with energy

following a power law where neutrino flux depends on energy in the form of 𝐸−2.7
𝜈 in

the multi-GeV range of energy. We can observe that neutrino fluxes are maximum for

horizontal direction (cos 𝜃𝜈 = 0) because the probability of decay of cosmic muon is more

for longer path-lengths available along the horizontal direction. For lower neutrino energy

of around 1 GeV and 3.5 GeV, we observe that flux is not symmetric for upward (cos 𝜃𝜈 < 0)

and downward (cos 𝜃𝜈 > 0) directions, this happens because of the geomagnetic field of
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Earth. At higher energies, this up-down asymmetry is not present, which can be seen for

neutrino flux at 5 GeV in the left panel of Fig. 3.3. The flux for 𝜈𝜇 (�̄�𝜇) is larger than

that for 𝜈𝑒 (�̄�𝑒) because muon neutrinos can be produced during decays of pions as well

as muons whereas electron neutrinos are mainly produced during the decay of muons.

Also, the flux for neutrino is more than that for antineutrino. The right panels in Fig. 3.3

clearly show that the neutrino flux drops sharply with the increase in energies. Note that

we have multiplied the flux by 𝐸2
𝜈 in the right panel of Fig. 3.3. Now, we describe how we

incorporate the neutrino oscillations in our simulation.

3.4.2 Incorporating Neutrino Oscillations

In this work, we focus on the CC interactions of muon neutrinos and antineutrinos at the

ICAL detector. The muon events at ICAL are contributed by both survival (𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) as

well as appearance (𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) channels. For the case of NO, about 98% of 𝜇− and 99% of

𝜇+ events at ICAL come from the survival channel, whereas the remaining contribution is

from the appearance channel. The tau neutrino, 𝜈𝜏 may appear due to neutrino oscillation

and produce tau lepton during interaction inside the detector. The muon events produced

in the tau decay in the ICAL detector are small (around 2% of total upward-going muons

from 𝜈𝜇 interactions [151]), and these muon events are mostly softer in energy and below

the 1 GeV energy threshold of ICAL. In this work, we have not considered this small

contribution.

Since simulating the neutrino interactions using NUANCE is a computationally inten-

sive task, simulation of the neutrino events for different oscillation parameters is practically

unrealistic. Hence, we generate unoscillated neutrino events at ICAL, and the three-flavor

neutrino oscillations in the presence of matter are taken into account using a reweight-

ing algorithm as described in Refs. [111, 113]. In the first two analyses described in

chapters 5 and 6, we used the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) profile [152]

while considering Earth matter effect in neutrino oscillations. However, while probing the

structure of Earth in chapter 7, we use different density profiles. To minimize the statisti-

cal fluctuations of NUANCE, we generate 1000-year MC unoscillated neutrino events at
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ICAL, which is scaled to 10-year MC after incorporating the neutrino oscillations. Now,

we describe how we take into account the detector responses in our simulation.

3.4.3 Folding with Detector Responses

NUANCE gives output in term of true energy (𝐸𝜇) and directions (cos 𝜃𝜇) of resulting

muons. NUANCE also provides information about the type and momenta of various

hadrons produced during the neutrino interactions. Since the ICAL detector is unable

to distinguish the type of hadrons, we do not differentiate between the types of hadrons

in our analysis; instead, take the difference between energies of neutrino (𝐸𝜈) and muon

(𝐸𝜇) as the energy of hadron shower (𝐸′
had ≡ 𝐸𝜈 − 𝐸𝜇). The events are folded with the

detector responses for muons [144] and hadrons [145] following the procedure mentioned

in Refs. [111–113]. The detector responses for muons and hadrons are provided by the

ICAL collaboration in terms of the migration matrices or lookup tables which are obtained

by performing detailed GEANT4 simulation studies for the ICAL detector as described in

sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The reconstructed muon energy (𝐸 rec
𝜇 ), muon direction (cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ),

and hadron energy (𝐸′rec
had) are considered to be the observable quantities. Note that we

do not reconstruct neutrino energy or its direction. Since the hadron energy response is

poor, the addition of energies of muon and hadron results in the deterioration of ICAL

sensitivities, and we are not able to take advantage of excellent muon energy response.

Hence, we treat hadron energy 𝐸′rec
had as a separate observable which has been observed to

improve the ICAL sensitivities as demonstrated in Refs. [112, 114]. Now, we present the

reconstructed muon events expected at the ICAL detector.

3.4.4 Reconstructed Events Expected at ICAL

Table 3.1 presents the total number of reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events at 50 kt ICAL

detector in 10 years which is equivalent to 500 kt·yr exposure. Note that these events

are scaled from 1000-yr MC data. For the case of NO, ICAL would detect about 4614

reconstructed 𝜇− and 2053 reconstructed 𝜇+ events in 10 years using three-flavor neutrino

oscillations with matter effects considering 25-layered PREM profile of Earth. We can
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𝜇− events 𝜇+ events
U 1654 740
D 2960 1313
Total 4614 2053

Table 3.1: The total number of upward-going (U) and downward-going (D) reconstructed 𝜇−

and 𝜇+ events expected at the 50 kt ICAL detector in 10 years (total exposure of 500
kt·yr) [89]. We use the benchmark values of oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2.

observe that the number of 𝜇+ events is less than that of the 𝜇− because, at these multi-GeV

energies, the interaction cross section for antineutrino is lower than that of the neutrino by

almost a factor of 2.

The ns timing resolution of RPCs [137–139] enables ICAL to distinguish between

upward-going (cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0) and downward-going (cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 > 0) reconstructed muon

events as denoted by U and D, respectively. ICAL is expected to detect about 1654

upward-going and 2960 downward-going 𝜇− events in 10 years, whereas 𝜇+ events in

upward and downward direction will be around 740 and 1313, respectively, in 10 years.

Note that the upward-going muon events are nearly half of the downward-going muon

events because the longer baselines available to upward-going neutrinos cause them to

oscillate to other flavors. On the other hand, the neutrino oscillations are not developed

significantly for smaller baselines available to the downward-going neutrinos.

3.5 Impact of Atmospheric Oscillation Parameters on

Reconstructed Events

Now, we describe the impact of oscillation parameters on reconstructed muon events at

ICAL. We consider full three-flavor oscillation parameters in the presence of matter with

PREM profile [152]. ICAL is sensitive to atmospheric neutrinos and antineutrinos in

the multi-GeV energy range and they are dominantly affected by atmospheric neutrino

oscillation parameters 𝜃23 and Δ𝑚2
eff. On the other hand, the solar oscillation parameters

𝜃12 and Δ𝑚2
21 have negligible impact on events at ICAL. As far as the reactor mixing angle

𝜃13 is concerned, it has already been measured with high precision. We take CP-violating
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Figure 3.4: Total events as functions of sin2 𝜃23 for reconstructed 𝜇− (left panel) and 𝜇+ (right
panel) using 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL. The black (red) curve denote NO (IO). Solid
curves correspond to neutrino oscillation in the presence of matter with the PREM
profile whereas dashed curves stand for neutrino oscillations in vacuum. Note that
the scale of y-axis is different in two panels. We consider the benchmark values of
other oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2.

parameter 𝛿CP = 0. Therefore, we discuss the impact of 𝜃23 and Δ𝑚2
eff in the next sections.

3.5.1 Impact of 𝜃23 on Reconstructed Events

Figure 3.4 presents total events as functions of sin2 𝜃23 for reconstructed 𝜇− (left panel)

and 𝜇+ (right panel) using 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL. The black and red curves represent

NO and IO, respectively. The solid curves correspond to the case of three-flavor neutrino

oscillation in the presence of matter with the PREM profile whereas dashed curves denote

the neutrino oscillations in vacuum. In both the panels of Fig. 3.4, we observe that the

total events are minimum for maximal mixing (𝜃23 = 45◦) where sin2 𝜃23 = 0.5. This

happens because the oscillation of 𝜈𝜇 to other flavors is proportional to sin2 2𝜃23 at the

leading order [153] and sin2 2𝜃23 = 1 for 𝜃23 = 45◦ results into maximum oscillation of

𝜈𝜇 to other flavors.

In both panels of Fig. 3.4, total events are the same for the case of NO and IO when

we consider vacuum oscillations. In the left panel of Fig. 3.4, a significant difference is

observed in the case of NO while considering matter effect, where the total reconstructed

𝜇− events in the presence of matter are less than that in vacuum. This occurs because

neutrinos experience matter effects inside Earth for the case of NO, which enhances
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𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝑒 and 𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇 oscillation probabilities. Since the initial flux of atmospheric

neutrinos for 𝜈𝜇 is larger than that for 𝜈𝑒 as described in Sec. 3.4.1, the net effect is the

enhanced events corresponding 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝑒 oscillations. Note that this resonance in neutrino

does not occur in the case of IO. Hence, the total 𝜇− events for IO are the same in the cases

of matter and vacuum. Further, the matter effects are proportional to sin2 𝜃23 [153] and

decrease the total 𝜇− events when 𝜃23 is in the higher octant. On the other hand, sin2 2𝜃23

increases the events as 𝜃23 deviates from 45◦. Therefore, the minimum of the black curve

gets shifted to the larger value of sin2 𝜃23 in the higher octant.

As far as 𝜇+ events are concerned, the right panel of Fig. 3.4 shows that the total

events are the same for the case of NO and IO in vacuum, and the minimum events are

also observed at sin2 𝜃23 = 0.5. Unlike the case of 𝜇−, here, the matter effects appear for

the case of IO as shown by the solid red curve in the right panel, whereas the events for

NO are the same as that for the case of vacuum. Here, also, we can observe the shift in

the minimum at a higher value of sin2 𝜃23 in the presence of matter but for the case of IO.

3.5.2 Impact of Δ𝑚2
eff on Reconstructed Events

So far, we have discussed the effect of atmospheric mixing angle 𝜃23 on total events at

ICAL. As far as the atmospheric mass square difference Δ𝑚2
eff is concerned, it’s effect on

total number of events is not significant, instead, it alters the distribution of events. In

Fig. 3.5, we show how the distribution of reconstructed 𝜇− events as a function of cos 𝜃rec
𝜇

modifies when we vary the value of Δ𝑚2
eff. We consider 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL

with full three-flavor neutrino oscillations in the presence of matter effect with PREM

profile [152]. We assume normal mass ordering with benchmark values of oscillation pa-

rameters (except Δ𝑚2
eff) given in Table 2.2. The black curves correspond to the benchmark

value of Δ𝑚2
eff which is 2.49 × 10−3 eV2. In order to understand the impact of Δ𝑚2

eff, we

choose the 3𝜎 range obtained from ICAL analysis on precision measurements of atmo-

spheric neutrino oscillation parameters considering muon and hadron information [154].

In Fig. 3.5, this 3𝜎 range of 2.3×10−3 eV2 and 2.7×10−3 eV2 are denoted by red and blue

curves, respectively. The error bars denote the statistical fluctuations for the benchmark
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Figure 3.5: The distributions of reconstructed 𝜇− events as functions of cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 for 500 kt·yr

exposure at ICAL. The red, black, and blue curves correspond to Δ𝑚2
eff = 2.3 ×

10−3 eV2, 2.49 × 10−3 eV2, and 2.7 × 10−3 eV2, respectively. We take energy ranges
of [1, 5] GeV, [5, 10] GeV, [10, 15] GeV, and [15, 20] GeV in the top left, top right,
bottom left, and bottom right panels, respectively. Note that the scales of y-axis
are different in all the panels. We consider NO, and the benchmark values of other
oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2.

choice shown by black curve. We show these distributions for the energy ranges of [1, 5]

GeV, [5, 10] GeV, [10, 15] GeV, and [15, 20] GeV in the top left, top right, bottom left,

and bottom right panels, respectively. Note that the scales of y-axis are different in all

these panels because the number of events decrease with energy following the power law

as described in Sec. 3.4.1. Similarly, we present the event distributions for reconstructed

𝜇+ events in Fig. 3.6.

In Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 , we can observe that the effect of Δ𝑚2
eff is significant for energies

above 5 GeV whereas the impact is negligible for the energy range of 1 to 5 GeV. This

happens because the effect of Δ𝑚2
eff is significant in the region of vacuum oscillations
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Figure 3.6: The distributions of reconstructed 𝜇+ events as functions of cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 for 500 kt·yr

exposure at ICAL. The red, black, and blue curves correspond to Δ𝑚2
eff = 2.3 ×

10−3 eV2, 2.49 × 10−3 eV2, and 2.7 × 10−3 eV2, respectively. We take energy ranges
of [1, 5] GeV, [5, 10] GeV, [10, 15] GeV, and [15, 20] GeV in the top left, top right,
bottom left, and bottom right panels, respectively. Note that the scales of y-axis
are different in all the panels. We consider NO, and the benchmark values of other
oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2.

which is dominant at higher energies of 5 to 25 GeV, and is similar for both neutrinos

and antineutrinos. The red and blue curves move apart from the black curve in opposite

directions unlike the effect of 𝜃23 in Fig. 3.4 where total events increase for both lower

as well as higher values of 𝜃23. It is interesting to note that this effect has a zenith angle

dependence which explains the dilution of this effect in total number of events. Note that

though this effect of Δ𝑚2
eff in each bin appears small, the contribution of every bin is added

while calculating the precision measurement of Δ𝑚2
eff. Also, we consider information on

only muon energy and zenith angle while plotting the event distributions in Figs. 3.5 and

3.6. The authors in Ref. [112] have demonstrated that the incorporation of hadron energy
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information further improves the sensitivity of ICAL towards the measurement of Δ𝑚2
eff.

3.6 Summary

The upcoming 50 kt Iron Calorimeter (ICAL) detector at the India-based Neutrino Obser-

vatory (INO) [107] aims to detect atmospheric muon neutrinos and antineutrinos separately

in a multi-GeV range of energies over a wide range of baselines from about 15 to 12750

km. ICAL consists of stacks of 5.6 cm thick iron layers with a gap of 4 cm for sandwiching

the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs). The iron layers act as passive detector elements,

whereas the RPCs act as active detector elements. The charged-current interactions of

neutrino would produce muons and hadrons. Since muon is a minimum ionizing particle,

it can pass through many layers of RPCs and leave hits in the form of a track. ICAL

would be magnetized with a magnetic field of about 1.5 T which would enable ICAL to

distinguish between 𝜇− and 𝜇+ tracks by measuring the direction of bending. This charge

identification (CID) capability helps ICAL to differentiate muon neutrinos and antineu-

trinos. Since the matter effects modify the oscillation patterns differently for neutrinos

and antineutrinos, CID capability plays an important role in the determination of neutrino

mass ordering, which is the main goal of ICAL. As far as the hadrons are concerned, they

give rise to multiple hits in the same layer of RPCs in the form of shower events.

The muon energy resolution at ICAL is about 10 to 15% in the muon energy range

of 1 to 25 GeV [144]. The angular resolution of muon at ICAL is expected to be about

1◦ [144]. The reconstruction efficiency and resolutions are poor for horizontal events

because horizontally-going muons are able to pass through only a few RPC layers. The

ICAL detector also has some sensitivity towards hadron showers, where the energy of

hadron can be measured using the number of hits in a shower, but the hadron energy

resolution can be as poor as ∼40% [145]. The incorporation of hadron energy information

in the physics analyses had been demonstrated to improve the sensitivities of ICAL towards

precision measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters [112], the determination of

neutrino mass ordering [112] and BSM physics scenarios [114, 124].

The analyses in this thesis have been performed using the simulated events at the ICAL
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detector. The neutrino interactions at ICAL are simulated using the NUANCE neutrino

event generator, where the geometry of ICAL and the flux of atmospheric neutrinos at the

INO site in Theni are given as inputs. The neutrino oscillations are taken into account

using the reweighting algorithm. Then, the detector response is incorporated by folding

the simulated event with the migration matrices for muons [144] and hadrons [145] as

provided by the ICAL collaboration. After applying the detector properties, the oscillation

analysis can be performed using the simulated events in terms of the observable quantities

which are reconstructed muon energy (𝐸 rec
𝜇 ), muon direction (cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ), and hadron energy

(𝐸′rec
had). Now, we describe the studies on response uniformity of RPC in chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Studies on Response Uniformity of RPC

The resistive plate chamber (RPC) is an active detector element at ICAL. The structure

and working principle of RPCs are described in detail in Sec. 3.1.1 where we learned

that the gas mixture is confined between the resistive plates of glass or bakelite. Since

the high voltage cannot be applied on the resistive plate of glass or bakelite, a coating

of a conductive layer like graphite is applied on the outer surface of the resistive plate.

A positive potential of about 5 kV is applied on one surface of the graphite layer and a

negative potential of about - 5 kV on another surface. The potential on the graphite layer

spreads uniformly due to moderate resistivity of around 1 MΩ and a uniform electric field

of about 50 kV/cm is established inside the chamber. Note that the surface resistivity of

the graphite layer should also be high enough to allow the induction of signals on the

pickup strips.

The uniform electric field is crucial to achieve a uniform detector response. The

non-uniform surface and bulk resistivity of the graphite layer present in RPC are likely to

affect the detector response and dead time. In this chapter, we present the initial results

of a study that is oriented towards investigating the effects of resistivity of the graphite

layer on RPC signal generation. In Sec. 4.1, we describe the framework to simulate charge

transport in graphite layer. Simulation of potential buildup for uniform resistivity is given

in Sec. 4.2. Details about the experiment setup to measure surface resistivity of graphite

layer is mentioned in Sec. 4.3. The experimentally measured surface resistivity is used

as an input to simulate potential buildup for non-uniform surface resistivity as given in

63
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Figure 4.1: Procedure for simulating charge transport in a resistive layer.

Sec. 4.4. The experimental measurement of distribution of time constant and potential are

discussed in sections 4.5 and 4.6. Finally, we summarize out findings in Sec. 4.7.

4.1 Simulation of Charge Transport in Graphite Layer

We study the motion of charge in the graphite layer to understand the effect of surface

resistivity on the functioning of RPC and signal generation. A ROOT-based mathematical

framework has been developed where the simulation of charge transport is performed by

solving the Poisson equation for a rectangular surface at each time step and by calculating

the currents between subcells of the surface. A flowchart of the process is shown in

Fig. 4.1 where the potential (𝑉) distribution is obtained from the distribution of surface

charge density (𝜎) by solving the Poisson equation, and then, the current is calculated

between neighboring cells to transport the charge at each time step. The Poisson equation

for two-dimensional surface can be described as

∇2𝑉 = −𝜎
𝜖
𝛿(𝑧) , (4.1)

where,𝑉 is the potential on the surface, 𝜎 is the surface charge density and 𝜖 is the electric

permittivity of the material. In the present work, we solve the Poisson equation using a

solver based on a nearly exact Boundary Element Method (neBEM) [155, 156] which is

available in the Garfield++ toolkit [157]. The neBEM solver has already been used to

calculate electric field and potential in numerous electrostatic problems [158–165].

To calculate the electrostatic field, the rectangular surface of width 𝑙𝑥 and length 𝑙𝑦 is

divided in 𝑛𝑥 subcells along x-direction and 𝑛𝑦 subcells along y-directions. The subcells
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Figure 4.2: Effective resistance and current flow between neighboring cells due to potential dif-
ference.

are labeled with indices from 1 to 𝑛𝑥 × 𝑛𝑦 starting from bottom left to top right. In the

application of neBEM, Eq. 4.1 can be written in the matrix form as

[𝑙𝑚𝑛] [𝜎𝑛] = [𝑉𝑚] . (4.2)

where, 𝜎𝑛 denotes the elements of column vector corresponding to the charge density

and 𝑉𝑚 stands for elements of column vector representing the potential. Here, 𝑙𝑚𝑛 is the

element of influence matrix representing the potential at the center of 𝑚th subcell due

to a unit charge density at the 𝑛th subcell. Since the influence matrix depends only on

geometry of the system, it is calculated only once using neBEM and the same matrix can

be used repeatedly for calculation of field at each time step. Now, if the charge density

distribution (𝜎) is known, the potential distribution (𝑉) can be obtain using Eq. 4.2. It is

also possible to obtain the charge density distribution from known potential distribution

using the inverse equation of Eq. 4.2

[𝜎𝑛] = [𝑙𝑚𝑛]−1 [𝑉𝑚] . (4.3)

After knowing the electric potential at each cell, the transient simulation is performed

by calculating the electric currents between neighboring subcells following the method

described in Ref. [166]. Note that the author in Ref. [166] assumes the uniform surface

resistivity throughout the geometry, whereas we incorporate the non-uniform surface

resistivity where each cell can have a different value of surface resistivity. Figure 4.2

shows the effective resistance and the current flow between the neighboring cells due to
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potential difference. The effective resistance between 𝑖th cell and the cell present on its

right with cell number 𝑖 + 1, is given as

𝑅𝑥 = [(𝜌𝑖 + 𝜌𝑖+1) /2] × 𝑎𝑥/𝑎𝑦 . (4.4)

Similarly, the effective resistance between 𝑖th cell and the cell on the top with cell number

𝑛𝑥 + 𝑖 is

𝑅𝑦 =
[ (
𝜌𝑖 + 𝜌𝑛𝑥+𝑖

)
/2

]
× 𝑎𝑦/𝑎𝑥 . (4.5)

Now, the currents flowing between these cells can be be calculated using the Ohm’s law

as following

(𝐼𝑥)𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖 −𝑉𝑖+1)/𝑅𝑥 , (4.6)

(𝐼𝑦)𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖 −𝑉𝑛𝑥+𝑖)/𝑅𝑦 , (4.7)

here, 𝑉𝑖 is the electric potential at the 𝑖th cell.

We assume that the current flowing between cells is constant during a single time step

(Δ𝑡). Hence, the amount of charge moving from one cell to another cell can be calculated

as the product of the current and the time step (Δ𝑡)

Δ𝑞 = 𝐼 × Δ𝑡 . (4.8)

Note that there can be a connector resistance (𝑅𝑐) which comes into picture due to

resistance between the power supply and the connection points. The effective resistance

along 𝑥(𝑦) direction between the connector and the cell on which the connection is made,

can be given as

𝑅𝑥(𝑦) = 𝑅𝑐 + (𝜌/2) × 𝑎𝑥(𝑦)/𝑎𝑦(𝑥) , (4.9)

In the present simulation, we assume the connector resistance 𝑅𝑐 to be zero for simplicity.

This effective resistance in Eq. 4.9 is used to calculate the charging and discharging

currents of the resistive layer following the procedure described above.

The initial conditions can be given in terms of the charge on the subcells or the applied

potential, depending upon the problem under consideration. The potential, as well as the

charge, at a later time are calculated by finite-difference time stepping to study the effect

of non-uniformity in surface resistivity. The non-uniform distribution of input surface

resistivity for these subcells is experimentally measured as described in section 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of potential buildup by application of a constant potential of 5000 V on
the left side of the resistive layer

Figure 4.4: An 𝑚 × 𝑛 discretization for resistive layer. For our case, we have 𝑚 = 𝑛 = 25.

4.2 Simulation of Potential Buildup for Uniform

Resistivity

To study the charge transport in simulation, we apply a constant potential of 5000 V at

the left side of the graphite layer as shown in Fig. 4.3 and simulate potential buildup as a

function of time. The size of graphite layer is 25× 25 cm2 which is divided into 625 cells

of size 1 cm2 each. The nomenclature of cells follows the discretization shown in Fig. 4.4.

The surface resistivity of the resistive layer is taken as 0.12 MΩ which is an average value

of the experimentally measured surface resistivity as described in section 4.3. The relative

permittivity of the graphite layer is assumed to be 10 in the current simulation. The initial

charge and potential at each cell are taken as zero. The potential buildup is simulated for

60 𝜇s, at the end of which the potential appears to reach the equilibrium.

Figure 4.5 shows the charge (left panel) and potential (right panel) distribution as

functions of time for various cells for uniform surface resistivity. We can observe in the

left panel of Fig. 4.5, that the charge in the cells first increases sharply and then saturates.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated charge distribution (left panel) and potential distribution (right panel) as
functions of time for various cells for uniform surface resistivity on the application of
5000 V at the left edge.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated 2D distribution of potential (left panel) and time constant (right panel) for
uniform surface resistivity on the application of 5000 V at the left edge.

A charge pile-up can also be observed in the cells near the point of application of voltage

which can be due to a sudden increase in the resistivity of the layer around the point of

contact. The charge pile-up decreases as we move away from the left side, where we have

applied the fixed potential. The charge at saturation is also larger for the first few cells

which may be due to the edge effect.

In the right panel of Fig. 4.5, we observe that the potentials at the cells first increase

sharply and then saturate to a common value of 5000 V. No pile-up is observed in the case

of potential, but the rate of potential buildup decreases as we move away from the point

of application of voltage.

The left panel of Fig. 4.6 presents 2D potential distribution at the end of 60 𝜇𝑠, which
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Figure 4.7: Simulated time constant as functions of cell positions in x (left panel) and y (right
panels) directions for uniform surface resistivity on the application of 5000 V at the
left edge.

shows that the potential at each cell reaches the same value at the end. It is interesting

to note that it takes different times for every cell to saturate. We define the time constant

(𝜏) as the time required to reach a potential of 𝑉0(1 − exp(−𝑡/𝜏)) where 𝑉0 is the applied

potential. The right panel of Fig. 4.6 shows the 2D distribution of the time constant, which

increases as we move away from the left side along the x-direction, whereas it remains

nearly constant as we move along the y-direction.

The left panel of Fig. 4.7 depicts the time constant as nearly a linear function of cell

positions in the x-direction for 12th y-cell, which is due to an increase in the effective

resistance as we move away from the left side. The right panel of Fig. 4.7 portrays the

time constant as a function of cell positions in the y-direction for 12th x-cell where the time

constant remains nearly same for all y-cells. A slight depression can be due to variation

in the effective resistance of the path caused by geometry, where the resistance along the

effective path will be higher for cells around the edges (𝑦 = ±12.5) because of a longer

average path from the left edge.

The right panel of Fig. 4.6 indicates that the time constant depends on the effective

resistance. To verify that, we simulate charge buildup for various surface resistivities of

the resistive layer of size 25 × 25 cm2 and relative permittivity of 10. The left panel

Fig. 4.8 shows the total charge as a function of time for various surface resistivities. We

observe that the total charge at saturation is the same for all the cases of resistivities, and
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Figure 4.8: Simulated charging behavior for different surface resistivities in the left panel. Simu-
lated time constant as a function of surface resistivity in the right panel.

Figure 4.9: Measurement of surface resistivity of a square region of the resistive layer.

the charging rate decreases with the surface resistivity.

The right panel of Fig. 4.8 shows the time constant as a linear function of surface

resistivity where the time constant is defined as the time required for the total charge to

reach (1 − exp(−𝑡/𝜏)) of total charge at saturation. Thus, we can deduce that the time

constant is linearly proportional to the surface resistivity, and it should also increase with

the resistance along the effective path.

4.3 Experimental Measurement of Surface Resistivity of

Graphite Layer

The surface resistivity of a sheet can be obtained using surface resistance of a square

region [167]. Consider a sheet of thickness 𝑡, length 𝑙 and width 𝑤 as shown in fig. 4.9.

The current is flowing perpendicular to 𝑤 on the surface. The resistance can be related to
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Figure 4.10: Experimental setup to measure surface resistivity by the application of constant
potential on the resistive layer of graphite in the left panel [133]. Experimentally
measured surface resistivity of graphite layer of size 25 × 25 cm2 in the right panel.

bulk resistivity as following

𝑅 = 𝜌
𝑙

𝐴
= 𝜌

𝑙

𝑤𝑡
. (4.10)

For a square region, 𝑙 = 𝑤,

𝑅 =
𝜌

𝑡
= 𝑅𝑠 (4.11)

where, 𝑅𝑠 is the surface resistivity with unit Ω/□. Thus, the resistance measured by a

square zig will be equal to the surface resistivity of the graphite layer.

We use KEITHLEY 6487 picoammeter to measure the surface resistivity where a

constant potential is applied across a square zig, and a current flowing through the surface

is measured. The ratio of potential and current gives us the resistance, which is equal to

the surface resistivity.

The square zig probe is mounted on the AEROTECH PRO165 linear stage as shown

in the left panel of Fig. 4.10. This linear stage moves in XYZ direction with high precision

and can be controlled through an AEROBASIC programming language. The picoammeter

and linear stage are synchronized using GPIB and serial (RS232) interface, respectively,

using python program which also performs data logging as the probe moves to various

cells and touches the surface.

We measure the surface resistivity of graphite layer of size 25× 25 cm2 with 625 cells

of 1 cm2 each using the experimental setup shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.10. The
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Figure 4.11: Simulated 2D distribution of potential (left panel) and time constant (right panel) for
experimentally measured non-uniform surface resistivity on application of 5000 V
at left edge.

graphite layer is coated on the bakelite plate of thickness 3.3 mm using spray paint. The

thickness of the graphite layer in our sample is found to have a variation in the range of

10 to 30 𝜇m. A constant potential of 10 V is applied across the square zig of size 1 cm2.

The experimentally measured 2D distribution of surface resistivity is shown in the right

panel of Fig. 4.10. We can observe that the surface resistivity varies in the range of about

60 to 200 kΩ/□. In the next section, we use this experimentally measured non-uniform

surface resistivity as an input to our simulation.

4.4 Simulation of Potential Buildup for Non-uniform

Resistivity

Now, we describe the simulation of potential buildup, which is performed using experi-

mentally measured non-uniform surface resistivity as input. We apply potential of 5000

V at the left edge of the resistive layer having size of 25 × 25 cm2 with 625 cells of 1 cm2

each. The relative permittivity of the graphite layer is taken as 10.

The left panel of Fig. 4.11 shows the simulated 2D potential distribution for experi-

mentally measured non-uniform surface resistivity at the end of 60 𝜇s. We can see that

the potential distribution is constant irrespective of the non-uniformity of surface resistiv-

ity. The right panel of Fig. 4.11 presents the simulated 2D distribution of time constant
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Figure 4.12: Simulated time constants as functions of cell locations in x (left panel) and y (right
panel) directions for experimentally measured non-uniform surface resistivity on the
application of 5000 V at the left edge.

where small asymmetry can be observed compared to that in the case of uniform surface

resistivity as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.6. The left and right panels of Fig. 4.12

show the simulated time constants as functions of cell locations in x and y directions,

respectively. Small fluctuation can be observed in both the panels of Fig. 4.12 due to

non-uniformity in surface resistivity. It can be deduced that the non-uniformity does not

disturb the potential distribution, but it may introduce some fluctuations in the distribution

of the time constant. In the next section, we discuss the experimental measurements of

potential and time constant for the graphite layer to verify the results obtained from the

simulation.

4.5 Experimental Measurement of Time Constant

The charging behavior of the graphite layer can be studied experimentally by applying

a square pulse at the left edge and observing the response at the other cells. Since the

surface resistivity of the graphite layer is comparable to the internal impedance of typical

oscilloscopes (1 MΩ) and multimeters (10 MΩ), the measurement of potential using these

probes introduces errors and results in a larger time constant. The internal impedance of

the probe should be very large compared to that of the system in order to ensure accurate

measurements.
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Figure 4.13: The high impedance circuit to experimentally measure the distribution of potential
and time constant.
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Figure 4.14: The left panel shows experimentally measured charging and discharging signal at cell
(12,12) on the application of square pulse on the left edge of the graphite layer. The
right panel shows the 2D distribution of the experimentally measured time constant.

For this purpose, we select an operational amplifier (op amp) AD845, which has

a very high input impedance (1011 kΩ) and very low output impedance. The slew

rate of this op amp is large enough (100 V/𝜇s) to faithfully reproduce the input timing

behavior at the output. We use this op amp as a voltage follower circuit where output

follows the input and gain is unity [167]. The output of this voltage follower circuit can be

connected to the oscilloscope or voltmeter. Figure 4.13 shows this voltage following circuit

for experimental measurement of potential and time constant. We have experimentally

assured that the presence of op amp does not affect the input signal by confirming the

agreement of a pulse generated through a function generator and measurement of its time

constant.

The left panel of Fig. 4.14 shows the charging and discharging potential at cell (12,12)
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Figure 4.15: Experimentally measured time constants as functions of cell locations in x (left
panel) and y (right panel) directions on the application of square pulse on the left
edge of the graphite layer.

around the center of the graphite layer on the application of square pulse on the left edge.

The black and blue curves show the input pulse and the experimentally observed signal,

respectively. The experimentally observed charging signal is fitted with the function

𝑉0(1 − exp(−𝑡/𝜏)) as shown by the red curve where the time constant 𝜏 is obtained after

fitting. The distribution of the fitted time constant for each cell has been shown in the

right panel of Fig. 4.14. This experimentally measured time constant is distributed in the

range of 3 to 7 𝜇s, which is in agreement with the range of time constant obtained from

simulation (1 to 6 𝜇s) as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.11.

The measured time constant is also increasing linearly, as we are moving away from

the region of application of square pulse along the x-direction as shown in the left panel

of Fig. 4.15. On the other hand, the right panel of Fig. 4.15 shows that the measured time

constant is almost independent of the cell locations along the y-direction. This behavior

is similar to what we observed for the simulated time constant, as shown in Fig. 4.12.

The measured time constants for the cells around the right edge are in good agreement

with those for simulation, but the measurement time constants for the cells around the left

edge seem to be larger than those for simulation. The possible reason for this may be the

difference in the resistance of the connector and the resistive layer. Now, we describe the

experimental measurement of the potential distribution in the next section.
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Figure 4.16: The left panel shows the experimental circuit to measure the potential distribution.
The right panel illustrates the experimentally measured potential distribution across
the graphite layer on the application of 5 V on the left edge.

4.6 Experimental Measurement of Potential

Distribution

The input impedance of the multimeter (10 MΩ) is comparable to the resistivity of the

graphite layer, which results in the measured potential being always less than the true

potential across the graphite layer. In section 4.5, we have explained the use of op amp

voltage follower circuit as a suitable solution because this has high input impedance. This

circuit saturates at large input voltages (about 12 V). We use 16-bit ADC ADS1115 to

measure input voltage and perform data logging using the micro-controller Arduino Uno

ATmega328. This ADC has an input range of 0 to 5 V with a least count of 0.18 mV.

The combination of op amp voltage follower circuit, ADC, and micro-controller acts as

an effective high impedance voltage probe as shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.16.

This high impedance voltage probe is synchronized with the linear stage using a python

program in a similar method as explained in section 4.5. A potential of 5 V is applied

on the left edge of the graphite layer, and the linear stage moves with high precision to

each cell. The voltage is measured and recorded once the probe touches the surface of the

graphite layer. The right panel of Fig. 4.16 shows the experimentally measured potential

distribution on graphite layer. This experimentally measured potential is distributed in the

range of 4992.25 to 4992.65 mV. This fluctuation is less than 0.01%, which indicates that
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the potential distribution is quite uniform, as seen for the simulated potential distribution

in the left panel of Fig. 4.11. The right panel of Fig. 4.16 has a diagonal distribution that

seems to indicate that the top left corner may be better connected than the bottom left.

4.7 Summary

The resistive plate chambers have the graphite coating on the resistive plate of glass or

bakelite. The high electric potential applied on the graphite layer results in a uniform

electric field inside the chamber. The non-uniformity of surface resistivity may affect

the detector response of RPC. In this work, we explore the effect of non-uniform surface

resistivity of the graphite layer on the distribution of potential and time constant.

A ROOT-based mathematical framework using neBEM solver has been developed to

simulate the charge buildup across the graphite layer of uniform and non-uniform surface

resistivities. The surface resistivity of the graphite layer is measured using the linear stage

and the picoammeter, which are controlled by a python program. The experimentally

measured surface resistivity distribution of the graphite layer is used as an input for simu-

lation to predict the distribution of potential and time constant. A high-impedance voltage

follower circuit is designed using an operational amplifier to experimentally measure the

time constant and potential distribution, which are found to be in good agreement with that

of prediction from the simulation. The potential distribution is found to be uniform and

independent of the fluctuations in the surface resistivity. The time constant is observed

to vary in the range of 3 to 7 𝜇s, and its distribution gets affected by the fluctuations

in surface resistivity. The time constant of the resistive layer increases linearly with the

surface resistivity.

The present version of the simulation framework developed in this work can be used

to study the charge flow over the surface. However, this simulation can be upgraded to

simulate charge transport in the three-dimensional geometries, which will enable us to

study the current flow through the bulk of the glass or bakelite of the RPC. This will

allow us to simulate the seeping of charge through glass or bakelite, and the dead-time

of the detector can be estimated more realistically. The effect of button spacers and side
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spacers can also be studied using the three-dimensional simulation. An application of

time-dependent potential or charge can be used to study the propagation of the signal.

We hope that this work will open a unique avenue in the simulation studies of transient

current.



Chapter 5
Oscillation dip and valley

It is quite remarkable to see that starting from almost no knowledge of the neutrino

masses or lepton mixing parameters twenty years ago, we have been able to construct

a robust, simple, three-flavor oscillation framework which successfully explains most of

the data [168–171]. Atmospheric neutrino experiments have contributed significantly to

achieve this milestone [172, 173] by providing an avenue to study neutrino oscillations

over a wide range of energies (𝐸𝜈 in the range of ∼100 MeV to a few hundreds of GeV)

and baselines (𝐿𝜈 in the range of a few km to more than 12,000 km) in the presence of

Earth’s matter with a density varying in the range of 0 to 10 g/cm3.

An important breakthrough in the saga of atmospheric neutrinos came in 1998 when

the pioneering Super-Kamiokande (Super-K) experiment reported convincing evidence for

neutrino oscillations in atmospheric neutrinos by observing the zenith angle (this angle is

zero for vertically downward-going events) dependence of 𝜇-like and 𝑒-like events [39].

The data accumulated by the Super-K experiment, based on an exposure of 33 kt·yr, showed

a clear deficit of upward-going events in the zenith angle distributions of 𝜇-like events

with a statistical significance of more than 6𝜎, while the zenith angle distribution of 𝑒-like

events did not show any significant up–down asymmetry. These crucial observations by

the Super-K experiment were successfully interpreted in a two-flavor scenario assuming

oscillation between 𝜈𝜇 and 𝜈𝜏, leading to the disappearance of 𝜈𝜇. In this scenario, the

survival probability of 𝜈𝜇 can be expressed in the following simple fashion:

𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) = 1 − sin2 2𝜃23 · sin2
(
1.27 · Δ𝑚2

32

(
eV2

)
· 𝐿𝜈 (km)
𝐸𝜈 (GeV)

)
. (5.1)
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Due to the hierarchies in neutrino mass pattern (Δ𝑚2
21 ≪ |Δ𝑚2

32 |) and in mixing angles

(𝜃13 ≪ 𝜃12, 𝜃23), the above simple two-flavor 𝜈𝜇 survival probability expression was suf-

ficient to explain the following broad features of the Super-K atmospheric data, providing

a solution of the long-standing atmospheric neutrino anomaly in terms of “neutrino mass-

induced flavor oscillations". In the limit of maximal mixing (𝜃23 = 45◦), Eq. 5.1 reduces

to the following simple expression:

𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) = cos2
(
1.27 · Δ𝑚2

32

(
eV2

)
· 𝐿𝜈 (km)
𝐸𝜈 (GeV)

)
. (5.2)

• Around 50% of upward-going muon neutrinos disappear after traveling long dis-

tances. For very long baselines, the above 𝜈𝜇 survival probability expression (see

Eq. 5.1) approaches 1 − (1/2) sin2 2𝜃23 and the observed survival probability be-

comes close to 0.5, suggesting that the mixing angles is close to the maximal value

of 45◦.

• The disappearance of 𝜈𝜇 events starts for the zenith angle close to the horizon

indicating that the oscillation length should be around ∼ 400 km for neutrinos

having energies close to 1 GeV. This suggests that the atmospheric mass-squared

difference, |Δ𝑚2
32 | should be around ≃ 10−3 eV2.

• There is no visible excess or deficit of electron neutrinos. It suggests that the

oscillations of muon neutrinos mainly occur due to 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜏 transitions.

• The Super-K experiment was also the first experiment to observe the sinusoidal

𝐿/𝐸 dependence of the 𝜈𝜇 survival probability [174]. A special analysis was

performed by the Super-K collaboration, where they selected events with good

resolution in 𝐿/𝐸 , largely excluding low-energy and near-horizon events. Using

this high-resolution event sample, they took the ratio of the observed and expected

event rates and the oscillation dip started to appear on the canvas around 𝐿/𝐸 ∼ 100

km/GeV, with the deepest location of the dip around 𝐿/𝐸 ∼ 500 km/GeV (see Fig. 4

in Ref. [174]). This study was quite useful to disfavor the other alternative models

which showed different 𝐿/𝐸 behaviors. Note that the oscillation dip was also
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observed in the DeepCore data where the ratio of observed events to unoscillated

Monte Carlo (MC) events is plotted against the reconstructed 𝐿/𝐸 of neutrino [57].

The performance of ICAL is optimized for the reconstructed muon energy (𝐸 rec
𝜇 ) range

of 1 GeV to 25 GeV, and reconstructed baseline (𝐿rec
𝜇 ) from 15 km to 12000 km except

around the horizon. Thus, the range of reconstructed 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 of detected muon to which

ICAL is sensitive, is from 1 km/GeV to around 104 km/GeV. Therefore, we expect to see an

oscillation dip (or two) as in Super-K. In this chapter, we investigate the capability of the

ICAL detector to reconstruct the oscillation dip in the reconstructed 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 distribution

of observed muon events. Moreover, it would be possible to identify the dip in 𝜇− and 𝜇+

events separately, due to the muon charge identification capability of ICAL.

In contrast to the studies in [57, 174] where the ratio between data and unoscillated

MC as a function of 𝐿/𝐸 was used, in this chapter, we use the ratio between upward-going

and downward-going events for the analysis. We exploit the fact that the downward-going

atmospheric neutrinos and antineutrinos in multi-GeV energy range do not oscillate,

and up-down asymmetry reflects the features mainly due to oscillations in upward-going

events in these energies. The magnetic field in the ICAL detector enables us to study these

distributions in neutrino and antineutrino oscillation channels separately. In this chapter,

we also discuss the procedure to measure the atmospheric mass-squared difference Δ𝑚2
32

and the mixing angle 𝜃23 using the information from the oscillation dip, and provide the

results.

In this chapter, we point out for the first time that there is an “oscillation valley” feature

in the two-dimensional plane of reconstructed muon observables (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) for 𝜇−

and 𝜇+ events separately at ICAL. The presence of valley-like feature in the oscillograms

of survival probability of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 in the plane of neutrino energy and direction is well

known. But, it is not a priori obvious that the reconstructed energy and direction of

muon will serve as a good proxy for the neutrino energy and direction, and will be able

to reproduce this valley. In this work, we show that the reconstructed muon observables

at ICAL preserve these features, which is a non-trivial statement about the fidelity of the

detector.
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The valley-like feature would be recognizable at ICAL due to its sensitivity to muons

having energies in the wide range of 1 GeV to 25 GeV and excellent angular resolution at

these energies as described in Sec. 3.3.1. We show, using the complete migration matrices

of ICAL for muon as obtained from GEANT4 simulation [144] that, due to the excellent

energy and direction resolution, the oscillation valley in two-dimensional (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 )

plane would appear prominently at ICAL. We also demonstrate for the first time that the

mass-squared difference may be determined using the alignment of the oscillation valley.

There are studies to estimate the sensitivity of the ICAL detector for measuring the

atmospheric oscillation parameters Δ𝑚2
32 and 𝜃23, see Refs. [112, 113, 175–178]. ICAL

would be able to determine these parameters separately in the neutrino and antineutrino

channels [179, 180]. The difference between these analyses and our study is that Refs. [112,

113, 175–180] employ the 𝜒2 method, while the focus of our study is to identify the

oscillation dip and the oscillation valley, independently in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, and determine

the oscillation parameters from them. This is possible due to the wide range of energy

and baselines reconstructed at ICAL with excellent detector properties. We also include

statistical fluctuations, systematic uncertainties, and errors in other oscillation parameters

while determine Δ𝑚2
32 and 𝜃23 with 10-year data at ICAL.

This chapter is organized in the following fashion. In Sec. 5.1, we present the survival

probabilities of neutrinos and antineutrinos as one-dimensional functions of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 and

as two-dimensional oscillograms in (𝐸𝜈, cos 𝜃𝜈) plane, to pinpoint the oscillation dips

and the oscillation valley, respectively. Next, in Sec. 5.2, we formulate a data-driven

variable, the ratio between upward-going and downward-going events (U/D), to use it as

an observable for all the analyses in this chapter. We propose a novel algorithm to identify

the oscillation dip and to measure its “location” in reconstructed 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 distributions.

We present the 90% C.L. range for Δ𝑚2
32 expected with 500 kt·yr exposure of ICAL using

the calibration curve between the location of the dip and Δ𝑚2
32. We also estimate the

allowed range for sin2 𝜃23 at 90% C.L. using the ratio of upward-going and downward-

going events (U/D). Sec. 5.3 is devoted to discuss our analysis of U/D distributions in

reconstructed (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane. For identifying the oscillation valley in reconstructed

(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane of these distributions and to measure the “alignment” of the valley,
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we suggest a unique algorithm and demonstrate its use. We present the 90% C.L. range of

Δ𝑚2
32 using 500 kt·yr exposure of ICAL with the help of the calibration curve between the

alignment of the valley and Δ𝑚2
32. In Sec. 5.4, we summarize our findings and point out

the utility of our novel approach in establishing the oscillation hypothesis in atmospheric

neutrino experiments.

5.1 Neutrino Oscillation Probabilities

In this section, we discuss the survival probabilities of atmospheric 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇, reaching

the detector after their propagation through the atmosphere and possibly the Earth. The

oscillation probabilities are functions of energy (𝐸𝜈) and zenith angle (𝜃𝜈) of neutrino.

The net distance 𝐿𝜈 traversed by a neutrino (its baseline) is related to its zenith angle via

Eq. 1.10.

For atmospheric neutrinos, the survival probabilities may be represented in two ways:

(i) as one-dimensional functions of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈, and (ii) as two-dimensional oscillograms in the

plane of energy and zenith angle of neutrinos. Below we discuss these two representations,

and the major physics insights obtained via them.

5.1.1 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 dependence 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probabilities

Figure 5.1 illustrates 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probability as functions of log10(𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈) in the

left and right panels, respectively, using the benchmark values of oscillation parameters

mentioned in Table 2.2. The different colored curves correspond to the different zenith

angles 𝜃𝜈 representing different baselines (𝐿𝜈). We can observe that the first oscillation

minimum appears at log10(𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈) ≈ 2.7 for 𝜈𝜇 as well as �̄�𝜇. For values of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈

smaller than the location of the first oscillation minimum, 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probabilities

are almost equal and the overlapping nature of different cos 𝜃𝜈 curves shows that there is

no 𝜃-dependence beyond that coming from 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈. This observation indicates that the

survival probabilities in this region are dominated by vacuum oscillations. However, for

higher values of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈, Earth’s matters come into the picture and introduce an additional

𝜃-dependence beyond that coming from 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 which can be prominently seen for 𝜈𝜇
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Figure 5.1: The 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probability as functions of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 in the left and right pan-
els, respectively, in the three-flavor oscillation framework in the presence of Earth’s
matter using PREM profile [152]. The different colored curves correspond to differ-
ent choices of the zenith angle (𝜃𝜈) of neutrino (or equivalently, different neutrino
baselines 𝐿𝜈). We use the benchmark values of oscillation parameters given in Ta-
ble 2.2. [89]

survival probability in the case of NO. Since matter effects on antineutrinos are not

significant in NO, the �̄�𝜇 survival probability does not show this feature.

5.1.2 Oscillograms in (𝐸𝜈, cos 𝜃𝜈) plane

Figure 5.2 shows 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probability oscillograms in (𝐸𝜈, cos 𝜃𝜈) plane in the

left and right panels, respectively, using NO as the neutrino mass ordering. In both the

panels of Fig. 5.2, we observe the prominent dark blue diagonal bands, which represent

the minimum survival probabilities for 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇. This band of oscillation minimum

corresponds to the same "oscillation dip" as observed in Fig. 5.1 at log10(𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈) ≈ 2.7.

The nature of this band in 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probabilities is almost identical, which

indicates that this region is dominated by vacuum oscillations. In the present work,

we explore whether we can reconstruct this diagonal band of oscillation minima (an

“oscillation valley”) using the atmospheric neutrino data. The triangular region of the

oscillogram below the dark blue diagonal band corresponding to lower energies and longer

baselines is dominated by the matter effects1 for neutrinos (in the case of NO considered

1In Ref. [181], the authors gave a detailed physics interpretation of the oscillograms in terms of the
amplitude and phase conditions while describing various features such as MSW peaks, parametric ridges,
local maxima, zeros, and saddle points.
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Figure 5.2: Oscillograms of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probability in the (𝐸𝜈 , cos 𝜃𝜈) plane in the left and
right panels, respectively. We use three-flavor neutrino oscillations in the presence of
Earth’s matter considering the PREM profile [152]. We use the benchmark values of
oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. [89]

here). For the case of neutrinos, the MSW resonance [182–184] can be observed as red

patch around 6 GeV < 𝐸𝜈 < 8 GeV and −0.7 < cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.5. The neutrino oscillation

length resonance [185–189] or parametric resonance [190, 191] can be seen as yellow

patches around 3 GeV < 𝐸𝜈 < 6 GeV and −1.0 < cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.8. The yellow triangular

region above the blue band corresponds to vacuum oscillations, which is almost identical

for 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probabilities.

In the next section, we demonstrate how these oscillation dip and valley features in the

multi-GeV range of energies may be reflected in the reconstructed event distributions for

𝜇− and 𝜇+ in an atmospheric neutrino experiment like ICAL.

5.2 Oscillation dip in 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸rec

𝜇 distribution

While this analysis can in principle be performed with any atmospheric neutrino detector,

we use the proposed ICAL detector at INO [107] for our simulations. There are two main

reasons for this (i) ICAL would be able to distinguish neutrinos from antineutrinos, and

hence independent analyses for these two channels may be carried out. (ii) ICAL would

be able to reconstruct the energy as well as the direction of 𝜇− and 𝜇+ (produced in the

CC interactions of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇, respectively) with a good precision, which will be crucial

for the analysis. These are also the reasons due to which ICAL would be able to provide
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a direct measurement of neutrino mass ordering by observing the Earth’s matter effects

separately in neutrino and antineutrino channels in the multi-GeV range of energies [107].

To perform the present analyses, we use the method described in Sec. 3.4 to simulate the

reconstructed muon events at the ICAL detector.

In this work, we use the ratios of upward-going and downward-going reconstructed

muons in various energy and direction bins. Note that the upward-going vs. downward-

going events may lead to some ambiguity when the events are near-horizon, i.e., −0.2 <

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0.2 (or 73 km < 𝐿rec

𝜇 < 2621 km). For these events, there is a significant

change in the neutrino path length for a small variation in the estimated neutrino arrival

direction. However, the detector response of ICAL to such events is anyway very poor,

owing to the horizontally places RPCs and iron layers. It is observed that these events

(corresponding to log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] in the range of 1.5 – 2.0) do not affect the analysis2.

Note that the Super-K collaboration selected only the “high-resolution” events in their

𝐿/𝐸 analysis [192, 193]. In particular, their analysis rejected neutrino events near the

horizon, as well as low-energy events where the large scattering angles would have led to

large errors in the reconstruction of neutrino direction. The low efficiency of ICAL for

the near-horizontal event, and our analysis threshold of 1 GeV for muons, automatically

incorporates both of these filters. However, a difference between our analysis and the

𝐿/𝐸 analysis of Super-K [192] also needs to be pointed out. While the analysis in [192]

is in terms of the inferred 𝐿𝜈 and 𝐸𝜈 of neutrinos, our analysis is in terms of the 𝐿rec
𝜇

and 𝐸 rec
𝜇 of muons. The energy deposited at the detector by hadrons in the final state of

neutrino interaction can be reconstructed at ICAL [145], but we do not use the hadron

energy information in this study.

Now, we explore the expected event distributions at ICAL for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ as functions

of reconstructed3 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 , with an MC event sample corresponding to 1000 years and
2Whenever we mention the value of log10 [𝐿/𝐸] in this chapter, we take 𝐿 and 𝐸 in the units of km and

GeV, respectively.
3The observable 𝐿rec

𝜇 , which is the effective baseline, is related to the reconstructed muon direction 𝜃rec
𝜇

in the following fashion,

𝐿rec
𝜇 =

√
(𝑅 + ℎ)2 − (𝑅 − 𝑑)2 sin2 𝜃rec

𝜇 − (𝑅 − 𝑑) cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 . (5.3)

Note that 𝐿rec
𝜇 is an observable associated with the reconstructed muon direction, and not to be related

directly with the neutrino direction.
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simulated event samples corresponding to 10 years. The 1000-year MC sample represents

the expected observations for the scenario where unlimited statistics is available, which will

help us understand how much information on oscillation features remains intact after the

detection process if statistics is not the limitation. The analysis using such a large statistics

will guide our algorithms. It will also be used for the calibrations of oscillation parameters

like Δ𝑚2
32 and sin2 𝜃23. On the other hand, the analysis with the 10-year simulated sample

would help us estimate the effects due to statistical fluctuations, which is an important

consideration for low-statistics experiments such as those with atmospheric neutrinos. To

this end, we analyze 100 statistically independent sets of the 10-year simulated samples.

The expected number of reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events at the 50 kt ICAL detector in

10 years are already presented in Table 3.1 where, U stands for the number of muon events

in the upward-going direction (cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 > 0) whereas D represent the number of muons

events in the downward-going direction (cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0). The U/D ratio for reconstructed

muon is defined as

U/D(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) ≡
𝑁 (𝐸 rec

𝜇 ,−| cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 |)

𝑁 (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , +| cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 |) , (5.4)

where 𝑁 (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) is the number of muon events in the bins with reconstructed energy

𝐸 rec
𝜇 and the reconstructed zenith angle 𝜃rec

𝜇 . We associate the U/D ratio as a function of

reconstructed cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 with the upward-going muon events, i.e., with cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 < 0. We

can also associate this U/D asymmetry with the 𝐿rec
𝜇 corresponding to these upward-going

muon events, which is given in terms of cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 by Eq. 5.3.

The U/D ratio can be taken as a proxy for the survival probability 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) because

about 98% events at the ICAL detector are contributed from 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇 survival channel,

and only about 2% of total events come from 𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇 appearance channel for benchmark

values of oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. The use of this ratio also minimizes

the dependence of our analysis on those systematic uncertainties which are symmetric for

upward and downward-going events. Now, we shall analyze the distributions of events

and U/D ratios as the functions of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events separately.
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Figure 5.3: The top panels show the expected distributions of reconstructed 𝜇− (left panel) and 𝜇+

(right panel) events as functions of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ]. The blue and red curves represent
upward-going (U) and downward-going (D) events, respectively. The bottom panels
show the distributions of U/D ratios as functions of log10 [𝐿rec

𝜇 /𝐸 rec
𝜇 ] for 𝜇− (left panel)

and 𝜇+ (right panel). These results are obtained using the 1000-year MC data sample.
Here, 𝐸 rec

𝜇 lies in the energy range of 1 to 25 GeV. We use the benchmark values of
oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. [89]

5.2.1 Events and U/D ratio using 1000-year Monte Carlo simulation

The distribution of reconstructed 𝜇− (left panels) and 𝜇+ (right panels) events for 1000-year

MC simulation is shown in the upper panels of Fig. 5.3. We consider the reconstructed

muon events in the energy range of (𝐸 rec
𝜇 )min = 1 GeV to (𝐸 rec

𝜇 )max = 25 GeV. Since

𝐿rec
𝜇 varies in the range of 15 to 12757 km for atmospheric neutrinos, the minimum

and maximum values of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] are given as log10 [(𝐿rec
𝜇 )min/(𝐸 rec

𝜇 )max] = 0.22

and log10 [(𝐿rec
𝜇 )max/(𝐸 rec

𝜇 )min] = 4.1, respectively. Since the minimum value of 𝐿rec
𝜇 for

upward-going events is about 437 km, the minimum value of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] turns out

to be 1.2 for these events. We bin the data in 100 uniform bins of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ]. The

blue and red curves in the upper panels of Fig. 5.3 represent upward and downward-going
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reconstructed muon events, respectively. We can observe that the number of upward-

going events are less than that of downward-going events because the upward-going 𝜈𝜇

have traveled larger distances and have had a higher chance of oscillating to neutrinos

of other flavors. The number of 𝜇+ events are less than that of 𝜇− events because the

interactions cross-section of antineutrino is smaller than that of neutrinos by a factor of

approximately 2 at these energies.

In the lower panels of Fig. 5.3, we divide the range for upward-going muons (cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 <

0), i.e. log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] = 1.2 − 4.1, in 66 uniform bins. A downward-going event with

a given cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 > 0 is then assigned to the bin corresponding to − cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 . We calcu-

late the U/D ratio in each bin by dividing the number of upward-going muon events

by that of downward-going muon events, and plot with the corresponding value of

log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ]. In both 𝜇− and 𝜇+ channels, we can observe two major dips in the

U/D ratio at log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] ∼ 2.75 and ∼ 3.2, respectively. In the present study, we

focus our attention on the observation of the first oscillation dip.

Note that, while the two dips described above correspond to the first two oscillation

minima in the survival probability as shown in Fig. 5.1, they are not exactly at the same

location. This happens because of the crucial difference that, while Fig. 5.1 uses the

true values of neutrino energy and zenith angle of the atmospheric neutrino, Fig. 5.3 uses

the reconstructed value of energy and zenith angle of the muon, which is produced from

the CC interaction of that neutrino. In the CC deep-inelastic scattering of neutrino, the

hadrons in the final state take away some fraction of incoming neutrino energy, which

results in 𝐸 rec
𝜇 < 𝐸𝜈. Due to the decrease in 𝐸 rec

𝜇 , the dips shift towards higher values of

𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 . This effect is described quantitatively in terms of the inelasticity of an event

which is defined as 𝑦 = 1 − 𝐸𝜇/𝐸𝜈. Since in the multi-GeV range of energy, the average

inelasticity for antineutrino events (⟨𝑦 �̄�⟩ ≈ 0.3) are smaller than that in the neutrino

events(⟨𝑦𝜈⟩ ≈ 0.45) [112], the shift in the location of dip is smaller for the case of 𝜇+ than

𝜇−.

Note that the dips in Fig. 5.3 are shallower and broader than those in Fig. 5.1, where

the dips reach all the way to the bottom, that is 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) ≈ 0, for sin2 𝜃23 = 0.5. This

smearing occurs due to the difference between the momenta of the parent neutrino and
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resulting muon, as well as the limitation on the reconstruction of muon momentum in the

detector. It can also be observed that the smearing is more in reconstructed 𝜇− events as

compared to reconstructed 𝜇+ events in Fig. 5.3. This difference is caused by the broader

spread in the inelasticities of interactions for neutrinos that for antineutrinos. Due to this

spread, the dips in 𝜇− events undergo more smearing, and hence become shallower, as

compared to the dips in 𝜇+ events.

5.2.2 Events and U/D ratio using 10-year simulated data

In this section, we describe the expected distribution of reconstructed muon events as

functions of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 with an exposure of 500 kt·yr (i.e. 10 years) at the ICAL detector.

Due to limited statistics of atmospheric neutrinos, the statistical fluctuations are expected

to have a significant effect on the accuracy of the results. We incorporate statistical

fluctuations by taking 100 independent simulated sets and calculating the mean and root-

mean-square (rms) deviations of relevant quantities.

Observable Range Bin width Number of bins

log10

[
𝐿rec
𝜇 (km)

𝐸 rec
𝜇 (GeV)

]
[0, 1] 0.2 5 

34

[1, 1.6] 0.06 10
[1.6, 1.7] 0.1 1
[1.7, 2.3] 0.3 2
[2.3, 2.4] 0.1 1
[2.4, 3.0] 0.06 10

[3, 4] 0.2 5

Table 5.1: The binning scheme considered for log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] for reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events
of 10-year simulated data. [89]

We bin the muon events in reconstructed log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] as described in Sec. 5.2.1.

However, since the number of events in 10 years are much smaller than that for 1000 years,

we choose a non-uniform binning scheme shown in Table 5.1 such that typically, we have

at least 10 down-going events in each bin. We consider total 34 bins for log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] in

the range of 0 to 4. The distributions of reconstructed 𝜇− (left panel) and 𝜇+ (right panel)

events in these bins are shown in the top panels of Fig. 5.4. The blue and red curves in the

top panels of Fig. 5.4 represent upward, and downward-going reconstructed muon events,
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Figure 5.4: The top panels show the expected distributions of reconstructed 𝜇− (left panel) and
𝜇+ (right panel) events as functions of log10 [𝐿rec

𝜇 /𝐸 rec
𝜇 ]. The blue and red curves

represent upward-going and downward-going events, respectively. The shaded boxes
correspond to the statistical uncertainties. The bottom panels show the distributions
of U/D ratios as functions of log10 [𝐿rec

𝜇 /𝐸 rec
𝜇 ]. The heights of gray boxes correspond

to expected statistical uncertainties in the U/D ratio. Here, we use 100 independent
simulated sets of data for 10 years at 50 kt ICAL, i.e., 500 kt·yr. We use the benchmark
values of oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. [89]

respectively. The colored boxes denote the statistical uncertainties, which are estimated

using rms deviation from 100 independent simulated sets of data for 10 years.

The U/D ratio in the reconstructed log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] bins are shown in the bottom panels

of Fig. 5.4, following the procedure mentioned in Sec. 5.2.1. We consider log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ]

in the range of 2 to 4, which is the range of our interest. The statistical fluctuations shown

in the figure with gray boxes are the rms deviations calculated from the distributions of

the U/D ratio in 100 independent sets of simulated data for 10 years. We can observe

that, while the first oscillation dip is quite prominent, the second dip is lost due to

statistical fluctuations and the broad binning scheme that we have to consider owing to

low statistics in 10 years. While this does not rule out the possibility of identifying the
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Figure 5.5: The left panel shows the U/D ratios as functions of reconstructed log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] for
five independent simulated data sets with 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL by thin colored
lines. The solid black curve represents the mean of 100 such data sets. The red
parabola in the right panel represents the fit to the dip in one of the simulated data
sets (blue curve), obtained after employing the dip-identification algorithm described
in the text. The dashed black line denotes the initial U/D ratio threshold used in
the algorithm, while the dashed blue line represents the U/D ratio threshold after the
identification of the dip. [89]

second oscillation dip using more efficient algorithms, in the present work, we shall focus

on the first oscillation dip. Henceforth, whenever we mention the dip position, we refer to

the position of the first dip. We can also observe that the dip for the case of 𝜇+ is deeper

than that for 𝜇− analogous to the 1000-year MC sample as described in Sec. 5.2.1.

5.2.3 Identifying the dip with 10-year simulated data

In the left panel of Fig. 5.5, the U/D ratios are shown as functions of reconstructed

log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] of muons for five statistically independent simulated data sets with 500

kt·yr exposure at ICAL. Clearly, the statistical fluctuations are significant and may result

in the misidentification of the location of the dip. An identification of the dip location

should not correspond simply to the minimum value of the U/D ratio, instead it should also

be guided by the values of the U/D ratios in the neighboring bins. In order to accomplish

this, we propose a dip-identification algorithm as described below.

We start by considering the region corresponding to log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] in the range of

3.2 to 4.0 as a single bin because in this region, the oscillations are expected to be quite

rapid, which leads to the averaging of the U/D ratio to a constant value. Let us consider

𝑅0 to be the measured value of the U/D ratio in this bin. From 100 independent simulated
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sets, we find that the statistical fluctuations in data sets result in the rms deviations of

Δ𝑅0 ≈ 0.02 and 0.03 in the U/D ratio for 𝜇− and 𝜇+, respectively. We take this fluctuation

into account, and start with an initial ratio threshold of 𝑅th ≡ 𝑅0 − 2Δ𝑅, shown by the

dashed black line in the right panel of Fig. 5.5. All the bins with the measured values of

U/D ratio less than 𝑅th form the initial candidates for the dip position. However, all these

bins need not be a part of the actual dip, due to statistical fluctuations. To identify the

actual bins forming the dip, we try to find the cluster of consecutive bins such that all of

which have the U/D ratio lower than that in all the other bins. This is accomplished by

decreasing the value of 𝑅th till all the bins with the U/D ratio less than 𝑅th are contiguous.

This final value of 𝑅th is shown as the dashed blue line in the right panel of Fig. 5.5.

After the identification of a cluster of contiguous bins as the dip region using dip-

identification algorithm, we fit the U/D ratios in these bins of dip region with a parabola

as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.5. The value of reconstructed log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ]

corresponding to the minimum U/D ratio obtained from this fit, denoted by 𝑥min, would

be identified with the “location” of the dip.

5.2.4 Measurement of Δ𝑚2
32 and 𝜃23 from the dip and U/D ratio

The first oscillation dip in the 𝜈𝜇 survival probability 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇), in the two-flavor ap-

proximation in vacuum oscillation, appears at 𝐿𝜈 (km)/𝐸𝜈 (GeV) = 𝜋/(2.54Δ𝑚2
32 ( eV2))

(see Eq. 5.1). As discussed in Sec. 5.2.1, the location of the dip 𝑥min in the distribution

of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 would have a complicated dependence on the three-flavor neutrino oscilla-

tions, Earth’s matter effects, neutrino fluxes, CC interaction cross-sections, inelasticities

of events, and detector responses. However, we can calibrate Δ𝑚2
32 with respect to the

location of the dip, using the 1000-year MC sample. The binning scheme used for the

calibration is the same as in Sec. 5.2.3. For obtaining the calibration curves, we keep the

neutrino oscillation parameters (except the one to be calibrated) fixed at the benchmark

values mention in Table 2.2. In the upper panel of Fig. 5.6, the blue points denote the

values of 𝑥min obtained from the distribution of U/D ratio for different values of Δ𝑚2
32. It

can be observed that these points lie close to a straight line, and we can draw a calibration
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Figure 5.6: Upper panels: The blue points and the blue line correspond to the calibration of actual
Δ𝑚2

32 with the location of the dip, obtained using the 1000-year MC data sample.
The light (dark) gray bands represent the 90% C.L. regions of the location of the dip,
and hence the inferred Δ𝑚2

32 through calibration, for Δ𝑚2
32 (true) = 2.46 × 10−3 eV2,

with (without) systematic errors and uncertainties in the other oscillation parameters.
Lower panels: The blue points and the blue line correspond to the calibration of
actual sin2 𝜃23 with the total U/D ratio across all bins. The light (dark) gray bands
represent the 90% C.L. allowed ranges of the U/D ratio, and hence the inferred
sin2 𝜃23 through calibration, for sin2 𝜃23 (true) = 0.5, with (without) systematic errors
and uncertainties in the other oscillation parameters. For all the confidence regions,
we use 10-year exposure of ICAL. The results obtained from 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events are
shown in the left and right panels, respectively. For the fixed-parameter analysis, we
use the benchmark oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2, while for the inclusion of
systematic uncertainties and variation of oscillation parameters, we use the procedure
described in Sec. 5.2.4. [89]

curve (blue line) that would enable us to infer the actual value of Δ𝑚2
32, given the 𝑥min

value determined from the data. Note that this calibration curve also depends on the

analysis procedure, including the binning scheme and bin-identification algorithm.

While the calibration curve provides a one-to-one mapping between the actual value

of Δ𝑚2
32 and the location of the dip for sufficiently large data (such as 1000 years of

exposure), practically speaking, the available data is going to be limited. The statistical
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fluctuations introduced due to this will result in uncertainties in the determination of

Δ𝑚2
32 using this method. To estimate these uncertainties, we generate 100 statistically

independent simulated data sets with an exposure of 500 kt·yr each, and determine the

location of the dip in each of them. The resulting distribution of the location of dip allows

us to determine the allowed regions for the dip location at 90% C.L., and hence the 90%

C.L. allowed regions for the calibrated Δ𝑚2
32 values. These allowed regions are shown

as dark gray bands in the top panels of Fig. 5.6 where we have kept all the oscillation

parameters fixed at the benchmark values mentioned in Table 2.2 and have incorporated

any systematic uncertainty. The figure indicates that the allowed range for Δ𝑚2
32 at 90%

C.L. is (2.14− 2.67) × 10−3 eV2 from 𝜇− data and (2.22− 2.79) × 10−3 eV2 from 𝜇+ data,

while considering NO as mass ordering.

We also investigate the effects on the measurements of Δ𝑚2
32 and 𝜃23 due to uncer-

tainties in the other oscillation parameters. For this, we vary the values of the other

oscillation parameters in 100 statistically independent unoscillated data sets. For each

of these data sets, 20 random choices of oscillation parameters are taken following the

Gaussian distributions:

Δ𝑚2
21 = (7.4 ± 0.2) × 10−5 eV2,

Δ𝑚2
32 = (2.46 ± 0.03) × 10−3 eV2 ,

sin2 2𝜃12 = 0.855 ± 0.020,

sin2 2𝜃13 = 0.0875 ± 0.0026,

sin2 𝜃23 = 0.50 ± 0.03, (5.5)

which are consistent with the present neutrino global fit results [82, 84, 170, 194]. This

way, the variations of the results over a large number (2000) of different combinations of

values of the other oscillation parameters are effectively taken into account. Note that the

value of the oscillation parameter to be determined is kept fixed at benchmark value as

given in Table 2.2. We keep 𝛿CP fixed at zero because its effect on 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival

probabilities is negligible in the multi-GeV energy range.

We do not see any major changes in the measurement of Δ𝑚2
32 caused by the uncer-

tainties in the other oscillation parameters, viz. 𝜃12, 𝜃23, 𝜃13, and Δ𝑚2
21. This is expected,
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because (a) the mixing angle 𝜃23 does not change the dip-locations of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival

probabilities, (b) the mixing angle 𝜃13 is already precisely measured, (c) the solar oscilla-

tion parameters Δ𝑚2
21 and 𝜃12 have negligible impact on 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 survival probabilities

in the multi-GeV energy range.

In addition, we take into account the five major systematic uncertainties in the neutrino

fluxes and cross sections that are used in the standard ICAL analyses [107]. These five

uncertainties are (i) 20% in overall flux normalization, (ii) 10% in cross sections, (iii) 5%

in the energy dependence, (iv) 5% in the zenith angle dependence, and (v) 5% in overall

systematics. For each of the 2000 simulated data sets, we modify the number of events in

each (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) bin as

𝑁 = 𝑁 (0) (1 + 𝛿1)(1 + 𝛿2) (𝐸 rec
𝜇 /𝐸0)𝛿3 (1 + 𝛿4 cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) (1 + 𝛿5) , (5.6)

where 𝑁 (0) is the theoretically predicted number of events, and 𝐸0 = 2 GeV. Here,

(𝛿1, 𝛿2, 𝛿3, 𝛿4, 𝛿5) is an ordered set of random numbers, generated separately for each

simulated data set, with the Gaussian distributions centered around zero and the 1𝜎

widths given by (20%, 10%, 5%, 5%, 5%). The normalization uncertainties and energy

tilt uncertainty are expected to be canceled in the U/D ratio, while the zenith angle

distribution uncertainty affects the upward-going and downward-going events differently,

and hence would be expected to affect the U/D ratio. We explicitly check this and indeed

find this to be true.

After incorporating systematic uncertainties and varying oscillation parameters, we

get the 90% C.L. allowed range for Δ𝑚2
32 from 𝜇− events as (2.18− 2.79) × 10−3 eV2, and

from 𝜇+ data as (2.22−2.80) ×10−3 eV2, for Δ𝑚2
32 (true) = 2.46×10−3 eV2. These results

are shown with light gray bands in the upper panels of Fig. 5.6. Note that the change in

the measurement of Δ𝑚2
32 from 𝜇+ events after inclusion of systematic uncertainties and

errors in other oscillation parameters is quite small, whereas that from 𝜇− events is larger.

This is because the dip in 𝜇+ data is quite sharp, owing to the lower inelasticity in �̄�𝜇 CC

interactions.

We can follow the same procedure to determine the value of the mixing angle 𝜃23 from

the data. In principle, this is related to the depth of the dip, and such a calibration could be
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obtained using the 1000-year MC events. However, the statistical fluctuations in the 500

kt·yr simulated data are observed to give rise to large uncertainties. On the other hand,

it is found that the total U/D ratio of all events with 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 in the range of 2.2 – 4.1

gives a much better estimate of 𝜃23. In the lower panels of Fig. 5.6, we show in blue the

calibration for sin2 𝜃23 with the measured total U/D ratio, obtained using the 1000-year

MC sample for several sin2 𝜃23 (true) values. We also show the 90% C.L. allowed values

of sin2 𝜃23 inferred using the 100 independent simulated data sets with 500 kt·yr exposure

each, keeping all the oscillation parameters fixed at benchmark values as given in Table

2.2, with dark gray bands. The expected allowed range for sin2 𝜃23 at 90% C.L. is (0.44 –

0.64) from 𝜇− events, and (0.39 – 0.61) from 𝜇+ events. With the systematic uncertainties

and the variation of oscillation parameters Δ𝑚2
32, 𝜃13, 𝜃12, and Δ𝑚2

21 as mentioned above,

we get the 90% C.L. allowed range for sin2 𝜃23 from 𝜇− events as (0.38 – 0.70), and from

𝜇+ data as (0.35 – 0.65), for sin2 𝜃23 (true) = 0.5. These results are shown with light gray

bands in the lower panels of Fig. 5.6.

Note that we do not claim or demand that our analysis gives better results than those

obtained with the complete 𝜒2 analysis done for ICAL in Refs. [112, 113]. The 𝜒2 analyses

take into account the complete event spectra, while our focus is on the identification of

the dip, a feature that would reconfirm the oscillation paradigm for neutrinos. The

observation that the inferred Δ𝑚2
32 range is comparable to the range expected from the

complete 𝜒2 analysis points to the conclusion that most of the information about the Δ𝑚2
32

is concentrated in the location of the U/D dip.

5.3 Oscillation valley in the (𝐸rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane

The oscillation dip discussed in the last section was a dip in the U/D ratio as a function

of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 . The dependence on 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 was motivated from the approximate form of

the neutrino oscillation probability (with two flavors in vacuum). However, if the detector

can reconstruct both 𝐿𝜇 (hence cos 𝜃𝜇) and 𝐸𝜇 accurately, then one can go a step ahead

and look at the distribution of the U/D ratio in the (𝐸𝜇, cos 𝜃𝜇) plane. We perform such an

analysis in this section, and find that such a distribution can have many interesting features
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with physical significance, which may be identifiable with sufficient data. In particular,

we point out an “oscillation valley” corresponding to the dark diagonal band in Fig. 5.2,

whose nature can provide stronger tests for the oscillation hypothesis, albeit only with a

large amount of data. On the other hand, we show that the identification of the oscillation

valley, and the determination of Δ𝑚2
32 based on its “alignment”, is possible with simulated

data of 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL.

5.3.1 Events and U/D ratio using 1000-year Monte Carlo simulation

In this section, we discuss the distributions of events and the U/D ratio, in the plane of

reconstructed energy 𝐸 rec
𝜇 and zenith angle cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 of the 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, for a 1000-year

MC sample. The main reason for considering such a huge exposure here is not to miss

those features, which survive in spite of our not using 𝐸𝜈 and cos 𝜃𝜈 directly, but which

may disappear due to the limitation of statistics.

The quantities shown in Fig. 5.7 are binned based on the reconstructed values of 𝐸 rec
𝜇

and cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 . The cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 range of -1.0 to 1.0 has been divided into 80 bins of equal width.

We have a total of 84 bins in 𝐸 rec
𝜇 in the range of 1 GeV to 25 GeV. The bin width is not

uniform in 𝐸 rec
𝜇 , since at higher energies the number of events decreases rapidly. The first

45 𝐸 rec
𝜇 bins, in the range of 1.0 GeV to 5.5 GeV, have a width of 0.1 GeV each, and the

last 39 bins, in the range of 5.5 GeV to 25 GeV, have a width of 0.5 GeV each. The upper

panels of Fig. 5.7 present the distributions of 𝜇− (left panel) and 𝜇+ (right panel) event

densities. The abrupt lowering of the event density for −0.2 < cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0.2 is due to

the poor reconstruction efficiency of the ICAL detector for the events coming near the

horizontal direction. Note that this feature was absent in Fig. 5.3 since it was distributed

over a large 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 range.

In lower panels of Fig. 5.7, we show the U/D ratio in each bin, in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 )

plane. Note that the U/D(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) is defined only for cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0 (See Eq. 5.4).

This also makes the features in Fig. 5.7 resemble those in Fig. 5.2, thus enabling their

understanding in terms of the survival probabilities shown in the oscillograms. The lower

panels may be observed to have many interesting features. The most prominent one is of
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Figure 5.7: The distributions of event densities (upper panels) and U/D ratios (lower panels), for
𝜇− (left panels) and 𝜇+ (right panels), in the (𝐸 rec

𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 ) plane, obtained using

the 1000-year MC sample. We use the oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2.
Note that the event density in the upper panels has units of [GeV−1sr−1], and is
obtained by dividing the number of events in each bin by (2𝜋 × the bin area), i.e. by
(2𝜋Δ𝐸 rec

𝜇 Δ cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 ). Here Δ𝐸 rec

𝜇 and Δ cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 are the height and the width of the

bin, respectively. Note that the U/D(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) is defined only for cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0 (see

Eq. 5.4). [89]

course the light/dark blue band, corresponding to U/D ≲ 0.25, extending diagonally from

(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) ≈ (5 GeV,−0.3) to (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) ≈ (25 GeV,−1.0). This is the band

with the lowest values of U/D ratio in this plane, and we shall henceforth refer to it as the

“oscillation valley”. Clearly, this valley is deeper for 𝜇+, since the number of dark blue

bins with U/D < 0.15 is seen to be larger for 𝜇+. This is consistent with the observation

of a deeper oscillation dip in 𝜇+, as discussed in Sec. 5.2.1. The main reason for this is the

smaller inelasticity of antineutrino CC events. The differences observed between the left

and right panels may be attributed to the Earth matter effects, which affect the survival

probabilities of neutrinos and antineutrinos differently for a given neutrino mass ordering.
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Figure 5.8: The distributions of mean number of events (upper panels) and mean U/D ratios (lower
panels) for 𝜇− (left panels) and 𝜇+ (right panels) in the plane of cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 and 𝐸 rec
𝜇 .

The mean is calculated from 100 independent data sets of exposure 500 kt·yr each at
ICAL. The number of events written in white are rounded to the nearest integers. We
use the oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. Note that the U/D(𝐸 rec

𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 ) is

defined only for cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0 (see Eq. 5.4). [89]

5.3.2 Events and U/D ratio using 10-year simulated data

In the upper panels of Fig. 5.8, we show the expected event distributions of 𝜇− (left panel)

and 𝜇+ (right panel) events, for 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL, in the plane of reconstructed

muon energy (𝐸 rec
𝜇 ) and reconstructed muon zenith angle (cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ). The cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 range

of -1.0 to 1.0 is divided into 20 uniform bins of width 0.1 each. The binning in 𝐸 rec
𝜇 is

non-uniform, and is such that there are at least a few number of events in each bin (except

in the largest energy bins, where this may not be possible due to the smaller neutrino

flux at higher energies). The 𝐸 rec
𝜇 range of 1 GeV to 25 GeV has been divided into 16

non-uniform bins, as given in Table 7.4.

In order to take care of the statistical fluctuations that will clearly be significant with

500 kt·yr data, we generate 100 independent data sets, each with this exposure. In the
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Observable Range Bin width Number of bins

𝐸 rec
𝜇

[1, 5] 0.5 8 
16

[5, 8] 1 3

(GeV) [8, 12] 2 2
[12, 15] 3 1
[15, 25] 5 2

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 [-1.0, 1.0] 0.1 20

Table 5.2: The binning scheme considered for 𝐸 rec
𝜇 and cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events of 10-year
simulated data while we show event distribution and U/D plots in the (𝐸 rec

𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 )

plane. This binning scheme is used in analysis of oscillation valley as well. [89]

upper panels of Fig. 5.8, we show the mean number of events obtained from these 100

data sets. Similarly, in the lower panels of Fig. 5.8, we calculate the U/D ratios in each

bin for the above 100 sets, and present their mean values in the figure, using appropriate

colors. Note that the U/D(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) is defined only for cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0 (see Eq. 5.4).

Clearly, while many of the features corresponding to matter effects seem to get diluted

due to the coarser bins and statistical fluctuations, the oscillation valley along the diagonal

survives. Note that a good reconstruction of the oscillation valley would be an evidence for

the fidelity of the ICAL detector. In the following sections, we shall provide a procedure

for identifying this oscillation valley and extracting information about the oscillation

parameters from it.

5.3.3 Identifying the valley with 10-year simulated data

We now describe the methodology adopted for the identification of the oscillation valley

in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane, and the determination of its alignment. To get the alignment

of the oscillation valley, we fit the U/D distribution for 𝜇− or 𝜇+ independently with a

functional form

𝐹0(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) = 𝑍0 + 𝑁0 cos2
(
𝑚0

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇

𝐸 rec
𝜇

)
, (5.7)

where 𝑍0, 𝑁0, and 𝑚0 are the independent parameters to be determined from the fitting of

U/D distributions. The parameter 𝑍0 quantifies the minimum depth of the fitted U/D ratio,

𝑁0 is the normalization constant, whereas 𝑚0 is the slope of the oscillation valley. Since

more than 95% of the events at ICAL are contributed from the 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 → �̄�𝜇

survival probabilities, we expect that the function 𝐹0, that resembles Eq. 5.2, would be
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Figure 5.9: Demonstration of the fitting for identifying the valley and determining its alignment.
The distributions of U/D ratios in (𝐸 rec

𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 ) plane, for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, in left

and right panels, respectively. This is the average of 100 independent simulated data
sets, each for 10-year exposure at ICAL. The white solid and dashed lines correspond
to the contours with fitted U/D ratio equal to 0.4 and 0.5, respectively, obtained after
the fitting of oscillation valley with the function 𝐹0 as given in Eq. 5.7. The black
solid and dashed lines correspond to log10 [𝐿rec

𝜇 /𝐸 rec
𝜇 ] = 2.2 and 3.0, respectively. We

consider normal mass ordering, and the benchmark value of oscillation parameters
given in Table 2.2. [115]

suitable for fitting the oscillation valley in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane. Here, the slope 𝑚0

can be used directly to calibrateΔ𝑚2
32. The parameters 𝑁0 and 𝑍0 also contain information

about the atmospheric mixing parameters, however, they cannot be connected easily to

the determinations of these parameters.

Figure 5.9 also shows the contour lines for the fitted U/D ratio of 0.4 and 0.5. The

contour lines for 𝜇+ are seen to reproduce the data better than those for 𝜇−. The reason

behind this is the matter effects, which appear in 𝜇− data since the mass ordering is assumed

to be NO here. Note that the fitting function 𝐹0 is designed for only the vacuum oscillation,

and we focus only on the region where vacuum oscillation is expected to dominate. Since

the events with log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] > 3.1 are susceptible to significant matter effect and

rapid oscillations, the information from these bins cannot be directly connected to the dip

corresponding to the vacuum oscillations. As far as the region log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] < 2.2 is

concerned, the oscillation are not developed yet. Therefore, we only choose the region

2.2 < log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] < 3.1 for our analysis, where vacuum oscillations are expected to

dominate, and to be resolvable. The cut of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] < 2.2 also gets rid of most of

the events near horizon, where the distances traveled by the neutrinos have large errors.
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Figure 5.10: The blue stars and the blue lines indicate the calibration curves of Δ𝑚2
32 against

𝑚0, obtained using 1000-year MC data with normal mass ordering. The gray bands
represent the 90% C.L. allowed ranges of 𝑚0 (vertical bands), and hence of Δ𝑚2

32
(horizontal bands), with a given input value ofΔ𝑚2

32 = 2.46×10−3 eV2, for an exposure
of 10 years at ICAL. The results for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events are shown separately, in the
left and right panels, respectively. The light (dark) gray bands show the ranges when
the errors on other oscillation parameters and the impact of systematic uncertainties
are included (excluded), as discussed in Sec. 5.2.4. For fixed-parameter case, we use
the benchmark value of the oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. [115]

In order to minimize the data from the bins with clearly large fluctuations, we use another

cut on the maximum value of the U/D ratio. This cut is taken to be U/D < 0.9 for both 𝜇−

and 𝜇+ events.

Our analysis is rather simple, focused only on the identification of the valley and on

determining its alignment. We show here that 500 kt·yr of exposure would be enough

to locate the valley and quantify its alignment even with our simplified treatment. In the

following section, we shall also show that the value of Δ𝑚2
32 may be calibrated using the

alignment of the valley.

5.3.4 Measurement of Δ𝑚2
32 from the alignment of the valley

For the same reasons described in Sec. 5.2.4, we expect the alignment of the valley,

as determined through the procedure outlined in the previous section, to lead to the

value of Δ𝑚2
32. Indeed, for upward-going events, 𝐿rec

𝜇 is approximately proportional to

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 , so that the alignment of the valley, i.e. 𝐸 rec

𝜇 (GeV)/cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 , is approximately

(5.08/𝜋) Δ𝑚2
32(eV

2) 𝑅(km).

We calibrate for Δ𝑚2
32 by fitting the U/D ratio of 1000-year MC data with input Δ𝑚2

32
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values in the range (1.9 − 3.0) × 10−3 eV2, and obtaining the corresponding value of 𝑚0.

The statistical fluctuations are estimated by simulating 100 independent data sets of 10

years for a given input value of Δ𝑚2
32 = 2.46 × 10−3 eV2, and fitting for the U/D ratio

independently with Eq. 5.7. The 100 values of 𝑚0 thus obtained provide the expected

uncertainties on Δ𝑚2
32. The dark gray bands in Fig. 5.10 present the 90% C.L. allowed

values for 𝑚0, and hence the 90% C.L. allowed values of the calibrated Δ𝑚2
32, with all the

oscillation parameters fixed at benchmark values as given in Table 2.2. The figure indicates

that the 90% C.L. allowed range forΔ𝑚2
32 from 𝜇− events is (2.25−2.78)×10−3 eV2, while

that from 𝜇+ data is (2.24−2.75) ×10−3 eV2, for Δ𝑚2
32 (true) = 2.46×10−3 eV2. The light

gray bands in Fig. 5.10 shows the (small) deterioration in the 90% C.L. range of Δ𝑚2
32

due to the incorporation of the present uncertainties in the oscillation parameters (𝜃12,

𝜃23, 𝜃13, and Δ𝑚2
21), and all the five systematic errors, as discussed in Sec. 5.2.4. With

systematic uncertainties and error in other oscillation parameters, we get the expected

90% C.L. allowed range for Δ𝑚2
32 from 𝜇− events as (2.24 − 2.82) × 10−3 eV2 and from

𝜇+ events as (2.25 − 2.75) × 10−3 eV2.

5.4 Summary and Concluding Remarks

Atmospheric neutrino experiments access a large range of energies and baselines for

neutrino oscillations, hence they are capable of testing basic features of the neutrino flavor

conversion framework over a large parameter space. In this work, we study the potential

of the ICAL detector to visualize the 𝐿/𝐸 dependence of survival probabilities in neutrino

and antineutrino channels separately, by distinguishing 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events. For this, we use

the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle, as opposed to the inferred neutrino energy

and zenith angle. Further, we consider the ratio of upward-going (U) and downward-going

(D) events, instead of the ratio of observed oscillated events and simulated unoscillated

events. The reconstructed 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 distribution of the U/D ratio for 1000-yr MC indicates

that the feature of the first oscillation dip in this ratio in muon neutrinos (and antineutrinos)

is still preserved in the detected 𝜇− (and 𝜇+). We demonstrate that this first oscillation dip

can be clearly identified at ICAL with an exposure of 500 kt·yr, i.e. 10-year running of
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the 50 kt ICAL.

We develop a novel dip-identification algorithm to identify the oscillation dip and

measure the value of Δ𝑚2
32, using the information from the first oscillation dip in the

𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 distributions of the U/D ratio, in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events separately. This algorithm

finds a contiguous set of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 bins with the lowest U/D values, and uses the combined

information in all of them to determine the dip location precisely. The value of Δ𝑚2
32 is

then calibrated against the location of the dip using the 1000-yr MC, and the statistical

uncertainties expected with the 10-year data are estimated using simulations of 100 in-

dependent data sets. The expected 90% C.L. ranges of Δ𝑚2
32 obtained after taking into

account the systematic uncertainties and varying the other oscillation parameters over their

currently allowed ranges, are summarized in Table 5.3. We also calibrate 𝜃23, however,

here simply the ratio of the total number of U and D events is found to be a better choice

to calibrate against, rather than the depth of the dip. We find that, when the true value of

sin2 𝜃23 is 0.50, the U/D ratio would determine the 90% C.L. range of its value to be (0.38

– 0.70) with 𝜇− events, and (0.35 – 0.65) with 𝜇+ events, taking into account systematic

uncertainties and errors in the other oscillation parameters.

Reconstructed
observables

90% C.L. range
𝜇− 𝜇+

𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 (2.18 - 2.79) × 10−3 eV2 (2.22 - 2.80) × 10−3 eV2

(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) (2.24 - 2.82) × 10−3 eV2 (2.25 - 2.75) × 10−3 eV2

Table 5.3: The expected 90% C.L. allowed ranges for Δ𝑚2
32, from the analyses using 𝐿rec

𝜇 /𝐸 rec
𝜇

and (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) distributions of the U/D ratio, with 500 kt·yr exposure. The true
value of Δ𝑚2

32 is taken to be 2.46× 10−3 eV2, and the other oscillation parameters 𝜃12,
𝜃23, 𝜃13, and Δ𝑚2

21 are varied over their currently allowed ranges, and systematics are
taken into account. [89, 115]

In this chapter, we point out for the first time that the identification of an “oscillation

valley” feature is possible, in the distribution of the U/D ratio in the plane of (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ).

The oscillation dip observed in the one-dimensional 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 analysis above now appears

as an oscillation valley in the two-dimensional (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane. We go on to fit
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the oscillation valley for finding the alignment of the valley in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane,

and show that it serves as a good proxy for Δ𝑚2
32. As in the oscillation dip analysis, we

calibrate Δ𝑚2
32 against the alignment of the valley using 1000-yr MC data, and estimate

the uncertainties with 10-year data using 100 independent data sets. The expected 90% C.

L. ranges of Δ𝑚2
32 with systematic uncertainties and errors in other oscillation parameters

are summarized in Table 5.3.

Note that the aim of our approach is not to compare the precisions achieved by different

methods – indeed, this study does not aim to compete with the conventional 𝜒2 method

for precision. Our aim is to present an approach (“oscillation dip”) that has proved

useful in the past for establishing the oscillation hypothesis and rejecting some alternative

hypotheses, and to go one step beyond it, by performing the “oscillation valley” analysis

in the two-dimensional (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane. An important feature of our analysis is that

the reconstruction of dip and valley and their identification processes are data-driven. Of

course, to retrieve the information on oscillation parameters using the calibration curve,

we use MC simulations.

Note that the precisions on Δ𝑚2
32, obtainable from our dip and valley analyses, are

very similar to each other. This is expected, since the L/E dependence is assumed

and the two-dimensional analysis offers no advantages for the determination of Δ𝑚2
32

in the context of the SM. However, our focus has been on confirming that such two-

dimensional reconstruction of the valley survives in the detector environment, i.e. the

ICAL characteristics are sufficient to reconstruct the valley feature. This would also

act as the fidelity test for the detector. The power of the valley analysis would become

evident when L/E dependence is not assumed, where it would open up avenues for testing

the oscillation framework from more angles – for example, by looking for effects of

new physics on the shape, alignment, width, or depth of the valley. In the context of

non-standard interactions (NSI) of neutrinos, this will be addressed in the next chapter.

Though we have presented our results for ICAL, the same procedure can be used for

any present or upcoming atmospheric neutrino experiment that has access to a large range

of energies and baselines. An atmospheric neutrino experiment can perform the analysis

based on the oscillation dip as well as the oscillation valley. Of course, if the detector
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cannot identify the muon charge, the data from neutrino and antineutrino channels will

have to be combined, which may dilute some of the observable features. However, the

principle of performing the oscillation valley analysis in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane – going

one step ahead of the 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 analysis – may be adopted in any atmospheric neutrino

experiment. Note that while the fixed-baseline experiments may in principle be able to

identify the 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 oscillation dip, they do not have access to the (𝐸𝜈, cos 𝜃𝜈) plane, and

hence they cannot perform the oscillation valley analysis.

Even then, certain features of ICAL make it uniquely suited for such an analysis. It

will likely be the first detector to identify the oscillation dip separately for the neutrino

and antineutrino channels, which will also be a test for new physics that may affect the

neutrino and antineutrino differently. Further, as far as the oscillation valley analysis

goes, a crucial requirement for the capability to identify the alignment of the valley is

the enough number of points to perform the fitting as shown in the Fig. 5.9. This needs

a large energy range to which the detector is sensitive (large number of y-bins), and an

excellent angular resolution (large number of x-bins). ICAL is thus uniquely suited for the

oscillation valley analysis, for providing an orthogonal approach to establish the nature of

neutrino oscillations, and hence for making the neutrino oscillation picture more robust.
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Chapter 6
Probing Non-standard Interactions

Neutrino oscillations are the consequences of mixing among different neutrino flavors

and non-degenerate values of neutrino masses, with at least two neutrino masses nonzero.

However, neutrinos are massless in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, and

therefore, physics beyond the SM (BSM) is needed to accommodate nonzero neutrino

masses and mixing. Many models of BSM physics suggest new non-standard interac-

tions (NSI) of neutrinos [182], which may affect neutrino production, propagation, and

detection in a given experiment. The possible impact of these NSI on neutrino oscillation

experiments have been studied extensively, for example see Refs. [195–206]. In this chap-

ter, we propose a new method for identifying NSI at atmospheric neutrino experiments

which can reconstruct the energy, direction, as well as charge of the muons produced in

the detector due to charged-current interactions of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇.

In this work, we shall focus on the neutral-current NSI, which may be described at

low energies via effective four-fermion dimension-six operators as [182]

LNC-NSI = −2
√

2𝐺𝐹 𝜀
𝑓
𝛼𝛽,𝐶 (�̄�𝛼𝛾𝜌𝑃𝐿𝜈𝛽) ( 𝑓 𝛾𝜌𝑃𝐶 𝑓 ) , (6.1)

where𝐺𝐹 is the Fermi constant. The dimensionless parameters 𝜀 𝑓
𝛼𝛽,𝐶 describe the strength

of NSI, where the superscript 𝑓 ∈ {𝑒, 𝑢, 𝑑} denotes the matter fermions (𝑒: electron, 𝑢:

up-quark, 𝑑: down-quark), and the indices 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ {𝑒, 𝜇, 𝜏} refer to the neutrino flavors.

The subscript 𝐶 ∈ {𝐿, 𝑅} represents the chiral projection operator 𝑃𝐿 = (1 − 𝛾5)/2 or

𝑃𝑅 = (1 + 𝛾5)/2. The hermiticity of the interactions demands 𝜀 𝑓
𝛽𝛼,𝐶 = (𝜀 𝑓

𝛼𝛽,𝐶)
∗.

109
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The effective NSI parameter relevant for the neutrino propagation through matter is

𝜀𝛼𝛽 ≡
∑

𝑓=𝑒,𝑢,𝑑

(
𝜀
𝑓
𝛼𝛽,𝐿 + 𝜀

𝑓
𝛼𝛽,𝑅

) 𝑁 𝑓

𝑁𝑒
≡

∑
𝑓=𝑒,𝑢,𝑑

𝜀
𝑓
𝛼𝛽

𝑁 𝑓

𝑁𝑒
, (6.2)

where 𝑁 𝑓 is the number density of fermion 𝑓 . In the approximation of a neutral and

isoscalar Earth, the number densities of electrons, protons, and neutrons are identical,

which implies 𝑁𝑢 ≈ 𝑁𝑑 ≈ 3𝑁𝑒. Thus,

𝜀𝛼𝛽 ≈ 𝜀𝑒𝛼𝛽 + 3 𝜀𝑢𝛼𝛽 + 3 𝜀𝑑𝛼𝛽 . (6.3)

In the presence of NSI, the modified effective Hamiltonian for neutrino propagation

through matter is

𝐻eff =
1

2𝐸
𝑈

©«
0 0 0

0 Δ𝑚2
21 0

0 0 Δ𝑚2
31

ª®®®®®¬
𝑈† +𝑉CC

©«
1 + 𝜀𝑒𝑒 𝜀𝑒𝜇 𝜀𝑒𝜏

𝜀∗𝑒𝜇 𝜀𝜇𝜇 𝜀𝜇𝜏

𝜀∗𝑒𝜏 𝜀∗𝜇𝜏 𝜀𝜏𝜏

ª®®®®®¬
. (6.4)

The quantity 𝑉CC ≡
√

2𝐺𝐹𝑁𝑒 is the effective matter potential due to the coherent elastic

forward scattering of neutrinos with electrons inside the medium via the SM gauge boson

𝑊 . Thus, the effective potential due to NSI would be (𝑉NSI)𝛼𝛽 =
√

2𝐺𝐹𝑁𝑒 𝜀𝛼𝛽. For

antineutrinos, 𝑉CC → −𝑉CC, 𝑈 → 𝑈∗, and 𝜀𝛼𝛽 → 𝜀∗𝛼𝛽.

In the present study, we suggest a novel approach to unravel the presence of flavor-

changing neutral-current NSI parameter 𝜀𝜇𝜏, via its effect on the propagation of multi-GeV

atmospheric neutrinos and antineutrinos through Earth matter. We choose 𝜀𝜇𝜏 as the NSI

parameter to focus on, since it can significantly affect the evolution of the mixing angle

𝜃23 and the mass-squared difference Δ𝑚2
32 in matter [207], which in turn would alter the

survival probabilities of atmospheric muon neutrinos and antineutrinos substantially [208,

209]. Here, we consider 𝜀𝑒𝜇 = 𝜀𝑒𝜏 = 𝜀𝜇𝜇 − 𝜀𝜏𝜏 = 0. In general, 𝜀𝜇𝜏 can be complex, i.e.

𝜀𝜇𝜏 ≡ |𝜀𝜇𝜏 |𝑒𝑖𝜙𝜇𝜏 . However, in the disappearance channels 𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 → �̄�𝜇 that

dominate in our analysis1, 𝜀𝜇𝜏 appears only as |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | cos 𝜙𝜇𝜏 at the leading order [210].

Thus, a complex phase only changes the effective value of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 to a real number between

−|𝜀𝜇𝜏 | and +|𝜀𝜇𝜏 | at the leading order. We take advantage of this observation, and restrict
1The appearance channels 𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝑒 → �̄�𝜇 also contribute to the muon events in our analysis,

however these channels are not affected by 𝜀𝜇𝜏 to leading order [210].
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ourselves to real values of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in the range −0.1 ≤ 𝜀𝜇𝜏 ≤ 0.1. From the arguments given

above, this covers the whole range of complex values of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 with |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | ≤ 0.1.

Based on the global neutrino data analysis in Ref. [211], where the possible contribu-

tions to NSI from only up and down quark have been included, the bound on |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | turns

out to be |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | < 0.07 at 2𝜎 confidence level. A phenomenological study to constrain 𝜀𝜇𝜏

using preliminary IceCube and DeepCore data has been performed in [212]. Recently,

the IceCube collaboration has placed strong constraints on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 using eight years of atmo-

spheric muon neutrino data at TeV scale [213]. The existing bounds on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 from various

neutrino oscillation experiments are listed in Table 6.1. An important point to note is the

energies of neutrinos involved in these measurements: the IceCube results are obtained

using high energy events (> 300 GeV) [214], the energy threshold of DeepCore is around

10 GeV [215], while the Super-K experiment is more efficient in the sub-GeV energy

range [216].

Experiment 90% C.L. bounds
Convention in [213–216] Our convention [114, 202–204, 217]

IceCube [214] −0.006 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.0054 −0.018 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.0162
DeepCore [215] −0.0067 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.0081 −0.0201 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.0243
IceCube [213] −0.0041 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.0031 −0.0123 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.0093
Super-K [216] |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | < 0.011 |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | < 0.033

Table 6.1: Existing bounds on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 at 90% confidence level. Note that the bounds pre-
sented in [213–216] are on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 that is defined according to the convention 𝑉NSI =√

2𝐺𝐹𝑁𝑑 𝜀𝜇𝜏 , while we use the convention 𝑉NSI =
√

2𝐺𝐹𝑁𝑒 𝜀𝜇𝜏 (𝜀𝜇𝜏 is defined
in Eq. 6.2). Since 𝑁𝑑 ≈ 3𝑁𝑒 in Earth, the bounds in [214–216] on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 have been
converted to the bounds on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 , using 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 3 𝜀𝜇𝜏 , as shown in the third column. [115]

The ICAL detector would be sensitive to multi-GeV neutrinos, since it can efficiently

detect muons in the energy range of 1–25 GeV. Note that the NOLR [185–189] / parametric

resonance [190, 191] and the MSW resonance [182–184] due to Earth matter take place

for neutrino energies around 3–6 GeV and 6–10 GeV, respectively, so ICAL would also

be in a unique position to detect any interplay between the matter effects and NSI.

Another important feature is that ICAL can explore physics in neutrinos and antineutrinos

separately, unlike Super-K and IceCube/DeepCore. The studies of physics potential of

ICAL for detecting NSI have shown that, using the reconstructed muon momentum, it
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would be possible to obtain a bound of |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | < 0.015 at 90% C.L. [217] with 500 kt·yr

exposure. When information on the reconstructed hadron energy in each event is also

included, the expected 90% C.L. bound improves to |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | < 0.010 [114]. The results

in [114, 217] are obtained using a 𝜒2 analysis with the pull method [208, 218, 219].

The wide range of neutrino energies and baselines available in atmospheric neutrino

experiments offer an opportunity to study the features of “oscillation dip” and “oscillation

valley” in the reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ observables, as demonstrated in the chapter 5

(based on Ref. [89]). These features can be clearly identified in the ratios of upward-going

and downward-going muon events at ICAL. If the muon neutrino disappearance is solely

due to non-degenerate masses and non-zero mixing of neutrinos, then the valley in both

𝜇− and 𝜇+ is approximately a straight line. The location of the dip, and the alignment of

the valley, can be used to determine Δ𝑚2
32 (see chapter 5). These features may undergo

major changes in the presence of NSI, and can act as smoking gun signals for NSI.

The novel approach, which we propose in this chapter, is to probe the NSI parameter

𝜀𝜇𝜏 based on the elegant features associated with the oscillation dip and valley, both

of which arise from the same physics phenomenon, viz. the first oscillation minimum

in the muon neutrino survival probability. For the oscillation dip feature, we note that

non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 shifts the oscillation dip location in opposite directions for 𝜇− and 𝜇+. We

demonstrate that this opposite shift in dip location due to NSI can be clearly seen in the 𝜇−

and 𝜇+ data by reconstructing 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 distributions, thanks to the excellent energy and

direction resolutions for muons at ICAL. We develop a whole new analysis methodology

to extract the information on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 using the dip locations. For this, we define a new variable

exploiting the contrast between the shifts in reconstructed dip locations, which eliminates

the dependence of our results on the actual value of Δ𝑚2
32. For the oscillation valley

feature, we notice that the valley becomes curved in the presence of non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏, and the

direction of this bending is opposite for neutrino and antineutrino. We then demonstrate

that this opposite bending can indeed be observed in expected 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events. We

propose a methodology to extract the information on the bending of the valley in terms of

the reconstructed muon variables, and use it for identifying NSI.

In Sec. 6.1, we discuss the oscillation probabilities of neutrino and antineutrino in
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the presence of non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏, and discuss the shifts in the dip locations as well as the

bending of the oscillation valleys in the survival probabilities of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇. In Sec. 6.2,

we investigate the survival of these two striking features in the reconstructed 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇

distributions and in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) distributions of 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events separately at

ICAL. In Sec. 6.3, we propose a novel variable for identifying the NSI, which is based

on the contrast in the shifts of dip locations in 𝜇− and 𝜇+. This variable leads to the

calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏, and is used to find the expected bound on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 from a 500 kt·yr exposure

of ICAL. In Sec. 6.4, we measure the contrast in the curvatures of the oscillation valleys

in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ in the presence of NSI, and use it for determining the expected bound on

𝜀𝜇𝜏 from the valley analysis at ICAL. Finally, in Sec. 6.5, we summarize our findings and

offer concluding remarks.

6.1 Oscillation Dip and Valley in the Presence of NSI

In the limit of 𝜃13 → 0, and the approximation of one mass scale dominance scenario

[Δ𝑚2
21𝐿/(4𝐸) ≪ Δ𝑚2

32𝐿/(4𝐸)] and constant matter density, the survival probability of

𝜈𝜇 when traveling a distance 𝐿𝜈 is given by [208, 220]

𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) = 1 − sin2 2𝜃eff sin2

[
𝜉
Δ𝑚2

32𝐿𝜈

4𝐸𝜈

]
, (6.5)

where

sin2 2𝜃eff =
| sin 2𝜃23 + 2𝛽 𝜂𝜇𝜏 |2

𝜉2 , (6.6)

𝜉 =
√
| sin 2𝜃23 + 2𝛽 𝜂𝜇𝜏 |2 + cos2 2𝜃23 , (6.7)

and

𝜂𝜇𝜏 =
2𝐸𝜈 𝑉CC 𝜀𝜇𝜏

|Δ𝑚2
32 |

, (6.8)

where 𝛽 ≡ sgn(Δ𝑚2
32). That is, 𝛽 = +1 for normal mass ordering, and 𝛽 = −1 for inverted

mass ordering.

In the limit of maximal mixing (𝜃23 = 45◦), Eq. 6.5 reduces to the following simple

expression [209]:

𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) = cos2

[
𝐿𝜈

(
Δ𝑚2

32
4𝐸𝜈

+ 𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC

)]
. (6.9)
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We further find that the correction due to the deviation of 𝜃23 from maximality, 𝜒 ≡

𝜃23 − 𝜋/4, is second order in the small parameter 𝜒, and hence can be neglected. Here,

one notes that the NSI parameter 𝜀𝜇𝜏 primarily modifies the wavelength of neutrino

oscillations. It also comes multiplied with𝑉CC, which increases at higher baselines inside

the Earth’s matter. Thus, the modification in 𝜈𝜇 survival probabilities due to NSI varies

with the baseline 𝐿𝜈 (or neutrino zenith angle cos 𝜃𝜈).

6.1.1 Effect of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 on the oscillation dip in the 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈

In Fig. 6.1, we present the three-flavor survival probabilities of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 in the pres-

ence of matter with PREM profile as functions of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈, for two fixed values of

cos 𝜃𝜈 (i.e. cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.4,−0.8), and for three values of the NSI parameter 𝜀𝜇𝜏 (i.e.

𝜀𝜇𝜏 = +0.1, 0.0,−0.1). The benchmark values of the oscillation parameters are given in

Table 2.2.

Figure 6.1 also indicates the sensitivity ranges for the atmospheric neutrino experi-

ments Super-K, ICAL, and IceCube. Note that these ranges are different for cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.4

and −0.8, which correspond to 𝐿𝜈 around 5100 km and 10200 km, respectively. While

calculating these 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 ranges, the energy ranges chosen are those for which the detectors

perform very well: we use the 𝐸𝜈 range of 100 MeV – 5 GeV for Super-K [221], 1–25

GeV for ICAL [107], and 100 GeV – 10 PeV for IceCube [222]. Note that these ranges

are only indicative. The following observations may be made from the figure.

• For log10 [𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈] in the range of [0 – 1.5], the survival probabilities of both 𝜈𝜇 and

�̄�𝜇 are observed to be suppressed in the presence of non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏. This is because,

although the oscillations due to neutrino mass-squared difference do not develop

for such small value of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈, i.e. Δ𝑚2
32𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 ≪ 1, the disappearance of 𝜈𝜇 is

possible due to the 𝐿𝜈𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC term, which can be high for large baselines (for core-

passing neutrinos,𝑉CC is large). For example, log10 [𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈] = 1 may correspond to

𝐿𝜈 = 5000 km and 𝐸𝜈 = 500 GeV, so that Δ𝑚2
32𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 ≈ 0.025. However, for this

baseline, the average density of the Earth is 𝜌 ≈ 3.9 g/cc, and hence for 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0.1,

we have 𝐿𝜈𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC ≈ 0.93, which takes the oscillation probability away from unity.
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Figure 6.1: The three-flavor survival probabilities of 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇 in the presence of matter with
PREM profile as functions of log10(𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈) in left and right panels, respectively. The
black lines correspond to 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0 (standard interactions: SI), whereas red and blue
lines are with 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0.1, and −0.1, respectively. The neutrino direction taken in
the upper (lower) panels is cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.4 (−0.8). The horizontal bands shown here
are the indicative 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 ranges that these detectors are well-suited for. We consider
normal mass ordering, and the benchmark values of oscillation parameters given in
Table 2.2. [115]

The effect of NSI at such small 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 is energy-independent, and can be seen at

detectors like IceCube [214] due to its better performance at high energy. Note,

however, that in the high energy limit, the 𝜈𝜇 survival probability depends only

on the magnitude of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 (Eq. 5.2). As a result, it may be difficult for IceCube to

determine sgn(𝜀𝜇𝜏), if indeed |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | turns out to be nonzero.

• As we go to higher value of log10 [𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈] (> 2), the term containing neutrino mass

splitting becomes comparable to the 𝐿𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC term in Eq. 5.2, and the competition

between these two terms leads to an energy dependence. When the oscillations
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due to the mass splitting are the dominating contribution, the change in oscillation

wavelength due to non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 results in a shift of the oscillation minima towards

left or right side (lower or higher values of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈, respectively), depending on the

amplitude of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 and its sign. The direction of shift in the dip location depends on

whether it is neutrino or antineutrino (since the sign of 𝑉CC for them are opposite),

and on the neutrino mass ordering. This effect on the shift in the dip location is

discussed in next paragraph in detail. This region is relevant for Super-K, INO, and

most of the long-baseline experiments.

We now discuss the modification of the oscillation dip due to non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏. First,

using the approximate expression of 𝜈𝜇 survival probability from Eq. 6.9, we obtain the

value of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 at the first oscillation minimum (or the dip):

𝐿𝜈

𝐸𝜈

����
dip

=
2𝜋

|Δ𝑚2
32 + 4𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC𝐸𝜈 |

. (6.10)

The above expression may be written by expressing 𝑉CC in terms of the line-averaged

matter density 2 𝜌 and taking care of units,

𝐿𝜈 [km]
𝐸𝜈 [GeV]

����
dip

=
𝜋��2.54 · Δ𝑚2

32 [eV
2] ± 7.7 × 10−4 · 𝜌[g/cm3] · 𝑌𝑒 · 𝜀𝜇𝜏 · 𝐸𝜈 [GeV]

�� .
(6.12)

Here, a positive sign in the denominator corresponds to neutrinos, whereas a negative

sign is for antineutrinos. This approximation is useful for understanding the shift of dip

position with non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏. Let us take the case of neutrino with normal ordering. With

positive 𝜀𝜇𝜏, the denominator of Eq. 6.10 increases, thus the oscillation minimum appears

at a lower value of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈 than that for the SI. On the other hand, with negative 𝜀𝜇𝜏, the

oscillation dip would occur at a higher value of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈. These two features can be seen

clearly in the left panels of Fig. 6.1. For antineutrinos and the same mass ordering, since

the matter potential has the opposite sign, the shift of oscillation dip is in the opposite

direction as compared to that for neutrinos, given the same 𝜀𝜇𝜏.
2We can write 𝑉CC approximately as a function of matter density 𝜌

𝑉CC ≈ ±7.6 × 𝑌𝑒 ×
𝜌

1014 g/cm3 eV . (6.11)

Here, 𝑌𝑒 = 𝑁𝑒

𝑁𝑝+𝑁𝑛
is the relative electron number density. In an electrically neutral and isoscalar medium,

𝑌𝑒 = 0.5. The positive (negative) sign is for neutrino (antineutrino).
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Expanding Eq. 6.12 to first order in 𝜀𝜇𝜏, one can write

𝐿𝜈 [km]
𝐸𝜈 [GeV]

����
dip

=
𝜋��2.54 × Δ𝑚2

32 [eV
2]

�� ∓ 𝜋 × 1.19 × 10−4 · 𝜌[g/cm3] · 𝑌𝑒 · 𝐸𝜈 [GeV]
𝛽 (Δ𝑚2

32)2 [eV4]
· 𝜀𝜇𝜏 ,

(6.13)

where 𝛽 ≡ sgn(Δ𝑚2
32), as defined earlier. Here, the negative sign corresponds to neutrinos,

whereas the positive sign is for antineutrino. This indicates that, for small values of 𝜀𝜇𝜏,

the shift in the dip location will be linear in 𝜀𝜇𝜏, and will have opposite sign for neutrinos

and antineutrinos, as well as for the two mass orderings. We have checked that for 𝐸𝜈 < 25

GeV and typical line-averaged density of the Earth, indeed 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.1 is small enough for

the above approximation to hold.

6.1.2 Effect of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 on the oscillation valley in the (𝐸𝜈, cos 𝜃𝜈) plane

In Fig. 6.2, we show the oscillograms of survival probabilities for 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇, in the plane

of neutrino energy and cosine of neutrino zenith angle (cos 𝜃𝜈), with NO as the neutrino

mass ordering. We show only upward-going neutrinos (cos 𝜃𝜈 < 0), since for downward-

going neutrinos (cos 𝜃𝜈 > 0), the baseline 𝐿𝜈 is very small and neutrino oscillations do

not develop, making 𝑃𝜇𝜇 ≈ 1.0. The differences observed among the upper, middle, and

lower panels are due to different values of 𝜀𝜇𝜏. A major impact of NSI is observed on

the feature corresponding to the first oscillation minima, seen in the figure as a broad

blue/black diagonal band. We refer to this broad band as the oscillation valley [89]. In

the SI case, the oscillation valley appears like a triangle with straight edges, while in the

presence of NSI, its edges seem to acquire a curvature. The sign of this curvature is

opposite for neutrinos and antineutrinos, as can be seen by comparing the left and right

plots of upper and lower panels of Fig. 6.2.

The modification in the oscillation valley due to NSI may be explained from the

following relation between 𝐸𝜈 and cos 𝜃𝜈 at the first oscillation minima. We rewrite

Eq. 6.10 with 𝐿𝜈 ≈ 2𝑅 | cos 𝜃𝜈 |:

𝐸𝜈 |valley ≈
|Δ𝑚2

32 |
(𝜋/|𝑅 cos 𝜃𝜈 |) − 4𝛽 𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC

. (6.14)

Taking care of units and expressing 𝑉CC in terms of line-averaged constant matter density
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Figure 6.2: The oscillograms for the survival probabilities in (𝐸𝜈 , cos 𝜃𝜈) plane for neutrino and
antineutrino in the left and right panels, respectively, with normal mass ordering and
the benchmark values of oscillation parameters from Table 2.2. The value of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is
taken as +0.1, 0 (SI), and -0.1 in the top, middle and bottom panels, respectively. [115]
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𝜌, the above expression may be written as

𝐸𝜈 [GeV] |valley =
|Δ𝑚2

32 [eV
2] |

(𝜋/|5.08 · 𝑅[km] · cos 𝜃𝜈 |) ∓ 3.02 × 10−4 · 𝛽 · 𝜀𝜇𝜏 · 𝑌𝑒 · 𝜌[g/cm3]
.

(6.15)

Here, the negative sign in the denominator corresponds to neutrinos, whereas the positive

sign is for antineutrinos. Putting 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0 in Eq. 6.15 gives the condition of the first

oscillation minima to be 𝐸𝜈 = | (5.08/𝜋) · Δ𝑚2
32 · 𝑅[km] · cos 𝜃𝜈 |, and this relation clearly

shows that in the SI case, the minimum of the oscillation valley is a straight line in the

(𝐸𝜈 , cos 𝜃𝜈) plane.

Now in the normal mass ordering scenario, if 𝜀𝜇𝜏 > 0 in Eq. 6.15, then for neutrinos,

𝐸𝜈 increases for a given cos 𝜃𝜈 as compared to the SI case. As a result, the oscillation

valley (the broad blue/black band) bends towards higher values of energies in top left panel.

On the other hand, for antineutrino, the oscillation valley tilts towards lower energies for

𝜀𝜇𝜏 > 0, as can be seen in the top right panel. For negative values of 𝜀𝜇𝜏, the oscillation

valley bends in the opposite direction, for both neutrinos and antineutrinos, as shown in

the bottom panels of Fig. 6.2. In the inverse mass ordering scenario, the bending of the

oscillation valley will be in the direction opposite to that in the normal mass ordering

scenario.

From Eqs. 6.13 and 6.15, the shift in the oscillation minima and the bending in the

oscillation valley are in opposite directions for normal and inverted mass orderings. The

effect of 𝜀𝜇𝜏, therefore, depends crucially on the mass ordering. In this chapter, we present

our analysis in the scenario where the mass ordering is known to be NO. The analysis

for IO may be performed in an exactly analogous manner. Our results are presented with

the exposure corresponding to 10 years of ICAL data-taking. It is expected that the mass

ordering will be determined from the neutrino experiments (including ICAL) by this time.

6.2 Impact of NSI on the Event Distribution at ICAL

While the effect of NSI on the neutrino and antineutrino survival probabilities was dis-

cussed in the last section, it is important to confirm whether the features present at the

probability level can survive in the observables at a detector, and if they can be recon-
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structed. Here is where the response of the detector plays a crucial role. Neutrinos

cannot be directly detected in an experiment, however the charged leptons produced from

their charged-current interactions in the detector contains information about their energy,

direction, and flavor, which can be recovered depending on the nature of the detector.

We simulate the reconstructed muon events at the ICAL detector following the procedure

mentioned in Sec. 3.4.

6.2.1 The 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸rec

𝜇 Distributions

Fig. 6.3 presents the log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] distributions of the upward-going 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events

(U, cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0) with SI (𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0) and with SI + NSI (𝜀𝜇𝜏 = ±0.1) expected with

10-year exposure at ICAL. We include the statistical fluctuations in the number of events

by simulating 100 independent data sets, and calculating the mean and root-mean-square

deviation for each bin. For log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ], we use the same binning scheme as shown in

Table 5.1. We have a total of 34 non-uniform bins of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] in the range 0 to 4.

The downward-going events (D, cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 > 0) are not affected significantly by oscillations

or by additional NSI interactions. The log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] distribution of downward-going

𝜇− and 𝜇+ events is identical to the one shown in the upper panels of Fig. 5.4 in chapter 5,

and we do not repeat it here.

Fig. 6.3 clearly shows that the log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] range of 2.4 to 3.0 would be important

for NSI studies, since non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 has the largest effect in this range. With positive 𝜀𝜇𝜏,

the number of 𝜇− events is lower as compared to that of SI case, whereas the number

of 𝜇+ events is higher. If 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is negative, then the modifications of the number of 𝜇−

and 𝜇+ events are the other way around. As a consequence, if a detector is not able to

distinguish between the 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, the difference between SI and NSI would get

diluted substantially. The charge identification capability of the magnetized ICAL detector

would be crucial in exploiting this observation.
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Figure 6.3: The log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] distributions of 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events in the left and right panels,
respectively, expected in 10 years at ICAL. The black curves correspond to SI (𝜀𝜇𝜏 =
0), whereas red and blue curves are for 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0.1 and -0.1, respectively. The statistical
uncertainties shown by shaded boxes are the root-mean square (rms) fluctuations of
100 independent 10-year data sets. The solid lines show the mean of these 100
distributions. We consider normal mass ordering, and the benchmark values of
oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. [115]

6.2.2 Distributions in the (𝐸rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane

In order to study the effect of NSI on the distribution of events in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane,

we bin the data in reconstructed observables, 𝐸 rec
𝜇 and cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 . We have a total of 16

non-uniform 𝐸 rec
𝜇 bins in the range 1 – 25 GeV, and the whole range of −1 ≤ cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ≤ 1

is divided into 20 uniform bins. The reconstructed 𝐸 rec
𝜇 and cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 are binned with the

same binning scheme as shown in Table 5.2. For demonstrating event distributions, we

scale the 1000-year MC sample to an exposure of 10 years. The difference in the number

of events with SI + NSI (|𝜀𝜇𝜏 | = 0.1) and the number of events with SI, for 𝜇− and 𝜇+

events are shown in Fig. 6.4. Note that, in Fig. 6.4, we choose the range corresponding to

upward-going events (cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 < 0) only.

From this figure, we can make the following observations.

• The events in the bins with 𝐸 rec
𝜇 > 5 GeV and cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 < −0.2 are particularly useful

for NSI searches at ICAL. This is true for both 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events.

• There is almost no difference in the number of events between SI+NSI and SI at

𝐸 rec
𝜇 < 5 GeV. The events with reconstructed muon energy less than 5 GeV do not

seem to be sensitive to NSI due to small NSI-induced matter effects: 𝐿𝜈𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC ≲

Δ𝑚2/(2𝐸𝜈) at small energies.
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Figure 6.4: The (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) distributions of difference of events between SI with non-zero
NSI and only SI (𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0) expected with 500 kt·yr of ICAL. The Left and right panels
are for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, respectively, whereas the upper and lower panels correspond
to 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0.1 and −0.1, respectively. We consider normal mass ordering, and the
benchmark values of oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. [115]

• As we go to higher energies, the mass-squared difference-induced neutrino oscil-

lations die down, while the NSI-induced matter effect term 𝐿𝜈𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC increases.

Therefore, large effects of NSI are observed at high energies.

• The effect of NSI is also larger at higher baselines, since in this case, neutrinos pass

through inner and outer cores that have very high matter densities (around 13 g/cm3

and 11 g/cm3, respectively), and hence higher values of 𝐿𝜈𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC.

• In many of the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) bins, NSI gives rise to an excess in 𝜇− events and

a deficit in 𝜇+ events, or vice versa. If 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events are not separated, this

would lead to a dilution of information. Therefore, muon charge information is

a crucial ingredient in the search for NSI. We have also seen this feature in the

log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] distributions of 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events in Sec. 6.2.1.
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6.3 Identifying NSI through the Shift in the Location of

Oscillation Dip

To study the effect of NSI in oscillation dip, we focus on the ratio of upward-going (U) and

downward-going (D) muon events as the observable to be studied as defined in Eq. 5.4.

One advantage of the use of the U/D ratio would be to nullify the effects of systematic

uncertainties like flux normalization, cross sections, overall detection efficiency, and

energy dependent tilt error, as can be seen later. Note that the up-down symmetry of the

detector geometry and detector response play an important role in this.

Fig. 6.5 presents the 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 distributions of U/D with 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0 (SI) and ±0.1, for an

exposure of 10 years at ICAL. The mass ordering is taken as NO. The statistical fluctuations

shown in the figure are the root-mean-square deviation obtained from the simulations of

100 independent sets of 10 years data. Around log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] ∼ 2.4 − 2.6, we see

a significant modification in the U/D ratio due to the presence of non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 (±0.1),

particularly in the location of the oscillation dip. The dip shifts towards left or right (

i.e. to lower or higher values of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 , respectively) from that of the SI case with

non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏. This shift for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events is observed to be in the opposite directions,

as is expected from the discussions in Sec. 6.1.1. For example, for 𝜀𝜇𝜏 > 0, the location

of oscillation dip in 𝜇− events gets shifted towards smaller 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 values. On other

hand, in 𝜇+ events, the oscillation dip shifts to higher values of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 . For 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0,

this shift is in the opposite directions. Moreover, as the oscillation dip shifts towards the

higher value of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 , the dip becomes shallower due to the effect of rapid oscillation

at high 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈. This effect is visible in both, 𝜇− and 𝜇+. It can be easily argued that the

modification in oscillation dips of 𝜇− and 𝜇+ due to non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is the reflection of how

the survival probabilities of neutrino and antineutrino change in the presence of non-zero

𝜀𝜇𝜏, as expected from Eq. 6.10 in Sec. 6.1.1.

Note that for a neutrino detector that is blind to the charge of muons, the dip itself

would get diluted since different average inelasticities of neutrino and antineutrino events

at these energies would lead to slightly different dip locations in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ distributions.
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Figure 6.5: The log10(𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ) distributions of ratio of upward-going and downward-going 𝜇−

(left panel) and 𝜇+ (right panel) events using 10-year data of ICAL. The black curves
correspond to SI (𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0), whereas red and blue curves are for 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0.1 and -0.1,
respectively. The statistical fluctuations shown by shaded boxes are the root-mean-
square deviation of 100 independent distributions of U/D ratio, each for 10 years,
whereas the mean of these distributions are shown by solid curves. We consider
normal mass ordering, and the benchmark values of oscillation parameters given in
Table 2.2. [115]

Moreover, the shift of oscillation dip towards opposite directions in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events due

to non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 would further contribute to the dilution of NSI effects on the dip location.

On the other hand, a detector like ICAL that has the charge identification capability, not

only provides independent undiluted measurements of dip locations in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events,

but also provides a unique novel observable that can cleanly calibrate against the value of

𝜀𝜇𝜏, as we shall see in the next section.

6.3.1 A Novel Variable Δ𝑑 for Determining 𝜀𝜇𝜏

Since the oscillation dip locations in the U/D distributions of both, 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events,

shift to lower / higher values of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 depending on the value of 𝜀𝜇𝜏, the dip location

in either of these distributions may be used to estimate 𝜀𝜇𝜏, independently. We have

already developed a dip-identification algorithm [89] as described in Sec. 5.2.3, where

the dip location is not simply the lowest value of U/D ratio, but takes into account

information from the surrounding bins that have a U/D ratio below a threshold value. The

algorithm essentially identifies the cluster of contiguous bins that have a U/D ratio lower

than any surrounding bins, and fits these bins with a quadratic function whose minimum

corresponds to the dip. The value of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] corresponding to this minimum is
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Figure 6.6: Upper panels: The calibrations of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 with the dip locations in U/D ratios of 𝜇− (left
panel) and 𝜇+ (right panel) events separately. Lower panel: The calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏
with difference in dip locations of 𝜇− and 𝜇+. Note that for −0.1 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < −0.07, the
dip location is simply the center of the log10 [𝐿rec

𝜇 /𝐸 rec
𝜇 ] bin with minimum U/D ratio

since the fitting is not stable for these values. We consider normal mass ordering, and
the benchmark values of oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2. [115]

termed as the dip location. We denote the dip location for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events as 𝑑− and 𝑑+,

respectively.

We obtain the calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 with the dip locations for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events separately,

using 1000-year MC data. In the top panels of Fig. 6.6, we present the calibration curves

of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 with 𝑑− (left panel) and 𝑑+ (right panel), for three different values of Δ𝑚2
32. The

straight line nature of the calibration curves can be understood qualitatively using Eq. 6.13.

For a majority of events (𝐸 rec
𝜇 < 25 GeV), the 𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC𝐸𝜈 term is much smaller than Δ𝑚2

32

term, and therefore the linear expansion as shown in Eq. 6.13 is valid.

In Eq. 6.13, the dominating Δ𝑚2
32 dependence of the dip location is through the first

term. We can get rid of this dependence by introducing a new variable

Δ𝑑 = 𝑑− − 𝑑+ , (6.16)
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Figure 6.7: The blue stars and the blue solid line indicate the calibration curve of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 against Δ𝑑,
obtained using 1000-year MC data with normal mass ordering. The gray bands show
the expected 90% C.L. limits on Δ𝑑 (vertical bands), and hence on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 (horizontal
bands), with 500 kt·yr of ICAL exposure, when the actual value of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0. The light
(dark) gray bands show the limits when the errors on oscillation parameters, and the
impact of systematic uncertainties are included (excluded), as discussed in Sec. 6.3.2.
For fixed-parameter case, we use the benchmark values of oscillation parameters given
in Table 2.2. [115]

which is expected to be proportional to 𝜀𝜇𝜏, and can be used to calibrate for 𝜀𝜇𝜏. As may be

seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.6, this indeed removes the dominant Δ𝑚2
32-dependence

in the calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏. Note that some Δ𝑚2
32-dependence still survives, which may be

seen in the slightly different slopes of the calibration curves for different Δ𝑚2
32 values.

However, this dependence is clearly negligible, as it appears in Eq. 6.13 as a multiplicative

correction to 𝜀𝜇𝜏. We have thus obtained a calibration for 𝜀𝜇𝜏 that is almost independent

of Δ𝑚2
32.

Note that 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0 does not imply Δ𝑑 = 0, since different matter effects and different

inelasticities in neutrino and antineutrino channels cause the dips to arise at slightly

different log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] values in these two channels even in the absence of NSI.
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6.3.2 Constraints on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 from the Measurement of Δ𝑑

We saw in the last section that one can infer the value of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in the observed data from

the calibration curve between Δ𝑑 and 𝜀𝜇𝜏, independent of the actual value of Δ𝑚2
32. We

obtain the calibration curve using the 1000-year MC-simulated sample, and show it with

the solid blue line in Fig. 6.7.

For estimating the expected constraints on 𝜀𝜇𝜏, we simulate 100 independent sets

of data, each for 10-year exposure of ICAL with the benchmark values of oscillation

parameters as given in Table 2.2, and 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0. In Fig. 6.7, the range indicated along

the x-axis by dark gray band is the expected 90% C.L. range of the measured value of

Δ𝑑, while the range indicated along the y-axis by the dark gray band is the expected

90% C.L. limit on 𝜀𝜇𝜏. From the figure, we find that one can expect to constrain 𝜀𝜇𝜏 to

−0.024 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.020 at 90% C.L. with 10 years of data.

Since the calibration was found to be almost independent of the actual value of

Δ𝑚2
32, we expect that even if the actual value of Δ𝑚2

32 were not exactly known, the

results will not change. We have confirmed this by generating 100 independent sets of

10-year exposure, where the Δ𝑚2
32 values used as inputs follow a Gaussian distribution

Δ𝑚2
32 = (2.46± 0.03) × 10−3 eV2, in accordance to the range allowed by the global fit [82,

84, 170, 194] of available neutrino data.

We also checked the impact of uncertainties in the values of the other oscillation

parameters. We first simulated 100 statistically independent unoscillated data sets. Then

for each of these data sets, we take 20 random choices of oscillation parameters, according

to the Gaussian distributions

Δ𝑚2
21 = (7.4 ± 0.2) × 10−5 eV2 ,

Δ𝑚2
32 = (2.46 ± 0.03) × 10−5 eV2 ,

sin2 2𝜃12 = 0.855 ± 0.020 ,

sin2 2𝜃13 = 0.0875 ± 0.0026 ,

sin2 𝜃23 = 0.50 ± 0.03 , (6.17)

guided by the present global fit [170]. We keep 𝛿CP = 0, since its effect on 𝜈𝜇 survival
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probability is known to be highly suppressed in the multi-GeV energy range [210]. This

procedure effectively enables us to consider the variation of our results over 2000 different

combinations of oscillation parameters, to take into account the effect of their uncertainties.

We do not observe any significant dilution of results due to the variation over oscillation

parameters. This is expected, since (i) solar oscillation parameters Δ𝑚2
21 and 𝜃12 do not

contribute significantly to the 𝜈𝜇 survival probability in the multi-GeV range, (ii) the

reactor mixing angle 𝜃13 is already measured to a high precision, (iii) the mixing angle

𝜃23 does not affect the location of the oscillation minimum at the probability level, and

(iv) our procedure of using Δ𝑑 (see Eq. 6.16) to determine 𝜀𝜇𝜏 minimizes the impact of

Δ𝑚2
32 uncertainty, as shown in Sec. 6.3.1.

In addition, we take into account the systematic uncertainties in the neutrino fluxes

and cross sections following the procedure described in Sec. 5.2.4. When the oscillation

parameter uncertainties and all the five systematic uncertainties mentioned above are

included, it is found that the method based on the shift in the dip locations may constrain

𝜀𝜇𝜏 to −0.025 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.024 at 90% C.L.. The results denoting the effects of these

uncertainties have been shown with light gray bands in Fig. 6.7.

6.4 Identifying NSI through Oscillation Valley

In this section, we explore the features of the oscillation valley in the presence of NSI

(non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏). We have already observed in Sec. 6.1.2 that in the presence of non-zero

𝜀𝜇𝜏, the oscillation valley in the oscillogram has a curved shape that depends on the extent

of 𝜀𝜇𝜏, its sign, and whether one is observing the 𝜇− or 𝜇+ events. Therefore, the curvature

of oscillation valley is expected to be a useful parameter for the determination of 𝜀𝜇𝜏.

6.4.1 Curvature of Oscillation Valley as a Signature of NSI

Figure 6.8 presents the distributions of U/D ratios of 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events separately in

the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane, for two non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 values (i.e. ±0.1). For the sake of

demonstration (in order to reduce the statistical fluctuations in the figure and emphasize

the physics), we show the binwise average of 100 independent data sets, each with 10-year
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Figure 6.8: The distributions of U/D ratios in (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane with non-zero |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | (+0.1 in
upper panels and -0.1 in lower panels) as expected at ICAL in 10 years. Left and
right panels are for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, respectively. The white solid and dashed curves
correspond to contours with fitted U/D ratio equal to 0.4 and 0.5, respectively, obtained
after fitting of the oscillation valley with function 𝐹𝛼 (see Eq. 6.18). The black solid
and dashed lines correspond to log10 [𝐿rec

𝜇 /𝐸 rec
𝜇 ] = 2.2 and 3.1, respectively. We

consider normal mass ordering, and the benchmark values of oscillation parameters
given in Table 2.2. [115]

exposure of ICAL. In contrast to the linear nature of oscillation valley with SI (𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0),

the valley is curved in the presence of NSI. The direction of bending of the oscillation

valley is decided by sign of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 as well as whether it is 𝜇− or 𝜇+. An important point to note

is that the nature of curvature of the oscillation valley, that we observed in the (𝐸𝜈, cos 𝜃𝜈)

plane with neutrino variables (see Fig. 6.2) with NSI, is preserved in the reconstructed

oscillation valley in the plane of reconstructed muon observables (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ). This is

due to the excellent energy and angular resolutions of the ICAL detector for muons in the

multi-GeV energy range.

We retrieve the information on the bending of the oscillation valley by fitting with an

appropriate function, which is a generalization of Eq. 5.7. We introduce an additional free
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parameter 𝛼 that characterizes the curvature of the oscillation valley. The function we

propose for fitting the oscillation valley in the presence of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is

𝐹𝛼 (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) = 𝑍𝛼 + 𝑁𝛼 cos2
(
𝑚𝛼

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇

𝐸 rec
𝜇

+ 𝛼 cos2 𝜃rec
𝜇

)
, (6.18)

where 𝑍𝛼, 𝑁𝛼, 𝑚𝛼, and 𝛼 are the free parameters to be determined from the fitting of the

U/D ratio in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane. Equation 6.18 is inspired by the survival probability

as given in Eq. 6.9. In Eq. 6.18, the parameter 𝛼 enters multiplied with cos2 𝜃rec
𝜇 , where

one factor of cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 includes the 𝐿 dependence of oscillation. The other factor of

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 is to take into account the baseline dependence of the matter potential. While

this is a rather crude approximation, it is sufficient to provide us a way of calibrating

𝜀𝜇𝜏, as will be seen later in the section. In Eq. 6.18, the parameters 𝑍𝛼 and 𝑁𝛼 fix the

depth of valley, while 𝑚𝛼 and 𝛼 determine the orientation and curvature of oscillation

valley, respectively. Therefore, 𝑚𝛼 and 𝛼 together account for the combined effect of the

mass-squared difference Δ𝑚2
32 and the NSI parameter 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in oscillations.

As in the analysis in Sec. 5.3.3, we restrict the range of log10 [𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 ] to 2.2 – 3.1,

to remove the unoscillated part (< 2.2) as well as the region with significant matter effects

(> 3.1). The cut on the U/D value is applied at 0.9. In Fig. 6.8, the contours of the fitted

U/D ratio of 0.4 and 0.5, shown with white solid and dashed curves, respectively, clearly

indicate that the function 𝐹𝛼 works well to reproduce the curved nature of the oscillation

valley with non-zero 𝜀𝜇𝜏. We see that the oscillation valley for 𝜇− with positive (negative)

𝜀𝜇𝜏 closely resembles that for 𝜇+ with negative (positive) 𝜀𝜇𝜏. This happens due to the

degeneracy in the sign of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 and the sign of matter potential 𝑉CC – these appear in the

combination 𝜀𝜇𝜏𝑉CC in the survival probability expression in Eq. 6.9. One can see that

for 𝜇+ (𝜇−) with 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0.1 (−0.1), the contour with the fitted U/D ratio of 0.4 is absent.

This is because the valley is shallower in these cases. This feature corresponds to a similar

one observed in Fig. 6.5, where the oscillation dip is shallower for 𝜇+ (𝜇−) with 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0.1

(−0.1).
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Figure 6.9: The blue curve with colored circles shows the calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in the (Δ𝛼,Δ𝑚𝛼)
plane, obtained from 1000-year MC. The black stars are the values of (Δ𝛼,Δ𝑚𝛼)
obtained from 100 independent data sets, each for 10-year data of ICAL, when
𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0. The gray band represents the expected 90% C.L. region in this plane
for a 10-year exposure at ICAL, when 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0. The part of the blue calibration curve
covered by the gray band gives the expected 90% C.L. bounds on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 . We consider
normal mass ordering, and the benchmark values of oscillation parameters given in
Table 2.2. [115]

6.4.2 Constraints on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 from Oscillation Valley

We saw in the previous section that the shape of the oscillation valley in the muon

observables is well-approximated by the function in Eq. 6.18, with the two parameters 𝛼

and 𝑚𝛼. Therefore, we propose to use these two parameters for retrieving 𝜀𝜇𝜏. At ICAL,

since the data on 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events are available separately, we can have two independent

fits for the U/D ratios in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events. This would give us independent determinations

of the parameter pairs (𝛼−, 𝑚−
𝛼) and (𝛼+, 𝑚+

𝛼), for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, respectively. One can

then get the calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in the plane of 𝛼 and 𝑚𝛼, for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, separately.

For other experiments that do not have charge identification capability, there would be a

single calibration curve of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 with 𝛼 and 𝑚𝛼, based on the U/D ratio of muon events

without charge information.

Building up on our experience in the analysis of the oscillation dip in the presence of

NSI (see Sec. 6.3.1), in this analysis of oscillation valley, we use the following observables
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that quantify the 𝜇− vs. 𝜇+ contrast in the values of the parameters 𝛼 and 𝑚𝛼:

Δ𝛼 = 𝛼− − 𝛼+ , Δ𝑚𝛼 = 𝑚𝛼− − 𝑚𝛼+ . (6.19)

The blue curve with colored circles in Fig. 6.9 shows the calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in (Δ𝛼, Δ𝑚𝛼)

plane, obtained by using the 1000-year MC sample. It may be observed that the calibration

of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is almost independent of Δ𝑚𝛼, and 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is almost linearly proportional to Δ𝛼.

In order to estimate the extent to which 𝜀𝜇𝜏 may be constrained at ICAL with an

exposure of 10 years, we simulate the statistical fluctuations by generating 100 independent

data sets, each corresponding to 10-year exposure and 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0. The black dots in Fig. 6.9

are the values of Δ𝛼 and Δ𝑚𝛼 determined from each of these data sets. The figure shows

the results, with the benchmark value of oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2.

It is observed that with a 10-year data, the statistical fluctuations lead to a strong

correlation between the values of Δ𝛼 and Δ𝑚𝛼, and we have to employ a two-dimensional

fitting procedure. We fit the scattered points in (Δ𝛼, Δ𝑚𝛼) plane with a straight line. The

best fitted straight line is shown by the red color in Fig. 6.9, which corresponds to the

average of these points, and indeed passes through the calibration point obtained from

1000-year MC events for 𝜀𝜇𝜏 = 0. The 90% C.L. limit on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is then obtained based on

the measure of the perpendicular distance of every point from the red line. The region

with the gray band in Fig. 6.9 contains 90% of the points that are closest to the red line.

The expected 90% C.L. bounds on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 can then be determined from the part of the blue

calibration curve covered by the gray band. Any value of the pair (Δ𝛼,Δ𝑚𝛼) that lies

outside the gray band would be a smoking gun signature for nonzero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 at 90% C.L..

Figure 6.9 indicates that if 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is indeed zero, our method, as applied at the ICAL detector,

would be able to constrain it to the range −0.022 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.021 at 90% C.L., with an

exposure of 500 kt·yr.

We explore the possible dilution of our results due to the uncertainties in oscillation

parameters and the five systematic errors, following the same procedure described in

Sec. 6.3.2. This yields the expected 90% C.L. bounds as −0.024 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.020, thus

keeping them almost unchanged.
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6.5 Summary and Concluding Remarks

Atmospheric neutrino experiments are suitable for exploring the non-standard interactions

of neutrinos due to the accessibility to high energies (𝐸𝜈) and long baselines (𝐿𝜈) through

the Earth, for which the effect of NSI-induced matter potential is large. The NSI matter

potential produced in the interactions of neutrino and matter fermions may change the

oscillation pattern. The multi-GeV neutrinos, in particular, offer the advantage to access

the interplay of NSI and Earth matter effects. In this chapter, we have explored the

impact of the NSI parameter 𝜀𝜇𝜏 on the dip and valley patterns in neutrino oscillation

probabilities, and proposed a new method for extracting information on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 from the

atmospheric neutrino data.

Detectors like ICAL, that have good reconstruction capability for the energy, direction,

and charge of muons, can reproduce the neutrino oscillation dip and valley patterns in

their reconstructed muon data, from 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events separately. The observables chosen

to reproduce these patterns are the ratios of upward-going (U) and downward-going (D)

events, which minimize the effects of systematic uncertainties. We analyze the U/D ratio

in bins of reconstructed muon observables 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 , and in the two-dimensional plane

(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ). We show that nonzero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 shifts the locations of oscillation dips in the

reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ data in opposite directions in the 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 distributions. At the

same time, nonzero 𝜀𝜇𝜏 manifests itself in the curvatures of the oscillation valleys in the

(𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane, this bending being in opposite directions for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events. The

direction of shift in the dip location and the direction of the bending of the valley also

depend on the sign of 𝜀𝜇𝜏, as well as on the mass ordering. ICAL, therefore, will be

sensitive to sgn(𝜀𝜇𝜏), once we know the neutrino mass ordering. We present our results

in the normal mass ordering scenario, the analysis for the inverted mass ordering scenario

will be exactly analogous.

In the oscillation dip analysis, we introduce a new observable Δ𝑑, corresponding to

the difference in the locations of dips in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ event distributions. We show the

calibration of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 against Δ𝑑 using 1000-year MC sample at ICAL, and demonstrate

that it is almost independent of the actual value of Δ𝑚2
32. We incorporate the effects
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of statistical fluctuations corresponding to 10-year simulated data, uncertainties in the

neutrino oscillation parameters, and major systematic errors, by simulating multiple data

sets. Including all these features, it is possible to constrain the NSI parameter in the range

−0.025 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.024 at 90% C.L. with 500 kt·yr exposure.

In the oscillation valley analysis, we propose a function 𝐹𝛼 that quantifies the curvature

(𝛼) and orientation (𝑚𝛼) of the oscillation valley in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cosrec

𝜇 ) plane. This analysis

may be performed for the 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events separately, leading to independent measure-

ments of 𝜀𝜇𝜏. However, we further find that the differences in these parameters for the 𝜇−

and 𝜇+ events are quantities that are sensitive to 𝜀𝜇𝜏, and show the calibration for 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in

the (Δ𝛼,Δ𝑚𝛼) plane using 1000-year MC sample at ICAL. Incorporating the effects of

statistical fluctuations, uncertainties in the neutrino oscillation parameters, and major sys-

tematic errors, the NSI parameter can be constrained in the range −0.022 < 𝜀𝜇𝜏 < 0.021

at 90% C.L. with 500 kt·yr exposure.

Our analysis procedure is quite straightforward and transparent, and is able to capture

the physics of the NSI effects on muon observables quite efficiently. It builds upon the

major features of the impact of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 on the oscillation dip, and identifies the contrast in the

shift in dip locations of 𝜇− and 𝜇+ as the key observable that would be sensitive to NSI.

It exploits the major pattern in the complexity of the two-dimensional event distributions

in the (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cosrec

𝜇 ) plane by fitting to a function approximately describing the curvature

of the valley. The two complementary methods of using the oscillation dips and valleys

provide a check of the robustness of the results. The shift of the dip location and the

bending of the oscillation valley, and survival of these effects in the reconstructed muon

data, are deep physical insights obtained through the analysis in this chapter.

Note that, though the dip and the valley both arise from the first oscillation minimum,

the information content in the valley analysis is more than that in the dip analysis. For

example, (a) the features of the valley (like curvature) in Fig. 6.8 cannot be predicted from

the shift in the dip as seen in Fig. 6.5, and (b) the shift in the dip may have many possible

sources, but the specific nature of bending of the valley would act as the confirming

evidence for NSI. Therefore, physics unravelled from the valley analysis is much richer

than that from the dip.
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Note that muon charge identification plays a major role in our analysis. In a detector

like ICAL, the measurement of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is possible independently in both the 𝜇− and 𝜇+

channels. The oscillation dips and valleys in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ event samples have different

locations and shapes. As a result, the information available in the dip and valley would be

severely diluted in the absence of muon charge identification. But more importantly, the

quantities sensitive to 𝜀𝜇𝜏 in a robust way turn out to be the ones that reflect the differences

in the properties of oscillation dips and valleys in 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events. For example, Δ𝑑 is

the observable identified by us, whose calibration against 𝜀𝜇𝜏 is almost independent of the

actual value of Δ𝑚2
32. For Δ𝑑 to be measured at a detector, the muon charge identification

capability is necessary. The data from ICAL will thus provide the measurement of a

crucial observable that is not possible at other large atmospheric neutrino experiments

like Super-K or DeepCore/ IceCube. At future long-baseline experiment like DUNE, that

will have access to 1 – 10 GeV neutrino energy and separate data sets for neutrino and

antineutrino, our methodology to probe NSI using oscillation-dip location can also be

adopted, by replacing the U/D ratio with the ratio of observed number of events and the

predicted number of events without oscillations.

We expect that further exploration of the features of the oscillation dips and valleys,

observable at ICAL-like experiments, would enable us to probe neutrino properties in

novel ways.
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Chapter 7
Neutrino Oscillation Tomography of

Earth

7.1 Introduction and motivation

Neutrinos are elusive particles, but they are capable of reaching places inaccessible by any

other means. The tiny interaction cross section enables neutrinos to even pass through

solid objects like Earth because they only interact via weak interactions. The atmospheric

neutrinos travel long distances through the Earth and undergo coherent elastic forward

scattering with the ambient electrons inside the Earth which leads to the modification

of neutrino oscillations. When neutrinos pass deep through the mantle, the Mikheyev-

Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) resonance [182–184] starts playing an important role in

neutrino oscillations around 6 to 10 GeV of energies. On the other hand, the core-passing

neutrinos with energies in the range of 3 to 6 GeV experience a different kind of resonant

effect which is known as neutrino oscillation length resonance (NOLR) [185–189] or

parametric resonance [190, 191]. These density-dependent matter effects can be used to

reveal the distribution of matter inside the Earth.

The neutrinos have the potential to throw some light on the internal structure of Earth

via neutrino absorption, oscillations, and diffraction. The large interaction cross section

of neutrinos at energies above a few TeV results in the attenuation of neutrinos during

propagation through Earth [223]. The idea of exploring Earth’s interior using neutrino

137
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absorption was discussed first time by Placci and Zavattini in a preprint in 1973 [224], and

Volkova and Zatsepin in a talk in 1974 [225]. There are numerous studies considering

neutrinos from different sources, such as man-made neutrinos [224–239], extraterrestrial

neutrinos [232, 240–243] and atmospheric neutrinos [244–247]. This is often termed as

“Earth tomography” [231]. The neutrino-based absorption tomography of Earth has been

performed using the multi-TeV atmospheric neutrino data at the IceCube detector [248]

where the mass of Earth is measured using neutrinos.

In the past few decades, a significant progress has been made in the precision mea-

surement of neutrino oscillation parameters. The discovery of non-zero reactor mixing

angle 𝜃13 have opened a unique avenue for tomography of the Earth using matter effects

in neutrino oscillations at the multi-GeV range of energies. The neutrino oscillation

tomography of Earth based on matter effects has been considered by the study of man-

made beams [249–259], atmospheric [260–271], solar [272–278], and supernova [274,

279] neutrinos. The third possibility of Earth tomography using the study of diffrac-

tion pattern produced by coherent neutrino scattering in crystalline matter inside Earth is

technologically not feasible [280].

The current understanding of the structure of Earth is provided by the seismic stud-

ies [152, 281–284] where the propagation of seismic waves inside the Earth reveals the

properties of matter. The reflection and refraction of earthquake waves is used to under-

stand the proprieties of materials inside Earth. According to the present understanding, the

Earth consists of concentric shells of different densities and compositions. The outermost

surface of Earth is made up of solid crust, below which we have a viscous mantle made

up of silicate oxide. The mantle is followed by a high-density core of iron-alloy. The

information carried by the seismic waves may get altered on its way. On the contrary, the

information on the interaction of neutrinos with ambient electrons (so-called Earth matter

effect) remains unaltered when neutrinos travel long distances inside Earth. But owing to

its weak interaction nature, usually event rates are not very large in neutrino experiments,

and we need to compensate for it by using massive detectors and large exposures. A

neutrino detector with good resolution in the multi-GeV range of energy and direction of

neutrino will be able to observe modified event distribution due to neutrino oscillations in
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the presence of matter.

Since ICAL would be able to detect neutrinos and antineutrinos separately in the

multi-GeV range of energies covering baselines over a wide range of 10 to 104 km,

ICAL can explore Earth matter effects separately in neutrino (by observing 𝜇− events) and

antineutrino (by observing 𝜇+ events) modes through their mass-induced flavor oscillations

inside the Earth which plays an important role to probe the inner structure of Earth. The

MSW resonance around 6 to 10 GeV of neutrino energies can provide crucial information

about the mantle. On the other hand, the NOLR/parametric resonance experienced by

the vertically upward-going neutrinos with large baselines having energies of around 3

to 6 GeV can help us in probing the high-density core. In this work, we will study the

impact of the presence of various layers inside Earth on neutrino oscillations and perform

statistical analysis to establish the presence of a high-density core inside Earth by ruling

out the mantle-crust profile with respect to (w.r.t.) the core-mantle-crust profile.

In Sec. 7.2, we discuss the internal structure of Earth known from seismic studies

and describe the profiles of Earth to be probed by neutrino oscillations in this work. The

oscillation probabilities in the presence of matter governed by various profiles of Earth

are described in Sec. 7.3. The good directional resolution at ICAL is used to identify

neutrinos passing through core, mantle, and crust in Sec. 7.5 which also describes the

resultant distribution of reconstructed muon events for these neutrinos passing through a

particular set of layers. The method for statistical analysis is explained in Sec. 7.6 which

is followed by the results in terms of the statistical significance for establishing core and

ruling out alternative profiles of Earth in Sec. 7.7. Finally, we conclude in Sec. 7.8.

7.2 A Brief Review of the Internal Structure of Earth

The seismic studies have revealed that Earth consists of concentric shells, which are

crust, mantle, and core, each of them is further divided into subshells with different

properties [281, 283, 284]. The average radius of Earth (𝑅𝐸 ) is about 6371 km. The

radius of the core is almost half the radius of Earth, whereas the density of the core is

twice that of the mantle. Along with seismic studies, the information about the Earth is also
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contributed by the gravitational measurements, which have revealed that the gravitationally

measured mass of Earth (𝑀𝐸 ) is about (5.9722 ± 0.0006) × 1024 kg [285, 286], and the

measured moment of inertia is found to be (8.01736 ± 0.00097) × 1037 kg m2 [287].

Since the experimentally measured moment of inertia is lower than the expected one

(2/5𝑀𝐸𝑅
2
𝐸 ∼ 9.7 × 1037 kg m2) for a uniform distribution of matter inside the Earth, the

density is expected to be higher deep inside the Earth with more concentration of material

towards the center. The average density of Earth is about 5.51 g/cm3 which is more than

the density of rocks found on the surface. This observation also indicates that the interior

of Earth is expected to have a higher density.

Now, if we talk about the layers of Earth, the outermost layer of crust is made up of

solid rocks and has the lowest density among all layers [281, 284]. Under the crust, we

have the mantle, which consists of extremely hot rocks that are solid in the upper mantle

but highly viscous plastic in the lower mantle. The mantle is followed by the high-density

core, which is mainly composed of iron and nickel. The core can further be divided into

outer core and inner core.

The seismic waves propagating through the bulk of Earth can be classified into two

categories which are the pressure (P) waves and shear (S) waves [281]. The P-waves cause

the particles of the medium to oscillate in the direction of motion, whereas the S-waves

result in the vibration of particles in the perpendicular direction. Since the outer core

does not allow the transmission of S-waves along with a significant drop in the velocity of

P-waves, the outer core is likely to be in a liquid state with its viscosity as low as that of

water [281]. The inner core was discovered by Miss I. Lehmann in 1936 by observing its

higher P-waves velocity [288]. Further, the physical state of the inner core is expected to

be solid, which may be possible even at such high temperatures because of a significant

increase in the melting point of iron and other heavy elements at the tremendous pressure

present inside the inner core [289].

The measurement of velocities of seismic waves is utilized to develop the Preliminary

Reference Earth Model (PREM) [152] as shown by the cyan curve in the right panel of

Fig. 7.1 where the density is shown as a function of radial distance i.e. the distance of a

layer from the center of Earth. We would like to mention that in the actual PREM profile,
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Figure 7.1: Left: Three-layered profile of Earth. Right: Density distributions of profiles of Earth
as functions of radial distance from the center of Earth. Note that the total mass of
the Earth is the same in all the profiles. [267]

the Earth is divided into 81 layers. But what we use here as a PREM profile [152] for the

sake of computational ease is a 25-layered profile of Earth (black curve) that preserves all

the important features of the Earth profile. We have checked that whatever conclusion, we

have drawn in this work, will not alter whether we take 25 layers or 81 layers.

Guided by the PREM profile of Earth, we consider a three-layered profile of Earth as

shown in the left panel of Fig. 7.1. The innermost layer is the core which is followed by the

mantle, and the outermost layer is the crust. The density distribution for the three-layered

structure is shown by the red curve in the right panel of Fig. 7.1. The layer boundaries

and their densities for the three-layered profile of Earth are mentioned in Table 7.1.

Profiles Layer boundaries (km) Layer densities (g/cm3)
PREM 25 layers 25 densities

Core-mantle-crust (0, 3480, 5701, 6371) (11.37, 5, 3.3)
Mantle-crust (0, 5701, 6371) (6.45, 3.3)
Core-mantle (0, 3480, 6371) (11.37, 4.42)

Uniform (0, 6371) (5.55)

Table 7.1: The boundaries and densities of layers for various profiles of Earth considered in this
analysis. The radius and mass of Earth remain invariant for all these profiles. [267]

Since neutrino oscillations occur in the vacuum also, one of the important tasks is

to rule out the vacuum hypothesis and feel the presence of matter. For vacuum, we

consider the density of the Earth to be zero. We further consider alternative profiles of the

Earth as mentioned in Table 7.1 for testing against the three-layered profile using neutrino
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oscillations. While considering alternative profiles of Earth, we assume the radius and

the mass of Earth to be invariant1. The dashed blue curve in the right panel of Fig. 7.1

shows the mantle-crust profile, which has a two-layered structure with mantle and crust

where the core and mantle are fused together. The core-mantle profile has a two-layered

structure with core and mantle where the crust is merged into the mantle as shown by the

dashed green curve in the right panel of Fig. 7.1. The uniform density profile is shown by

the dotted pink curve in the right panel of Fig. 7.1.

Since the distributions of densities in these profiles of the Earth are different from each

other, we expect the neutrino oscillation probability to modify differently in the presence

of matter governed by these profiles. In Sec. 7.3, we discuss the effect of these profiles of

the Earth on neutrino oscillation probabilities.

7.3 Effect of Various Density Profiles of Earth on

Probability Oscillograms

ICAL is sensitive to atmospheric muon neutrinos and antineutrinos in the multi-GeV

range of energy. After traveling long distance inside the Earth, the initial muon neutrino

𝜈𝜇 at production may survive as muon neutrino 𝜈𝜇 at detection with survival probability

𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) whereas an electron neutrino 𝜈𝑒 may oscillate to muon neutrino 𝜈𝜇 with

appearance probability 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇). The muon neutrino events detected at ICAL are

contributed by both survival (𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) as well as appearance (𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) channels.

In this analysis, we use the values of benchmark oscillation parameters mentioned in

Table 2.2. In Fig. 7.2, we present the oscillograms for 𝜈𝜇 survival channel (𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) in the

plane of cos 𝜃𝜈 vs. 𝐸𝜈 considering NO in the three-flavor neutrino oscillation framework

using various profiles of Earth. In Fig. 7.3, we show the same for 𝜈𝜇 appearance channel

(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇). In Figs. 7.2 and 7.3, cos 𝜃𝜈 = 1 corresponds to the downward-going neutrino

and -1 to the upward-going neutrino. In both these figures, we study six different profiles

of the Earth which are i) vacuum, ii) PREM, iii) core-mantle-crust, iv) mantle-crust, v)
1Note that the moment of inertia of Earth can also be considered as an additional invariant quantity on

which the information is obtained from gravitational studies independent of seismology.
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core-mantle, and vi) uniform density.

Figure 7.2: 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) oscillograms considering various density profiles of Earth. We take the
three-flavor oscillation parameters from Table 2.2. We assume NO and sin2 𝜃23 =
0.5. [267]

• Vacuum: The left panel of the first row in Fig. 7.2 shows the survival probability

𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) in vacuum where we can identify the first oscillation minimum as a

dark blue diagonal band which starts from (𝐸𝜈 = 1 GeV, cos 𝜃𝜈 = 0) and ends at
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Figure 7.3: 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) oscillograms considering various density profiles of Earth. We take the
three-flavor oscillation parameters from Table 2.2. We assume NO and sin2 𝜃23 =
0.5. [267]

(𝐸𝜈 = 25 GeV, cos 𝜃𝜈 = −1). This diagonal band is named as “oscillation valley” in

chapters 5 and 6. The higher-order oscillation minima and maxima in vacuum are

shown with thinner bands of blue and yellow colors, respectively, in the lower-left

triangle. The left panel in the first row in Fig. 7.3 shows 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) for the case

of vacuum oscillation where we do not see any matter effect.
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• PREM profile: The right panel in the first row in Fig. 7.2 shows the survival

probability 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) in the presence of matter with the PREM profile. The

oscillation valley can be observed along with matter effect. The red patch around

−0.8 < cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.5 and 6 GeV < 𝐸𝜈 < 10 GeV corresponds to MSW resonance

whereas yellow patches around cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.8 and 3 GeV < 𝐸𝜈 < 6 GeV is due

to the NOLR/parametric resonance. The right panel in the first row in Fig. 7.3

shows 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) in the presence of matter with the PREM profile where we can

identify the MSW resonance as a single yellow patch around −0.8 < cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.5

whereas the NOLR/parametric resonance can be seen as two yellow patches around

cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.8. A sharp transition is observed around the boundary of core and

mantle at cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.84.

• Core-mantle-crust profile: The survival probability 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) with the three-

layered profile of core-mantle-crust is shown in the left panel of the second row in

Fig. 7.2 where we can identify the MSW resonance as well as the NOLR/parametric

resonance similar to the case of PREM profile. The left panel in the second row in

Fig. 7.3 shows 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) for core-mantle-crust profile where we can identify the

MSW resonance as well as the NOLR/parametric resonance. Here, we can observe

two sharp transitions at core-mantle boundary (cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.84) and mantle-crust

boundary (cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.45).

• Mantle-crust profile: The right panel of the second row in Fig 7.2 shows the

survival probability 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) for the case of the two-layered profile of mantle-

crust where we can observe that the MSW resonance is modified significantly and

the NOLR/parametric resonance is not visible. This indicates that the absence

of core modifies the matter effects significantly. Due to the absence of core, the

NOLR/parametric resonance as well as the sharp transition around cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.84

is absent in 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) for mantle-crust profile as shown in the right panel of the

second row in Fig. 7.3.

• Core-mantle profile: For the case of the two-layered profile of core-mantle shown

in the left panel of the third row in Fig. 7.2, the MSW resonance, as well as
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the NOLR/parametric resonance, are observed clearly for the survival probability

𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) which indicate that the absence of crust does not affect the matter

effects by a large amount. For the core-mantle profile shown in the left panel of the

third row in Fig. 7.3, the matter effects for 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) are the same as observed in

the case of the three-layered profile, but the sharp transition around cos 𝜃𝜈 = −0.45

is absent because we do not have the mantle-crust boundary in this profile.

• Uniform density: The right panel of the third row in Fig. 7.2 shows the survival

probability 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) for the case of uniform density inside Earth where we

can identify the MSW resonance, which is disturbed by a small amount. The

NOLR/parametric resonance is absent, which is a sign of the absence of core. In the

right panel of the third row of Fig. 7.3, 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) is shown for uniform density

inside Earth where we can find that the NOLR/parametric resonance, as well as

two sharp transitions, are absent. This is because we do not have the core and any

boundaries between layers.

Thus, we may infer from these plots that the presence of mantle and core results in the

MSW resonance and the NOLR/parametric resonance, respectively, whereas boundaries

between layers result in sharp transitions. We would like to mention that we have used

NO for these plots where significant matter effects is observed in the neutrino channel,

and antineutrinos feel negligible matter effect. If we consider the case of IO, antineutrinos

will feel the significant matter effects rather than neutrinos. Our aim is to observe these

features in the reconstructed muon observables at ICAL in 10 years.

7.4 Reconstructed Events at ICAL

We generate the reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events at ICAL in 10 years following the

procedure described in Sec. 3.4. For the case of NO, the 50 kt ICAL detector would

detect about 4614 reconstructed 𝜇− and 2053 reconstructed 𝜇+ events in 10 years with

a total exposure of 500 kt·yr using three-flavor neutrinos oscillation with matter effects

considering 25-layered PREM profile of Earth as shown in Table 7.2. The ns timing
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resolution of RPCs [137–139] enables ICAL to distinguish between upward-going and

downward-going muon events, which are also shown in Table 7.2. We also show events

considering the three-layered profile of core-mantle-crust as well as the vacuum where we

can observe some difference in upward-going events only which have experienced matter

effect. It is important to note that there is not much difference in total event rate for these

profiles, but the final result receives a contribution from binning of these events, which

is possible because of good resolution of energy and direction of reconstructed muons at

ICAL. The directions of these reconstructed muons can be used to get information about

the regions in the Earth through which neutrinos have traversed, as we discuss in Sec. 7.5.

Profiles Reconstructed 𝜇− events Reconstructed 𝜇+ events
Upward Downward Total Upward Downward Total

PREM 1654 2960 4614 741 1313 2053
Core-Mantle-Crust 1659 2960 4619 739 1313 2052
Vacuum 1692 2960 4652 745 1313 2057

Table 7.2: The total number of reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events expected in the upward and
downward direction at the 50 kt ICAL detector in 10 years which is scaled from 1000-
year MC data. We take the three-flavor oscillation parameters from Table 2.2. We
assume NO and sin2 𝜃23 = 0.5. [267]

7.5 Identifying Neutrino Events Passing through

Different Layers of Earth

The atmospheric neutrinos cover a wide range of baselines (𝐿𝜈) from 15 km to 12757 km

that correspond to downward and upward directions, respectively. The vertically upward-

going neutrinos pass through a set of layers of Earth depending upon their directions,

as shown in Fig. 7.4. The vertically upward-going neutrinos with cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.84 pass

through crust-mantle-core region as shown by pink color in Fig. 7.4. The yellow region

in Fig. 7.4 with −0.84 < cos 𝜃𝜈 < −0.45 shows the neutrino events passing through

crust-mantle region. The neutrinos which pass through only crust are shown by the blue

color region in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Neutrinos passing through regions consisting of a particular set of layers of Earth
depending upon the zenith angle. [267]

Regions cos 𝜃𝜈 𝐿𝜈 (km) 𝜇− Events 𝜇+ Events
Crust-mantle-core (-1.00, -0.84) (10691, 12757) 331 146

Crust-mantle (-0.84, -0.45) (5721, 10691) 739 339
Crust (-0.45, 0.00) (437, 5721) 550 244

Downward (0.00, 1.00) (15, 437) 2994 1324
Total (-1.00, 1.00) (15, 12757) 4614 2053

Table 7.3: Reconstructed 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events expected at ICAL for 500 kt·yr exposure for neutrinos
passing through various regions depending upon zenith angle of neutrino. These
reconstructed muon events for 10 years are scaled from 1000-year MC data. We
consider three-flavor neutrino oscillations in the presence of matter with the PREM
profile. We take the three-flavor oscillation parameters from Table 2.2. We assume
NO and sin2 𝜃23 = 0.5. [267]

Table 7.3 shows the expected number of events at ICAL for 500 kt·yr exposure for

neutrinos passing through different regions shown in Fig. 7.4. Here, we consider three-

flavor neutrino oscillations in the presence of matter with the PREM profile of Earth.

ICAL would detect about 331 (146) 𝜇− (𝜇+) events corresponding to the crust-mantle-

core passing neutrinos (antineutrino). About 739 𝜇− and 339 𝜇+ events would be detected

for crust-mantle passing neutrinos and antineutrinos, respectively. The events passing

through only crust would be about 550 and 244 for 𝜇− and 𝜇+, respectively.

Note that the total number of events for reconstructed 𝜇− (4614) and 𝜇+ (2053) are

the same in Table 7.3 and Table 7.2 for the PREM profile case. Also, it is worthwhile to

mention that the reconstructed downward-going 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events mentioned in Table 7.3

are a bit different as compared to the downward-going events as mentioned in Table 7.2

for the PREM profile case. It happens because of the angular smearing caused by the
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kinematics and the finite angular resolution of the detector. Because of this angular

smearing, we may have differences in the directions of neutrinos and reconstructed muons,

which may force a downward-going neutrino (near horizon) to appear as an upward-going

reconstructed muon event.
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Figure 7.5: Reconstructed muon event distribution at ICAL for 500 kt·yr exposure for neutrinos
traversed through various regions in the Earth. These reconstructed muon events
for 10 years are scaled from 1000-year MC data. We consider three-flavor neutrino
oscillations in the presence of matter with the PREM profile. We take the three-flavor
oscillation parameters from Table 2.2. We assume NO and sin2 𝜃23 = 0.5. The top,
middle, and bottom panels show the distribution of reconstructed muon events for
the parent neutrinos passing through the crust-mantle-core, crust-mantle, and crust,
respectively. The dotted, dashed, and solid vertical blue lines correspond to the core-
mantle boundary, mantle-crust boundary, and horizontal direction, respectively. The
Left (right) panels show the reconstructed 𝜇− (𝜇+) events. [267]
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We would like to point out that while using reconstructed muon observables, the

difference in the directions of muon and neutrino due to angular smearing may cause a

deterioration in the capability of ICAL to identify the region traversed by the neutrino.

Figure 7.5 shows event distributions of reconstructed muons in (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane

for neutrinos passing through different regions. For demonstrating reconstructed event

distributions for 500 kt·yr exposure, we have chosen a binning scheme such that we have

total 9 bins in 𝐸 rec
𝜇 and 20 bins in cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 . For 𝐸 rec
𝜇 , we have 4 bins of 1 GeV in the

range 1 – 5 GeV, 1 bin of 2 GeV in the range 5 – 7 GeV, 1 bin of 3 GeV in the range 7 –

10 GeV, and 3 bins of 5 GeV in the range 10 – 25 GeV, whereas uniform bins of 0.1 are

used for cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 in the range of -1 to 1. In Fig. 7.5, the vertical dotted blue line shows

the core-mantle boundary, whereas the vertical dashed blue line shows the mantle-crust

boundary. The horizontal direction is shown with a solid blue line.

The left panel in the first row in Fig. 7.5 shows the distribution of reconstructed 𝜇−

events for neutrinos passing through crust-mantle-core region. Here, we can observe that

although the actual neutrinos are present only on the left side of the dotted blue line, a few

reconstructed muons get smeared into other regions also. The left panel in the second row

in Fig. 7.5 shows the event distribution of reconstructed 𝜇− events for neutrinos passing

through crust-mantle region i.e. between dotted and dashed blue lines. Although most

of the events remain between dotted and dashed blue lines, some events smear into other

regions also. The reconstructed 𝜇− event distribution for crust passing neutrinos is shown

in the left panel of the third row in Fig. 7.5. A similar kind of smearing is observed for

the distributions of reconstructed 𝜇+ events as shown in the right panels in Fig. 7.5. Thus,

we can say that the good directional resolution at ICAL enables the reconstructed muon

events to preserve the information about the regions traversed by neutrinos.
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Observable Range Bin width Number of bins

𝐸 rec
𝜇 (GeV)

[1, 4] 0.5 6 12[4, 7] 1 3
[7, 11] 4 1
[11, 21] 5 2

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇

[-1.0, -0.4] 0.05 12 21[-0.4, 0.0] 0.1 4
[0.0, 1.0] 0.2 5

𝐸′rec
had (GeV)

[0, 2] 1 2 4[2, 4] 2 1
[4, 25] 21 1

Table 7.4: The binning scheme considered for reconstructed observables 𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 , and 𝐸 ′rec
had

for 𝜇− as well as 𝜇+ events. [267]

7.6 Simulation Method

7.6.1 Binning Scheme

In this work, we are harnessing the matter effects to understand the distribution of matter

inside the Earth. The binning scheme used in Ref. [112] is optimized to probe the Earth’s

matter effects considering 𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 , and 𝐸′rec
had as observables. In this binning scheme,

𝐸 rec
𝜇 is considered in the range of 1 – 11 GeV whereas 𝐸′rec

had is having a range of 0 – 15 GeV.

We have modified this binning scheme by adding two bins of 5 GeV for 𝐸 rec
𝜇 in the range

11 – 21 GeV whereas last bin of 𝐸′rec
had is increased up to 25 GeV. The resulting binning

scheme is shown in Table 7.4 where we have total 12 bins in 𝐸 rec
𝜇 , 21 bins in cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 and 4

bins in 𝐸′rec
had. We would like to mention that the bin sizes are chosen following the detector

resolutions such that there is a sufficient number of events in each bin. Although the matter

effects are experienced by upward-going neutrinos only, we have considered cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 in

the range of -1 to 1 because downward-going events help in increasing overall statistics as

well as minimizing normalization uncertainties in atmospheric neutrino events. This also

incorporates those upward-going (near horizon) neutrino events that result in downward-

going reconstructed muon events due to angular smearing during neutrino interaction as

well as reconstruction. We have considered the same binning scheme for 𝜇− as well as 𝜇+.
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7.6.2 Numerical Analysis

In this analysis, the 𝜒2 statistics is expected to give median sensitivity of the experiment

in the frequentist approach [290]. We define the following Poissonian 𝜒2
− for 𝜇− in 𝐸 rec

𝜇 ,

cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 , and 𝐸′rec

had observables as considered in Ref. [112]:

𝜒2
− = min

𝜉𝑙

𝑁𝐸 ′rec
had∑

𝑖=1

𝑁𝐸rec
𝜇∑

𝑗=1

𝑁cos 𝜃rec
𝜇∑

𝑘=1

2(𝑁 theory
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 − 𝑁data

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 ) − 2𝑁data
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 ln ©«

𝑁
theory
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘

𝑁data
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘

ª®¬
 +

5∑
𝑙=1

𝜉2
𝑙 , (7.1)

where,

𝑁
theory
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 = 𝑁0

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘

(
1 +

5∑
𝑙=1

𝜋𝑙𝑖 𝑗 𝑘𝜉𝑙

)
, (7.2)

𝑁
theory
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 and 𝑁data

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 represent the expected and observed number of 𝜇− events, respectively,

in a given (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 , 𝐸′rec
had) bin, whereas 𝑁0

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 are the number of events without

considering systematic uncertainties. In this analysis, we use the method of pulls [208,

218, 291] to consider five systematic uncertainties following Refs. [111, 113]: flux

normalization error (20%), cross section error (10%), energy dependent tilt error in

flux (5%), error in zenith angle dependence of flux (5%), and overall systematics (5%).

Following the same procedure, we define 𝜒2
+ for 𝜇+, which will be calculated separately

along with 𝜒2
−. The total 𝜒2

ICAL for ICAL is calculated by adding 𝜒2
− and 𝜒2

+

𝜒2
ICAL = 𝜒2

− + 𝜒2
+. (7.3)

We use the benchmark choice of oscillation parameters given in Table 2.2 as true parame-

ters for simulating data. In theory, first of all, the 𝜒2
ICAL is minimized with respect to pull

variables 𝜉𝑙 and then, marginalization is done for oscillation parameters sin2 𝜃23 in the

range (0.36, 0.66), Δ𝑚2
eff in the range (2.1, 2.6) ×10−3 eV2, and mass ordering over NO

and IO. The solar oscillation parameters sin2 2𝜃12 and Δ𝑚2
21 are kept fixed at their true

values given in Table 2.2 while performing the fit. As far as the reactor mixing angle is

concerned, we consider a fixed value of sin2 2𝜃13 = 0.0875 both in data and theory since

this parameter is already very well measured [82, 84, 170, 194]. Throughout this analysis,

we consider 𝛿CP = 0 both in data and theory.
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7.7 Results

For statistical analysis, we simulate the prospective data assuming the three-layered core-

mantle-crust profile as the true profile of the Earth. The statistical significance of the

analysis for ruling out the mantle-crust profile with respect to the core-mantle-crust profile

is quantified in the following way

Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile = 𝜒2

ICAL (mantle-crust) − 𝜒2
ICAL (core-mantle-crust) (7.4)

where, 𝜒2
ICAL (mantle-crust) and 𝜒2

ICAL (core-mantle-crust) is calculated by fitting prospec-

tive data with mantle-crust profile and core-mantle-crust profile, respectively. Since the

statistical fluctuations are suppressed to calculate Asimov (or median) sensitivity, we have

𝜒2
ICAL (core-mantle-crust) ∼ 0.

7.7.1 Effective Regions in (𝐸rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) Plane to Validate Earth’s

Core

The sensitivity of ICAL towards various density profiles of Earth mainly stems from the

Earth’s matter effects experienced by neutrinos and antineutrinos while they travel long

distances inside the Earth. For a given mass ordering, the Earth’s matter effects felt by

neutrinos and antineutrinos are different, which in turn alter the neutrino and antineutrino

oscillation probabilities in a different fashion. In this work, while distinguishing between

various density profiles of the Earth, the major part of the sensitivity comes from neutrino

(antineutrino) mode if the true mass ordering is assumed to be NO (IO). We have elaborated

on this issue in the next paragraph. On the contrary, while determining the sensitivity of

ICAL towards neutrino mass ordering, both neutrino and antineutrino events contribute

irrespective of the choice of true mass ordering [111, 112].

The sensitivity of ICAL to rule out the simple two-layered mantle-crust profile of the

Earth in theory while generating the prospective data with the three-layered core-mantle-

crust profile mostly comes from 𝜇− (𝜇+) events if the true mass ordering is NO (IO). In the

fixed-parameter scenario, we obtain the median Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile (Data: core-mantle-crust,

theory: mantle-crust) of 6.90 (4.10) if the true mass ordering is NO (IO). Note that when
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Figure 7.6: The distribution of fixed-parameter Δ𝜒2
− (Δ𝜒2

+) with NO (IO) without pull penalty
term for ruling out the mantle-crust profile in theory w.r.t. the core-mantle-crust
profile in data in (𝐸 rec

𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec
𝜇 ) plane as shown in the left (right) panel. Note that

Δ𝜒2
− and Δ𝜒2

+ is plotted in the unit of GeV-1 sr-1 where we have divided them by
2𝜋 × bin area. The Δ𝜒2

− (Δ𝜒2
+) for IO (NO) is not significant, and hence, not shown

here. We take the three-flavor oscillation parameters from Table 2.2. [267]

NO is our true choice, the contribution towards the fixed-parameter Δ𝜒2 from 𝜇− (𝜇+)

events is 6.85 (0.05). We see a completely opposite trend when IO is our true choice.

For the true IO scenario, the contribution towards the fixed-parameter Δ𝜒2 from 𝜇− (𝜇+)

events is 0.02 (4.08).

To identify the ranges of energy and direction which are contributing significantly

to Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile for ruling out the two-layered mantle-crust profile in theory against the

three-layered core-mantle-crust profile in data, we have plotted the distribution of fixed-

parameter Δ𝜒2
− and Δ𝜒2

+ without pull penalty term2 as the contribution towards Δ𝜒2

from 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, respectively in (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane as shown in Fig. 7.6. The

left panel of Fig. 7.6 shows the distribution of Δ𝜒2
− (GeV-1 sr-1) for NO in the plane

of (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) where we can observe that the sensitivity to rule out Earth’s core is

contributed significantly by bins of higher baselines and multi-GeV energies in the range

of 3 to 7 GeV of the reconstructed muons. The baselines with significant contribution

correspond to the region around the boundary of core and mantle, where the matter density

gets modified significantly during the merger of core and mantle to form the two-layered

profile being probed here.

2Δ𝜒2
− and Δ𝜒2

+ are calculated without pull penalty
∑5

𝑙=1 𝜉
2
𝑙 (see Eq. 7.1) to explore contributions from

each bin in (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) plane for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ events, respectively.
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We would like to mention that the detector response is already optimized by the ICAL

collaboration for these core-passing events in the above-mentioned multi-GeV energy

range as described in Sec. 3.3. Since the reconstructed muon energy threshold of 1 GeV

is much lower than the energies contributing to the sensitivity of ICAL toward the Earth’s

matter effect, the sensitivity of ICAL towards validating Earth’s core is not going to be

affected by the possible fluctuations around the energy threshold of 1 GeV in the ICAL

detector. The contribution of Δ𝜒2
+ for NO is negligible and hence not shown here. In

the same fashion, the right panel of Fig. 7.6 shows the distribution of Δ𝜒2
+ (GeV-1 sr-1)

for IO where also, the contribution appears from the lower energies and higher baselines.

The contribution of Δ𝜒2
+ for IO is smaller than that for Δ𝜒2

− for NO because the lower

cross-section for antineutrino results in the lesser statistics of 𝜇+ events compared to 𝜇−

events. For the case of IO, the contribution of Δ𝜒2
− is not significant.

7.7.2 Sensitivity to Validate Earth’s Core with and without CID

Till now, we have shown the fixed-parameter results, but now for final results, we marginal-

ize over oscillation parameters sin2 𝜃23, Δ𝑚2
eff and mass ordering while incorporating

systematic errors as explained in Sec. 7.6. The total statistical significance includes

contributions from both 𝜇− as well as 𝜇+ as shown in Eq. 7.3. Here, we calculate the

statistical significance to rule out the alternative profiles of Earth in theory with respect to

the three-layered profile of core-mantle-crust in data as shown in Table 7.5. We have also

compared alternative profiles of Earth in theory with respect to the PREM profile [152]

in MC data. We would like to remind you that the PREM profile is with 25 layers as

described in Sec. 7.2 by the solid black line in the right panel of Fig. 7.1.

We can observe in Table 7.5 that the Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile for ruling out the vacuum in theory

with respect to the three-layered profile of core-mantle-crust in data is 4.65 for NO (true)

with CID, which shows that ICAL has good sensitivity towards the presence of matter

effects. In the absence of CID, this Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile drops to 2.96, which shows that the

capability of ICAL to distinguish 𝜇− and 𝜇+ is crucial to observe the matter effects.

For the case of IO (true), these numbers decrease further because, in this case, most of
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the contribution comes from 𝜇+ that has lesser statistics due to a lower cross-section of

antineutrinos compared to neutrinos.

MC Data Theory
Δ𝜒2

ICAL-profile
NO(true) IO(true)

with CID w/o CID with CID w/o CID
Core-mantle-crust Vacuum 4.65 2.96 3.53 1.43
Core-mantle-crust Mantle-crust 6.31 3.19 3.92 1.29
Core-mantle-crust Core-mantle 0.73 0.47 0.59 0.21
Core-mantle-crust Uniform 4.81 2.38 3.12 0.91

PREM profile Core-mantle-crust 0.36 0.24 0.30 0.11
PREM profile Vacuum 5.52 3.52 4.09 1.67
PREM profile Mantle-crust 7.45 3.76 4.83 1.59
PREM profile Core-mantle 0.27 0.18 0.21 0.07
PREM profile Uniform 6.10 3.08 3.92 1.18

Table 7.5: Ruling out the alternative profiles of Earth at the median Δ𝜒2 level. We marginalize
over oscillation parameters sin2 𝜃23, Δ𝑚2

eff, and mass ordering in theory, whereas the
remaining oscillation parameters are kept fixed at their benchmark values as mentioned
in Table 2.2. The third and fourth (fifth and sixth) columns show results considering
NO (IO) as true mass ordering in data. The results in the third and fifth (fourth and
sixth) columns are with (without) the charge identification capability of ICAL. [267]

Since we have found that ICAL can sense the presence of matter effects, now we can

calculate the statistical significance to identify the profile that satisfies the distribution of

matter inside Earth. The Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile for ruling out the two-layered coreless profile of

mantle-crust in theory with respect to the three-layered core-mantle-crust profile in the

prospective data is about 6.31 for NO (true) with CID, and this is the sensitivity with

which ICAL can validate the presence of core inside Earth in the context to PREM model.

For the case of IO (true), this result drops to 3.92.

We find that the trend in the final results with marginalization is the same as observed

for the fixed-parameter case. After marginalization, the contributions from 𝜇− (𝜇+) events

towards theΔ𝜒2
ICAL-profile for validating Earth’s core is 6.09 (0.21) for NO as the true choice

of mass ordering. If IO is the true mass ordering, then we see an opposite trend where the

contribution towards the Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile from 𝜇− (𝜇+) is 0.09 (3.82) after marginalization.

We would like to mention that if we do not incorporate hadron energy information and

just use (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) binning scheme from Table 7.4 then the Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile for validating
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Earth’s core after marginalization over oscillation parameters is about 3.20 for NO (true)

with CID. Thus, we can say that the incorporation of hadron energy information improves

the sensitivity of ICAL towards validating Earth’s core.

The Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile for ruling out the core-mantle profile in theory with respect to the

core-mantle-crust profile in data is smaller than 1, which shows that the matter effects

caused by crust is not significant. For ruling out the uniform distribution of matter in

theory, we get Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile as 4.81, which indicates the capability of ICAL to feel the

non-uniformity in density distribution inside Earth.

We would like to mention that it does not make much difference if we perform analysis

using the simple three-layered profile instead of the PREM profile and save computational

time. The Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile for the three-layered profile of core-mantle-crust in theory with

respect to 25-layered PREM profile (as shown by the black line in the right panel of

Fig. 7.1) in data is 0.36 (0.30) for NO (IO) which shows that irrespective of the choice

of the ordering of neutrino masses in nature, the analysis of atmospheric neutrino data

with the simplified three-layered profile is a legitimate choice. Note that if we generate

our prospective data with the more refined PREM profile having 25 layers and try to

distinguish it from our hypothetical mantle-crust profile in theory, then we get a slightly

increased Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile of 7.45 for NO and 4.83 for IO.

7.7.3 Impact of Marginalization over Various Oscillation

Parameters

The sensitivity of ICAL to differentiate various density profiles of Earth may get deterio-

rated due to the uncertainties in neutrino oscillation parameters. To understand the impact

of uncertainties of individual oscillation parameters on the sensitivity of ICAL to rule out

an alternative profile of Earth while generating prospective data with the three-layered

profile of core-mantle-crust, we marginalize over one oscillation parameter at a time in

theory as shown in Table 7.6. In data, we take NO as true mass ordering and use the

benchmark values of oscillation parameter given in Table 2.2.

The third column of Table 7.6 shows the fixed-parameter Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile where we have
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MC Data Theory
Δ𝜒2

ICAL-profile
Fixed Marginalization over

parameter sin2 𝜃23 |Δ𝑚2
eff | ±|Δ𝑚2

eff | All
Core-mantle-crust Mantle-crust 6.90 6.36 6.84 6.84 6.31
Core-mantle-crust Vacuum 6.80 6.44 5.16 4.94 4.65
PREM Mantle-crust 7.88 7.47 7.81 7.81 7.45
PREM Vacuum 7.71 7.28 6.10 5.89 5.52

Table 7.6: The impact of marginalization over oscillation parameters sin2 𝜃23, |Δ𝑚2
eff |, and mass

ordering on the sensitivity of ICAL to rule out the alternative profile of Earth at the
median Δ𝜒2 level. We assume true mass ordering as NO in data. The Δ𝜒2

ICAL-profile for
the fixed-parameter case is given in the third column. The marginalized Δ𝜒2

ICAL-profile
obtained after performing minimization separately over sin2 𝜃23, |Δ𝑚2

eff |, and Δ𝑚2
eff

(with both mass orderings) in theory are given in fourth, fifth and sixth columns,
respectively. The marginalized Δ𝜒2

ICAL-profile after performing combined minimization
over sin2 𝜃23, Δ𝑚2

eff, and both mass orderings in theory is given in the last column. The
remaining oscillation parameters are kept fixed at their benchmark values as mentioned
in Table 2.2. [267]

not marginalized over any oscillation parameters in theory. In the fourth column, we

marginalize over sin2 𝜃23 in the range (0.36, 0.66) in theory and keep the other oscillation

parameter fixed at their benchmark values as mentioned in Table 2.2. Similarly, we

marginalize over |Δ𝑚2
eff | in the range (2.1, 2.6) × 10−3 eV2 with same mass ordering (NO)

in theory and data as shown in the fifth column. In the sixth column, we marginalize over

Δ𝑚2
eff while considering both mass orderings in theory which effectively varies Δ𝑚2

eff in

the range (-2.6, -2.1) ×10−3 eV2 and (2.1, 2.6) ×10−3 eV2. Finally, in last column, we

shows Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile with marginalization over sin2 𝜃23, Δ𝑚2

eff, and both mass orderings in

theory.

The median Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile which is the sensitivity of ICAL to rule out the two-layered

profile of mantle-crust while generating prospective data with the three-layered profile

of core-mantle-crust, is 6.90 when no marginalization is performed over any oscillation

parameter as shown in the first row of Table 7.6. After marginalization over sin2 𝜃23,

Δ𝑚2
eff, and both mass orderings in theory, the above-mentioned Δ𝜒2

ICAL-profile drops to

6.31. Here, marginalization over sin2 𝜃23, in theory, affects the sensitivity most.

Similarly, when we rule out vacuum scenario in theory by generating data with the

core-mantle-crust profile, we obtainΔ𝜒2
ICAL-profile of 6.80 if we do not marginalize over any
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oscillation parameter in theory as shown in the second row of Table 7.6. ThisΔ𝜒2
ICAL-profile

reduces to 4.65 if we marginalize over sin2 𝜃23, Δ𝑚2
eff, and both mass orderings in theory.

We observe that in this case, the marginalization over Δ𝑚2
eff, and both mass orderings

substantially reduces the Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile.

From the above-mentioned observations, we can conclude that the marginalization over

oscillation parameters has a large impact when we attempt to distinguish between various

density profiles at ICAL. In the future, the more precise determination of oscillation

parameters will help us to rule out the alternative profiles with better sensitivity at ICAL.

The above findings hold if we generate the prospective data with the 25-layered PREM

profile instead of the three-layered profile of core-mantle-crust and differentiate it against

the mantle-crust or vacuum profile in theory.

7.7.4 Impact of Different true Choices of sin2 𝜃23

So far, we have taken in our analysis, sin2 𝜃23(true) = 0.5 as our benchmark choice but

the recent global fit data also indicates that 𝜃23 may not be maximal, it can either lie in

the lower octant where sin2 𝜃23 < 0.5 or the higher octant where sin2 𝜃23 > 0.5. Needless

to mention that 𝜃23 is the most uncertain oscillation parameter at present apart from 𝛿CP.

So, now, it is legitimate to see how the sensitivity of ICAL towards validating the Earth’s

core may change if, in nature, 𝜃23 (true) turns out to be non-maximal. To analyze this, we

are presenting Fig. 7.7 where, in the x-axis, we have varied the choice of sin2 𝜃23 in data

in the range 0.36 to 0.66, and in the y-axis, we are evaluating the median Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile,

the sensitivity with which we can validate Earth’ core (left panel) and rule out vacuum

scenario in theory with respect to PREM profile in data (right panel). Here, we marginalize

over oscillation parameters sin2 𝜃23 in the range of 0.25 to 0.75, Δ𝑚2
eff in the range of (2.1,

2.6) ×10−3 eV2 and both the mass orderings NO as well as IO, whereas the remaining

oscillation parameters are kept fixed at their benchmark values as mentioned in Table 2.2.

The dominant contribution of matter effect appears in term of sin2 𝜃23 for survival

probability 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) as well as appearance probability 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) as shown by series

expansion in Ref. [153]. 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) decreases almost linearly with sin2 𝜃23 whereas
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Figure 7.7: The median Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile as a function of the choice of sin2 𝜃23 in data. The median

Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile is the sensitivity with which we can validate Earth’s core by ruling

out the mantle-crust profile in theory w.r.t. the core-mantle-crust profile in data as
shown in the left panel. The right panel shows the sensitivity at median Δ𝜒2

ICAL-profile
level to rule out vacuum scenario in theory w.r.t. the PREM profile in data. In
both the panels, the black (red) curves show the sensitivities with (without) charged
identification capability of ICAL. Note that we marginalize over oscillation parameters
sin2 𝜃23, Δ𝑚2

eff, and mass ordering, whereas the remaining oscillation parameters are
kept fixed at their benchmark values as mentioned in Table 2.2. We assume mass
ordering as NO in data. [267]

𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) increases linearly. Since the contribution of appearance (𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) channel

is smaller than that of survival (𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) channel, the net matter effect does not cancel

out completely and shows almost linear dependence on sin2 𝜃23.

This linear dependence of matter effect on sin2 𝜃23 results in an increasingΔ𝜒2
ICAL-profile

with sin2 𝜃23(true) as shown in both panels in Fig. 7.7 because Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile in both the

cases are driven by matter effect. Thus, we can say that the Earth’s core can be validated

with a higher confidence level if, in nature, 𝜃23 is found to be lying in the higher octant.

We can also observe in both cases that Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile is higher if the charge identification

capability is present. Thus, the presence of charge identification capability is crucial in

validating Earth’s core (left panel) as well as ruling out vacuum scenario (right panel).

7.8 Summary and Concluding Remarks

Atmospheric neutrinos travel long distances inside Earth and feel the presence of matter

effects that depend upon the density distribution inside Earth. Neutrino oscillation tomog-
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raphy utilizes the matter effects experienced by neutrinos to unravel the internal structure

of Earth. Guided by the PREM profile, we use a three-layered density profile of Earth

where we have core, mantle, and crust. For comparison, we consider alternative profiles

of Earth – mantle-crust, core-mantle, and uniform density.

In Sec. 7.3, we show the effect for various profiles of Earth on the neutrino oscillations

in survival (𝜈𝜇 → 𝜈𝜇) and appearance (𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) channels. We observe that the pres-

ence of mantle and core result in the MSW resonance and NOLR/parametric resonance,

respectively. On the other hand, the presence of a boundary between layers results in a

sharp transition in oscillation probabilities in 𝑃(𝜈𝑒 → 𝜈𝜇) channel.

Table 7.2 shows that about 4614 𝜇− and 2053 𝜇+ events are expected at ICAL for

500 kt·yr exposure considering three-flavor neutrino oscillations in the presence of matter

with the PREM profile. Utilizing the neutrino directions, we estimate that about 331

𝜇− and 146 𝜇+ core-passing events would be detected at ICAL in 10 years as shown in

Table 7.3. The events passing through the crust-mantle region and only crust are also

shown in Table 7.3. In Fig. 7.5, we can observe that the information about the region

traversed by neutrinos is preserved even after reconstruction as muon events, but some of

the reconstructed muons may get smeared into other regions due to reaction kinematics

and finite detector resolution.

After identifying the events passing through various regions inside Earth, we perform

statistical analysis to differentiate between two profiles of Earth using atmospheric neutrino

events at ICAL. We would like to mention that Δ𝜒2 for the determination of mass ordering

is contributed by both neutrino and antineutrino irrespective of the choice of true mass

ordering. On the other hand, in our study, where we are contrasting between different

profiles of Earth for a given mass ordering, Δ𝜒2 is mostly contributed by neutrino for NO

(true) and antineutrino for IO (true). We estimate statistical significance at Δ𝜒2 level to

rule out the coreless profile of mantle-crust with respect to the core-mantle-crust profile as

given by Eq. 7.4. Figure 7.6 shows that the significant contribution to Δ𝜒2
− (NO) and Δ𝜒2

+

(IO) is received from higher baselines and lower energies which is the region around the

boundary between core and mantle. The density in this region gets significantly modified

in the absence of a core.
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We show the final results in Table 7.5 in terms ofΔ𝜒2
ICAL-profile to rule out the alternative

profiles in theory with respect to the core-mantle-crust profile in data. For final results,

Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile is marginalized over oscillation parameters sin2 𝜃23,Δ𝑚2

eff and mass ordering.

The results for the coreless profile of mantle-crust in theory with respect to the core-mantle-

crust profile in the prospective data show that the presence of Earth’s core in the context

of PREM model can be validated at Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile of 6.31 for NO (true) and 3.92 for IO

(true) using 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL with charge identification capability. On the other

hand, if we generate our prospective data with a more refined PREM profile of the Earth

having 25 layers and contrast it with our hypothetical profile of the Earth consisting of only

mantle and crust in theory, then we get a slightly enhanced Δ𝜒2
ICAL-profile of 7.45 for NO

(true) and 4.83 for IO (true). Important to note that in the absence of charge identification

capability of ICAL, these sensitivities deteriorate significantly to 3.76 for NO (true) and

1.59 for IO (true).

We demonstrate that the sensitivity to rule out the alternative profiles of Earth deteri-

orates with marginalization. This indicates that with the improvement in the precision of

oscillation parameters in the future, the alternate profiles of Earth can be ruled out with

better sensitivity. In Fig. 7.7, we show that the sensitivity to validate Earth’s core increases

as we increase the true value of sin2 𝜃23. Thus, the presence of Earth’s core can be vali-

dated at higher sensitivity if 𝜃23 is found to be lying in the higher octant. It is important to

note that the presence of charge identification capability is an important feature of ICAL,

which significantly improves the results for studies involving matter effects. We hope that

the analysis performed in this chapter will open a new vista for the ICAL detector at the

upcoming INO facility.



Chapter 8
Summary and Concluding Remarks

Neutrinos were proposed to explain the phenomenon of beta decay. The discovery of

neutrinos happened after 30 years using the intense source of nuclear reactor. Later,

neutrinos were detected from various sources like atmosphere, Sun, accelerators, reactors,

supernova, and radioactivity in Earth. The anomalies in solar and atmospheric neutrino

fluxes were resolved with the discovery of neutrino oscillations by Super-Kamiokande

experiment using the data of atmospheric neutrinos. Over the past two decades, most

of the neutrino oscillation parameters have been measured with good precision. The

CP-phase 𝛿CP and atmospheric mixing angle 𝜃23 still possess large uncertainties. Another

important aim of future neutrino experiments are the determination of neutrino mass

ordering and the octant of 𝜃23. These details are described in chapters 1 and 2.

Atmospheric neutrinos have played an important role in the precision measurement

of oscillation parameters Δ𝑚2
32 and 𝜃23. Atmospheric neutrinos have access to a multi-

GeV range of energies over a wide range of baselines. The 𝑊-mediated charged-current

interactions of upward-going neutrinos with the ambient electrons inside Earth result

into the matter effects that modify the oscillation patterns for neutrinos and antineutrinos

differently. The separate measurements of matter effects in neutrinos and antineutrinos

can help us determine the neutrino mass ordering.

The upcoming 50 kt Iron Calorimeter (ICAL) detector at the India-based Neutrino

Observatory (INO) aims to detect atmospheric muon neutrinos and antineutrinos sepa-

rately in the energy range of about 1 to 25 GeV covering the baselines from about 15

163
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to 12750 km. ICAL consists of stacks of iron layers as passive detector elements and

Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) sandwiched between them as active detector elements.

The charged-current interactions of neutrinos in the iron layers result into the production

of muons and hadrons. The magnetic field of 1.5 T enables ICAL to distinguish between

𝜇− and 𝜇+ events and hence, 𝜈𝜇 and �̄�𝜇. The muon results into a track-like event, whereas

hadron leads to a shower-like event. The ICAL detector is described in detail in chapter 3.

Now, we described the work included in this thesis in chapters 4 to 7.

In chapter 4, we describe the studies on response uniformity of RPC. We study the

effect of non-uniform resistivity of graphite layer on detector response. A ROOT-based

mathematical framework has been developed to simulate the charge transport in graphite

layer. An experimental setup is developed using linear stage, and picoammeter to measure

the non-uniform resistivity of graphite layer which is given as an input to the simulation.

The effect of non-uniform resistivity is studied by simulating the potential buildup on the

application of high voltage on one edge of the graphite layer. The simulations predicted

that the potential distribution is uniform at the saturation but the time-constant gets affected

by the non-uniform surface resistivity. To verify these predictions experimentally, a high-

impedance probe is developed using an operational amplifier in voltage follower circuit.

The experimentally measured distributions of potential and time-constant are found to be

in good agreement with simulated distributions.

In chapter 5, we show that an atmospheric neutrino experiment like ICAL can observe

oscillation dip and oscillation valley features in reconstructed muon observables. First,

we show the oscillation dip feature in 𝜈𝜇 survival probability as a function of 𝐿𝜈/𝐸𝜈. The

oscillation dip corresponds to the situation when oscillation is maximum, i.e., 𝑃(𝜈𝜇 →

𝜈𝜇) = 0. The oscillation dip manifests as the oscillation valley in the plane of (𝐸𝜈, cos 𝜃𝜈) in

the form of a diagonal band. Next, we demonstrate that the oscillation dip can be observed

at ICAL using the ratio of upward-going (𝑈) and downward-going (𝐷) reconstructed

muon events as a function of 𝐿rec
𝜇 /𝐸 rec

𝜇 . We propose a dip-identification algorithm to find

the location of the dip that is used to measure the value of Δ𝑚2
32. We also show that

the value of atmospheric mixing angle 𝜃23 can be measured using the ratio of total 𝑈/𝐷

ratio. We further demonstrated that the oscillation valley feature can be observed in the
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plan of (𝐸 rec
𝜇 , cos 𝜃rec

𝜇 ) using 𝑈/𝐷 ratio at ICAL. We show that the oscillation valley can

be fitted to obtain the alignment that is used to measure the value of Δ𝑚2
32. Note that

in both these approaches, we measure the value of Δ𝑚2
32 independently for 𝜇− and 𝜇+

channels. In our methods of oscillation dip and valley, we also incorporate the statistical

fluctuations, systematic errors, and uncertainties in neutrino oscillation parameters using

multiple sets of simulated data. These approaches provide a new way of measuring

atmospheric oscillation parameters, which is complementary to the Δ𝜒2 approach. Since

long-baseline experiments have access to only a fixed baseline, they can perform only

oscillation dip analysis. On the other hand, the atmospheric neutrino experiments like

Hyper-K, ORCA, IceCube-Upgrade, and DUNE-atmospheric can perform oscillation dip

as well as oscillation valley analyses. The observation of oscillation dip and valley would

provide an orthogonal approach to establish the nature of neutrino oscillations and hence

make the neutrino oscillation picture more robust.

In chapter 6, we propose a new approach to probe neutral-current non-standard in-

teractions (NSIs) of neutrinos using oscillation dip and valley in reconstructed muon

observables at ICAL. We focus on the flavor-changing NSI parameter 𝜀𝜇𝜏, which has a

maximum impact on the survival probability of muon neutrinos. We observe that the

non-zero value of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 results in the shifts in the dip locations, which are opposite for 𝜇−

and 𝜇+. The direction of shift of dip location also depends upon the sign of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 as well

as mass ordering. We introduce a novel variable Δ𝑑 representing the difference in dip

locations for 𝜇− and 𝜇+, which has sensitivity towards the magnitude as well as the sign

of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 and is independent of Δ𝑚2
32. We use the difference in dip locations for 𝜇− and

𝜇+ to place constraint on 𝜀𝜇𝜏 using 500 kt·yr exposure at the ICAL detector. As far as

the oscillation valley is concerned, it bends in the presence of NSI parameter 𝜀𝜇𝜏. These

bendings of oscillations valleys are opposite for 𝜇− and 𝜇+. The direction of bending of

oscillation valley also depends on the sign of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 and mass ordering. We demonstrate

that the contrast in the curvatures of oscillations valleys for 𝜇− and 𝜇+ can also be used

to estimate the bounds on 𝜀𝜇𝜏. The estimated precision on |𝜀𝜇𝜏 | using oscillation dip and

valley measurements is about 2% at 90% C.L. using 500 kt·yr exposure at ICAL. The ef-

fects of statistical fluctuations, systematics errors, and uncertainties in neutrino oscillation
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parameters are incorporated using multiple sets of simulated data. It is important to note

that the charge identification capability of ICAL plays an important role in observing the

opposite shifts in dip locations and the contrasts in curvatures of valleys for 𝜇− and 𝜇+. We

expect that the further exploration of features of oscillation dip and valley at experiments

like ICAL would help us understand the properties of neutrinos in novel ways.

The interior of Earth consists of unknown regions and extreme environments which

are inaccessible directly. The information about the internal structure of Earth has been

obtained using gravitational measurements and seismic studies, which depend upon the

gravitational interaction and electromagnetic interaction, respectively. On the other hand,

atmospheric neutrinos can use the weak interactions with the ambient electrons inside

Earth to probe the internal structure of Earth. The idea of tomography of Earth using the

absorption of neutrinos has been explored in many studies. Significant progress in the

precision measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters has opened a unique avenue

for using neutrino oscillations as a tool to probe the interior of Earth. The neutrino

oscillation tomography exploits the matter effects experienced by neutrinos to reveal the

internal structure of Earth. In chapter 7, we show that the atmospheric neutrinos at 50 kt

ICAL detector can be used to explore the core of the Earth. We show that the presence

of mantle results in the MSW resonance, whereas the presence of core gives rise to

the neutrino oscillation length resonance or parametric resonance. Using the excellent

direction resolution of ICAL, we can probe the regions through which neutrino has

traversed. In 10 years, ICAL would detect about 331 𝜇− and 146 𝜇+ events corresponding

to the core-passing neutrinos. We demonstrate that the presence of the core of Earth can be

validated with a sensitivity of 7.45 (4.83) for normal (inverted) mass ordering by ruling the

mantle-crust profile with respect to the PREM profile of Earth. Note that in the absence of

charge identification capability of ICAL, this sensitivity would deteriorate to 3.76 (1.59)

for normal (inverted) ordering. The huge amount of atmospheric neutrino data going

to be collected at the next-generation neutrino experiments would significantly improve

the prospects of neutrino oscillation tomography of Earth. The combined approaches of

gravitational measurements, seismic studies, geoneutrino detection, neutrino absorption,

and neutrino oscillation would start an era of multi-messenger tomography of Earth.
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We believe that the physics analyses performed in this thesis would open new ways of

studying neutrino oscillations, probing BSM scenarios, and pave the way for neutrino as a

tool for tomography of Earth. In the experiment part of this thesis, the framework devel-

oped to simulate charge transport can be a stepping stone for a more detailed simulation

of devices like RPCs.

Future Scope

The framework developed to simulate charge transport in the graphite layer can be extended

to simulate more complex geometries like a three-dimensional device of RPC. In the

present work, our focus was on developing and bench-marking the simulation framework;

hence, the input conditions were kept constant. For future analysis, we can also extend the

simulation framework to accept the time-dependent inputs, which can help us simulate the

propagation of signals. This can open the possibility of studying attenuation, reflection,

and collection of signals. Therefore, we believe that the simulation and experimental

approach presented in this thesis could be useful for a more detailed understanding of the

working of devices like RPC.

The approach of using oscillation dip and valley to measure the neutrino oscillation

parameters and probe the non-standard interactions of neutrinos is novel and comple-

mentary to traditional analyses. The rich features of oscillation dip and valley can be

used to explore other BSM physics scenarios. A more refined analysis can extract more

information from the oscillation valley, which can, not only probe new physics models,

but also help us in removing certain degeneracies, just like the measurement of 𝜀𝜇𝜏 was

independent of Δ𝑚2
32. Access to 𝜇− and 𝜇+ channels also provide an opportunity to look

for features that are different for neutrinos and antineutrinos. Therefore, we believe that

the oscillation dip and valley have the potential to help us explore unique features of

neutrino oscillations.

The atmospheric neutrinos have access to wide ranges of energies, and baselines,

which enable them to reach the unexplored regions of Earth. The precisely measured

atmospheric neutrino data in next-generation neutrino experiments can reveal the more
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detailed structure of Earth. Most importantly, the neutrino oscillation tomography of Earth

would exploit the weak interactions with electrons inside the Earth which is complemen-

tary to gravitational and seismic measurements. Neutrino tomography can emerge as a

practical application with the potential to shed light on pressing issues like the location of

the core-mantle boundary, the chemical composition of the core, and the state of matter

inside the core, etc. Therefore, the era of multi-messenger tomography would enable us

to improve our understanding of our planet.
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